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VOLUME IV.
mence and rudeness.
er and a humorist

JOHN T. OILMAN. Editor,

Rates of Advertising:
One inch of space In length of oolumn, oonstitutes
•'eqcARB.”
81.50 per square daily flrst week; 76 oents per week
after; three insertions or less, 81.00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 oents.

three insertions or loss, 76 oente; one
week, fcJ.00; 60 oente per week after.
Under head of Amusements, 82.00 per square por
week; three insertions or less, 81,60.
ai-BoiAL Notices, f-2.00
per square flrst week,
•1,00 per square alter; three insertions or less, 81.C0;
"5tt*ro* ltuee insertions, 81.00; one week,
81
Auvertisements inserted la the Maibu State
Pa ass (which has a large oiroulation In every part of
the State) for 60 oonts per square in addition to the
above lutes, for each insertion.
Lrsal Notices at usual rates.
Transient advertisements must be paid forln adHail square,

60*

vance.
Business Notices, in reading oolumns, 20 oents
per une lor one insertion. No charge lest than flfty
uenta for «aoh insertion.
tear AJlcommuuiaations intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Jltiitvr qftkt Prut,” and
those of a business character to the Publithtrt.
tay'JoB I'Uiktiwo o; everydescription executed

r. Tracy, Traveling Agent.

and to

Europe, and making new treaties, the
Japanese repented of their concessions to
“outside barbarians,” and refused to permit
foreign ships to pass through the Strait ot Simonoeaki (an indispensable because the shortest route from China on one
side, and from
the Pacific on the other.) They endeavored
to prevent its passage by means of force, but
a fleet composed of
English, French, and
Dntch war-vessels, with one mprchant-steamer bearing the American
flag, to show our cooperation, have so thoroughly beaten the Japanese that they cencede the
point that henceforth ships of all nations passing
through the
Strait of Simonosaki shall be wholly uninterrupted, that their crews may land, that they
may purchase coal, wood, provisions, and wa-

and America

The Atlantic Monthly lor December conby Proleasor Golwin Smith,
from which we make a few extracts:
taius an article

ENGLAND AND AMERICA.

“You may think that English freedom falls
far short of yours. You will allow that It
goes bcyoml any yet attained by the great Eu-

rtt x/onui/7*

1 tints.

The Times was in former days a great popular organ. It led vehemently and even violently the struggle for Parliamentary Reform.
In that way ip made its fortune, and having
made its fortiue, it takes part with the rich.
Its

proprietor in those days was a man with
many faults, but he was a man of the people.
Aristocratic society disliked and excluded
him; he lived at war with it to the end. Affronted by the whigs, he became in a certain
sense a tory; but he united his toryism with
chartism, and was sent to Parliament for Nottingham by tories and chartists combined.—
Theopposition of his journal to our New PoorLaw eviuced, though in a perverse way, his
feeling for the people. But his heir, the present proprietor, was born in the purple. He is
He sits in Para wealthy landed gentleman.
liament tor a constituency of landlords. He
is thought to have been marked out for a peerage. It is accusing him of no grime to suppose that so far as he controls the Timss, it
takes the bias of his class, and that its voice,
if it speaks his sentiments, is not that of the
English people, but of

a

rich, conservative

squire.

“The e.ditor is distinct from the proprietor,
but his connections are still more aiistocratic.
A good deal has been said
among us of late
about his position. Before his time our
journalism was not only
anonymous, but impersonal. The journalist
not only
the
to those whom he
critized.butto all the world.
The present editor of the Times wears the
mask to the objects of his
criticism, but drops
it, as has been remarked in
in‘the
saloons’
of
rank
and
gilded
power. Not content to remain in the privacy which
protected
the independence of his predecessors, ke has
come forth in his own person to receive
the
homage of the great world. That homagehas
been paid In no stinted measure, and as the
British public has been apprised in rather a

wore?

Parliament,

startling manner, with
ing effect.
*

are

*

ter, and that the whole expenses of the expe-

dition shall be paid by Japan, in addition to a
large sum of ransom lor the town of Simonosaki, which the Allied fleet might have burned
but spared. The Inland Sea is thus opened,
and at length free commerce is established between Japan and the rest of the world. For
this thanks are due to the United States, which
made the first commercial treaty with Japan,
thanks to the imposing extent of the expedition and the pertinacity and tact,displayed by
Commodore Pebby. The wedge has been introduced, and it would be a vain speculation
to predict when or how the Japanese Empire
will be disintegrated thereby.

[Philadelphia

a

“English peers, alter all,
English gentlemen; and no English gen-

tlemen would deliberately sanction the torrent
of calumny and insult which the Times has
poured upon this nation. There are penalties
for common offenders; there are none for
those who scatter fire-brands among nations.
But the Timea will not come off unscathed.
It must veer with victory. And its readers
will be not only prejudiced, but idiotic, if it
does not in the process leave the last remnant
of its authority behind.
.CABLYLE.
“One English writer has certainly raised his
joice against you with characteristic vehe-

MERCHANDISE.

J. E. FERNALD l SON.
Merchant Tailors,
And Dealers in

dent’s

To Grocers*
1 <7i3 HHDS. GVAOALOUPB MOLASSBS,
JL I U nice article for retailing. For eale by
C. C. MITCHELL fc SON.

Oct 81—2m

Apples.
ZUU

lor sale

Scotch Canvass.

onstomersj with

ear

promptness, fidelity and despatch are nnexoelled.
Ow Stock is large and desirable, presenting all

OAA BOLTS of "David Corear fc Son’e” Leith,
a
sail-cloth of superior quality, Just received direct from Liverpool, and for sale by
MoUILVJSBY, RYAN fc DAVIS,
181 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf

.,

WHOLE NO

——

75-2

A. M. McKENNENEY,
Photographic Establishment
TO

284 CONGRESS STREET.

New England, with Beoeption and Exhibition
Booms on the Ground Floor, and added to it a

Frame

JAMES B. RACKLYFT.

-also-

All kinds of

Fancy Cards, Photograph Albums, Fancy and
Card Frames, Cord and Tasstls, Knobs, fc., *c.

He returns his
heretofore, and
the same.

sincere thanks for liberal patronage
respectfully solicits a continuance ol

For

Men

and

May be found

■A.

ML.

Has in (tore the

Boys

at

to

No. 171 Fore Street.

Beavers, Cassimeres

as

&

German and

ever

250 000.

Doeskins,

Dealers and

Work.

We would inform onr firiends and the publio that
Intend to keep the best the market affords, and
oan sell at the lowest rates.
Onr Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
we

fit at all times.
nioe Custom

We would also rail attention to

onr

this

Seventh Regiment,
Flora

de

Sept SO—dtf

Hbukt

Clay,

Sugar

Merchant
No.

Federal

107

Port Mahon,

Ec Daioe.

Street,

second to none in turning out Good fitting
Garments of all styles and fashions. His prioes

IS
are

Tailor,

reasonable.

Parties furnishing their own cloth will ha Ye the
same made good in case of misfit.
to friends for past patronage, hoping
for a continuance of the same.
mr* Parties from the country will find this a good
market and “A Tailor always Reddy
Nay 7—eod lm

Olie^ing

<Sz>

I

PICTURE_FRAMES
CLEVELAND Sr

Smoking

No.

147

middle

St.,

Smeod-ltw

Have

on

WORMELL,

No.

90

In New

Geo. Doane h Co, Cavendish,

England—purchased before the very great

advance in all kinds of materials—are prepared to

Davis’ Nataral Leaf,

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

Andersen’s Navy,
Old Homestead,

Lower than any other Establishment
in the city.
services of Mr. H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boeton have been secured to superintend the

GILDING

To look equal to

new.

Portraits & Pictures,
a

price or Cigara and
Tobacco, aa well as other goods, to oonform to the
price of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
stock, 1 call the attention of the trade to the same.

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
which they ofl»r at lowest rates.

GILT

St.,

Blue

furnished them in the best

Operating Room,

That renders the light so pleasant to the sitter,
wltich with the largest LIGHT in the State, enables
him to suit the wants oi those desiring first cla s
Pictures. Hvaing had seven years experience, and
been for the past two yea's the principal OPEBATOE IN A. MeKENNEY’S Establishment, as (an
Artist, he is considered second to none in New Eng-

land.

Photographs, Ambrotypes,
And all other style Piotnres taken from the smallest looket to life-size.
Particular attention given to Copying all kinds
Pictures. Photographs finished in oil, water colors, and India ink, by one of the beet Artists in the
county. Especial attention given to the taking of

FRAMES.

constantly

taken the well known Photograph Booms,
Looking-Glass
HASformerly
oconpled by T. B Burnham, and has

completely refited and
style, and added a

on

well and
New York.

as

oheap

as

can

be done in Boston

or

Liberal discount made to the trade.

FOB

promptly and laithfdlly adjusted.
Mo Charge for Advice and Information.
Mo Charge Until the Claim is Collected.
Chargee ae Low ae Aug other Agency.
In case of Necessity will assist relativhs of seid'ers
and
seamen, until their money is received from the
United States

Mb. Harmon has teen
constantly and exclusively
engaged in tre bnskesa for the pastkifteen fears,
and is now the oldest practitioner in the
Country:
and has imutied the business ot more than
12,00U

persons to their entire sattsfao ion.
Claimants can at once see the advantage of entrust ng their business to those who have bad
long
experience, and are welt and extensively known.

Z. K. Habhom,
J. D. Bbavey.
Mr. J O. Seavey will oontinue the Inenranoe bus-

iness

heretofore.

as

ROYA~L

oot22tf

E RMINE!

Grover & Baker S. M.

and has creator capacity than any other machine.
The subscriber has received the first that has been
brought into the 8 tate, and invites Manufacturers,
Tailor s and all others having use for such a machine
to call and examine.
tie has also a variety of Grover fc Baker's Manu-

facturing and Family Sewing Machines, together

with a good assortment of needles, twist
tons of all numbers, on hand. Also, Pure

140

Middie street.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Surveyor and Civil Engineer,
OFFICE, CODNAN BLOCK,
Street

_Temple
Trunk
Grand
Railway.

mohl7

dfcwtf

I
Freight Dhpavtment,
Portland Station. Nov 28, 186T J
the
U.
8.
to
notify
are requested
“ Island Pond
upon eaoh shipment of
are
which
or upon
required certificates for Uanada,
drawbacks from the U. 8. Govern-

Af EKUHANTS
.ZZi.V'V*’1
J”

Nov

29—dim

KT

JOU« FORTEOUS, Agent.

O T

Jl OET

Stockholders’ Meeting.

THERE Will b# ft rpecial meet in a t\f thn
holders of the If arns worth
many,at the Counting Room of a
in Portland, on
OecSth,
8 0
p’
okl^k
clo°* P'
M.
Per Order of Director
8‘ *'HA8KBLL| cl,rk ot
Corporation.
deoltd

Thursday,

’jjAvSftFcm
aiV

ana

cot-

Machine

Oil.
Machines repaired to order.

N. S. GARDINER.
No. 62 MIDDLE STREET, opp. Post Office.
Mot.

14,1884.

dim

NOTICE.

80,000 Shares Par, $5 Per Share.
Ten Thousand. Shares Reserved

for

Work

Original Subscriptions $2.00 per Share for
full paid Stock and no further

F.

BRADFORD,

Z. K. HARMON.

>*

Jnneai—dtf__

I

of the

this land, which is covered with Oil sprin/sand rich,
“surface shows.
The situation of the territory ie
sufficient evidence of its great value.
No. 2. 8£ acres perpetual lease [99 years] on the
Wash Me ulintoek Farm, Oil Creek. New Well to
go down at onoe.
No. 3 •*Wild Cat Well” on Wash. MoClintock,
producing about 80 [thirty] barrels per day, with engine derrioks, tanks, &c. The Company own the
whole working interest in this celebrated Well,
which has the great advantage of
flowing when it is
not pumped.
No. 4. California Well No. 1.
On Oil Creek,
down 600 feet all ready to tube.
No 5
California Well No. 2. On Oil Creek
down 600 feet nearly ready to tube, with a powerful 16 horse engiue, [sew,] derrioks, tanks, Ao. Ac.

No. 6. Lease of 2£ acres on Oil Creek.
No 7. One quarter interest (wo>
king) inone well,
down four hundred feet, on Oil Creek, and will be
tested i a about four weeks.
No. 8. One auarter full interest on
aores on Oil
Creek, on which above well is situitel. Te > thousand shares reserved for working capital—the prop-

bargain.

a

oentral Eating House in the oity,
of customers. It has also one of

This is the most
and has a foil run

FOR A FIRST-CLASS EATING

closing of the subscription the stock will
be placed upon the regular Boards of Boston and
PLiiadelphia as a bona fide producing and dividendpaying Oil Company.
Subscription books are now open at our office,
where farther particulars, with prospectus, can be

obtained.

Committee

8.

drain and Provisions,
|

)

B08HBS.

to all kinds of

Family Sewing,

as

well

as

Heaw

Tailoring and Leather Work ; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesita ingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, tor they have been tried and im-

proved by

eleven years of

practical experience

and

constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the best
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines ean be seen at the

Sales Room, 137 1-2 middle St,,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions Kiven on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Weed

Sewing Machine

Co.,

No. 187 1*8 Middle Street, Portland.
C. W. EOBIHSON, Agent.
MtMdtf

Chairman, T. B. Hayes, receives Stores

dle street.

VILA &

No.

13

Congress Street,
made at

Boston.

ths offloe of

29
Nor

22—dlw

Exohange St., Portland.

Canal

Bank.

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
Bank la prepared to receive subscriptions to
7 8-16 loan In anna of 869 and npwarda,
paying intereat from date of subscription to August
16th, the date of tbe new loan.
The notea are oonrertable at the end of three
years into specie paying 6 per cent. 5-20 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will.be allowed on allamonnta
of 81000 and orer.
B.«. SOHERBT,
Portland
dtf
Cashier.
ug. 1,1864.
This

tbe

Mid-

Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Honey at 76

Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, reoe*ves Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. A. Johnson.
JunelSdtf

To Merobant Tailors and Cntters.
HAVE left with Mr. W. D. James, No. 63 Middle street, Portland, ooples of the true science of
drafting garments. Mr. J. hilly understands the
theory end practice as well as I do, and can communioat as well to others.
OTIS MADISON.
Portland, Sept 16,1864.

I

Having reoeived authority

from Mr. Madison, I
prepend to furnish ail the ueoessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rales,
at Mr. N. S. Gardiner's, No. 63 Middle street.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 16—3m
am

S.

EMERY,
or
LATl

Das

Conservatorium der
TKACHKB

09

Musik

Leipzig,

zu

TH*

Street,

Portland, [Maine.
8tawfBw

Be
Western and C
And

I

SPANISH NOBILITY
—

pan

thb

—

ARC TU SINE,
—*>n—

CANADA

BEARS’ GREASE 1

For the growth and luxnrianoe of the hair.
Beware cf Imitations, and eee that the signature
and name and place oorrespond.
For sal# by the Druggists.
norlldlaa

yen

NOTICE.

WE,

Henry AJones,

POBTLAND.

j

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Granite Stores,

Commercial street,

(Opposite head Wldgery Wharf,)
John Lyneh, )
PBleg Barker,}
POBTLAND, MB.
Thoe. Lynch. ) Jnneldtf

DOLE A

Cotton,

No. 86 Exchange Street,
Formerly ooeapied by Stewart k Pierce,

a

stock of

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,
Consisting of the following, viz:—Doeskins, Cassi-

Satinets, all wool 8nirting. Under Shirts and

Drawers, DeLaiot, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
Embossed a l wool Table Covers, Sontags, Hoods,
Searft, Neck-Ties, Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen

Threads.
At eo, A Large Lot of Silver-Plated Ware, Table
and Pocket Cutlery, Tranks, Valises, &o.

Auction Sales

Every Evening.

CHAS. E. COTTON, Auctioneer.
Oct 31—dtf

DENTIST,

No. 175 Mlddl
tSimilCH...Drs.BAOO
Portland, Kay 16,18S*.

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

And W holesale Dealers In

ed to Insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vuloanite
Bate,’1
and all other methods known to the profeesion

18,186S_

__Jnnelddm

LEMONT,
Carriage Manufacturer,
K.

Portland, He.

eJT Carriages and Sleighs on hand and made to
order.
Jnneltdtf

C.

P.

KIMBALL,

XAHUBAorrmnn op

Carriages

and

Sleighs,

Preble street, (Near Preble Hoaso,)
POBTLAND, MB.
Sale Room*, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boetou, Mat*.

M. PEARSON,
Silver

Plater,

A«> MAKU7A0TUBBB 07

SILVER

WARE,

»SS Congrett St., Opp. Court Haute, Portland,Me.
KT"All kinds of Wore, enoh as Kniree, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, It a., plated in ths

Re-fniehing

Silver
angSdtm
Old

Carriages, Carriages!
Firmly

Bni

and

Neatly Finished.

LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,

J. F.

far sale, at his establishment, variety
of Carriages made in the neatest and most subOFFERS
stantial

COAL

HARD .AND

SOFT

AND

WOOD,

M 1TJL Jf

v

Mm V

CiU

WATER-PROOF

FELT COMPOSITION,
-AMD-

Gravel

Roofing

FOB FLAT BOOF8.

E. HERSEY. Agent,
JanM dtf

Ho. 16 Union Street

ALBERT WEBB ft C©„
-DULUS IX-

and Grain.

msmi.T/s wham,

Cemmertlal Street,.

Portland, Me.
l«Mtf

_

Alexander D.

Tailor

Reeve*,

Draper,
ST.j

Manufactures to order and in the beat manner. Military and Havy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

__septSdtf

Neotch

Canvas,

—fob an La bt—

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.
BaU, Be.
OA/1 BOUTS Superior Bleached )
ZUV
300 do

AJ^ooj taSSS,

Woftfi
Arbroath,

100do Extra All Longdaxl
too do Havy line
j
Delivered in Portland or Boston.
Beth. April 10,1868

enMdtf

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER!
I1KU

Pumps

OW

and Water

Closets,

NO. 194 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, M.

J. T1. Lewis <&

Oo.,

AND FURNISHING GOODS,
Foe. 1 mad I Free Street Bioek
(Over H. 1. Libby A Co.,)

at abort notice and delivered at any port required.
MoGILVEKY, RYAN A DAVIS.

GRANT’S COFFEE & SPICK MILLS.

HO.
All

Sc

165

!

fllled-

126

GKR, ^ 1ST T

Buya,
GregCroson,

VV.Cilfibid,
Kliaoa Wheeler,
Charles Bartiett,
Bohert Dyer,

COFFEE, 9FICE9,
Salseratns & Cream Tartar,
New Cofee and Spice Mills, 18 and 18 Union street,
Portland, Me.

Coffee and Bploes put up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted
a* represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
BQtloe.
nr~AU goods entrusted a 1 the owner’s risk.
marchlOdtf

B>. J. D. LABRABEE &
No. 69 Exchange St.,
Manufacturers

of all

GO.,

kinds of

fhinnev,

“>4 former customers
t1* «“*?
WHS??
that heinv,f0T
baa taken
the Store Bo. 12s Exchanae
on

the

Stove and Furnace Business,
In all its branches. STOVES, of all kinds, of the
newest and
most

approved patterns.

Furnaces

and

Ranges,

Tin'and Mallow Ware.
kF Second hand STOVES bought, or taken In
exchange lor new.
Stoyms, Rahovs Fukhacvs, and Tin Was, repaired at short notioe. in a faithful manner.
Grateful tor former patronage, he hopes by strict
attention to business, aud fair dealing, to reeeive a
generous share ol

Oct.

publio

favor.

28—dtf,_

REM OV A- L !

Oil

subeoribars inform their customers and tbe
publio gsnera>ly that they have removed from
o*. Chestnut and Congress street, to
oortar
the

—

Paintings, Engravings,

Photographs, A Looking Glasses.
Manufacturers

of all

kinds of

IVTOULIDIKTO-S

100

Middle

formerly eecipiidby fitigenW

i

at.,

Hodgdon,

as
the Dahlia Hoop Skirt store, where
they will
a new and complete
and
assortment or
of Moods
goods an
all the variety usually kept in a

find

FIRST GLASS

—FOB—

Picture Frame* and Looking Glasses.

FANCY GOOES

The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Oar
manufacturing facilities enable us to famish all articles in this line as low In priees as osn be found
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to call and examine oar vory hne Engraving, of which wo have a
seplOdtf
args variety.

snob as Velvets, Bugle Trimmings, Buttons, Wcolen
Goods, Gloves, Laoes. Ve;lt, Cottons. Hibsons, Hosiery, he., Ac., on sadless variety too numerous to
mention.
Don't target the number, 166 Kiddle street.

W.
novgtf

B.

HOWARD

STORE,

*

CO.

Winslow,

agreement the chartering of vessels hss
until within a few days, when
goutl-.m n from Cuba wbo are interested in
the lighterage and oargoes and
consignment ol Oargoes, .rrived hers, and we bolleve informed cur
shippers that this agreem utmost be annulled, uni
musters must bs herd responsible fur the
lighterage
of all oargoos. Onr shlppeis appear te hats
yielded
at oncj to this demand, without
ooasulting or actemdtiug to consult owners and maeteis, and tbe
first intimation they roceive ol it is the announcemsnt in tbe Pliee Current, of the 6th inst
that the
shippers here had agreed to require of them snob
*

Under this

gone

on

some

eatislaotorily

It would seem that fair play and manly dealing u
well at the mutual uepeudei.ee ol paruee ou.ht to
have prevented our ehippen trout yielding to the demand ot Cuban Uoueee, uu.il
they had oonlerted
with owner* of vessels or their agents and made
seme satisfactory arrangement* with them.
As nothing ol the sort was done, the owners, masters and brokers felt called upon to
protect their own
interest and establish etch teima aa Jut oe ard
•elf-preservation required of them, accordingly they
held a meeting on the 7th til.., at the countingrooms 01 Meiers. Roes A bturtivant to coo sic or the
subject. Tnia was largely attended, ano Oapt. Cha.
H. Chase was chosen Chairman, and Wm. Bo s,
Esq Secretary. Alter a careful and candle oonsiueration of the matter, it wai voted that they could
not injustice to thtmsalvee submit to the terms
which tbe Cuban gentlemen bad as (we
believe,)
dictated io our ehippeis. And in order to reduce
this vote to a binding obligation, th-y drew up and

signed the following agreement.
Poxtlaxd, November 7, 1864.
The undersigned, Shipowners, Brokers, Masters
and Managers of vessels, hereby agree and
pledge

themselves each to the other, not to charter their
ve.sels for the island of Cuba, upon any other terms
than to deliver their cargoes alongside the vessel
there, itee of Ugh ter ago, excepting long lumber
which is towed ashore by tbe snip orew and that
no charter shaU be made on private terms, under a
forfeiture o> one thousand dollars.whioh ia to be pail
tbe party breaking this agreement, to tbe othe
signers thereof And the chairman of this meet in
lahereby authorised to institute all, necessary .legal
proceedings to eolleet the same.
John K Donnell,
Thomas L Libber,
David Keazer,
Robert M York,
Bus sal Lewis,
James H Hutchinson
Frank Mill ten,
Samuel Bote,
Rufus Cushman,
George Haskell,
W W Harris,
I H Varney,
W H Woodbury,
Joshua Boland,,
Chaa. H Haste 1
James L Howe.i
Randall A Woodbury,
C C Dailey,I
A
Chiet
Boyd Hauaon,
pher Kilby,
Kdwaid Waite,
JN Ha denbrock,
E A Marw'ck,
William Ferris,
H F Deane,
8 F Randall,
Wm G. chad bourne,
K L Littlefield,
8 8 Palmer,
Geo W Littlefield,
James freeman,
DH Atherton,
Drake A Davis,
Thoe B Adi#
James Keazer,
8 M Martin,
B J Willard,
Ferley A Russel,
Southard A Woodbury, T F Bibber,
JE Jo-dan,
Henry C Small,
R if Bowker,
Thomas Means,
James Bain.
Henry Lorlng,
H L Davia,
Wm E
Adams A York,
Chas Merrill, |
Char let 1 obea,
Geo W Davis,

by

Boyti,

Samuel G Davis.
Edward Hall,
Chas T Smith,
James H Lee
Gregory Croeton

Ingraham,

WmBenter,
EG Willard.

IP?'inlha£
AJ

Emery cashing,

Chas B Varney,
Albert Chase,
Samuel Bounds.

Stephenson

A

Elisha

Pettengill

York.
Daniel O Davis,
William Anderson?
Isaac C Park,
Peter Graffam,

J C

Co.,

Thomas Connor,
Alvin Neal,
Hollis 8t. Clair,
Henry G Timmons,
wmfi Ayers
Chas Dyer.
Dyer A Pierce

—

,

Joseph Hill,

John T Palmer
Shubal Merryi,,.

David McCaimon,
John W Crouther

Cbas Kinney,
Joshua Stroat,
Walter Mm....
A B Webber,

Dayes,

Wheeler,

Cbas P.Kfiapp,
Mlcah Sampson,
Stephen C Mousey,
Jonathan M Knapp,

Lyman

8

Clark,

Bow A Sturtivaat
teton A Hale.
J 8 Winslow
McGllvery, RvanA Davis

WmYFord,
George Burnham A Son, Littkjohn A Cha.*
Chandler Barnes,
O M Nickeraon,
Jeaeph H White,

seem as If our
ought to have »
much regard for the interest of their own
friends
and neighbors as for their Cubsn
mote
consignees:
as the former
ask 'or what is maniand right. But ff thev
festly*
prefer to eooptrate wish the Ja'ter for the purpose of exact Ins onerons lerms and inflicting a
positive Injury upon the
the foirn-r. it Ui very much to be regretted, bat e annever be submitted to.

shippers

only

Klackiner's Concentrated

PHUIT

WIATB,

Hade Without Fermentation.
—

from the country prompi

Street, where he intenda to oarry

A

liavrs,

J. 8.

Chas. Lit 1 John
Chas. H. Chase,
A. D. Wbidden.
Portland, Sept. 1,1864.

_sept28dti
126
M.

MoGilvery, By an

K

THIS WINE possesses a mild
and delicious flavor, full body.
It is prepared irom choice indigenous fruits; and Irom its purif'j and peculiar mode of prep-

aration, possesses
healing properties.

Exchange Street.

Hugh
,

David hearer, Jr.
Kdward Hall.
Tiacon A Hale,
B ss A Sturtivant,
S. F. Bandall,
B. G. York,

1,

remarkable

Kothiug
Palatable, Nothing more Invigorating, nothmere Strengthening.
more

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

J. unman Heed,
G. W. Davis,
K. A. Marwick,

Charles Sawyer,

RETAIL

BRACKETT.
or

Webber,
Welter Merryman,

A. a.

Wm. K.

MIDDLE STEEET.

orders in the city

Kenney,

.Lewis Mitchell,

Look,
Thoe. Means,
Thos. L. Libby,
Heniy C. email,

japeoHtlly
uyt

_

are

DURAN

John K.

Pettexgili,

Charles Merri

Inkham,
Gregg,

D.

James Bain,
C. C. Dailey,
James U Hutchinson,
John W. Crowther,

Joshua Point, d,
Guo. W. Coggins,
Uyman S. Clark,
Audiew J.
W alter W.

r

Henry

"°^

VALISES,

New Bedford Copper Gomp'y.
Bags
undersigned, agents of the above Company, Traveling
THE prepared
to fbrnish suits of
Manufactured and for sals
Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikee, Nails, ?e.,

K. J.

SThl^l

PORTLAND, k*.
frlldtf

C WHOLESALE and

Shutal Merryman,

Joseph Mountiert,

Nathan 8

READY-MADE CLOTHING

AND

Geo. H.Starr,

bamuelPole

Andrew J Chase,
Chas sawyer,

Kenulhstmrert ud Wholesale Dealers In

TRUNKSj

and

statement, vis:

Kdward Gooding,
i. H. Varney,
S- G. Duns,
Jam*s u. liows,
Wiliiam An derson,
Benj. S. True.
John Berry,

Chas P

INVERT description of Water Fixtures lor Orel.
MU ling Houses, Hotels, PabHo Building., Shops.
Ao., arranged and set np In the best manner, and aJl
orders in town or eenntry faithfully executed. Ah
kinds of Jobbingpromptiy attended to. Constantly
on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEES
PUMPS of all descriptions.
sp6dtf

Jip.iJSfe

shipmasters

the

the undersigned, shipmasters tnd<
agents for
owners, hereby agree that ou and alter the first day
ot September, lbo4, all oargoes laden ou boajd
or
the Island 01 Cuba, surii be deiiv. red and rooesvtd
alongside within reach of vessels tackles, excoptuig
long inmber, which ia to be towed to tbe snore by
vessels' crews, according to the cue ome of the principle ports in the united States.

L D Cole,
Norton Stover,

Warm, Cold and Shower k^lha, Wash
Bowie, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

Chamber,

circumstances

agents of owners upon consultation eutered into nn
agreement S.pt. l,leM, in relation to the matter,
and for tb- purpose 01
giving notice te all conoemod
th.y caused it to bo published with toe names of sign,
era, in our dul y papers. In order that .‘here may
be no misapprehension about its terms, it is Inserted

Atherton,
Boland fork,

S. ROUNDS A SON.

dly

manner.

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

Sunday, and the consequence is aimoat 1.variably
that a portion oi tut lighters loads are lost or ato on
and the vsssel and owner# are required to pay lor u!
In other words, tbe owners and masters 01 vessels
are required to insure the fitiih.uuiess ot
they Ilgtiermen ana the hont sty o< nil 01 hers living
along
shore, or emplc yed to taka tee aocount
Added to this the charge lor lighterage has nearly doubled within a lew years and is likely to advance to any sum which interested parties there
may see he to ona ge.

Wm.Fer’is,

deliver sd to any part af the olty.
Omicb COKHHKOLAL 8t„ head of Franklin Wharl

Force

Thes. Ughters areownea by panh, there
and mannel h thou or.w and are tom,times
obliged to go a

l.ug distance to a landihgpi.es and remain undl.charg d over night, or be discharged by niaht or

D. H.

8PKIN9 MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HEZILTON,
SUGAR LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTS IN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, VFEBB.
TER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are o( the
very beet qoali :y, well toroened and pioked, and
warranted to git o satisfaction.
Also fat sale best of

a

The assortment comprises all the
different styles of Light
Carriages, and they will be
sold on the most favorable terms.
Persons intending to porohase Carriages will find it for their inter
est to call and examine oefore baying elsowhere.
inne38dtf

u

CHEAP FOR CASH !

No. 6 Galt Block, Oo miner c al st,
Andrew T. Dole,
I
pnOTT
wr.
MD,
ME.
POBTLAND,
Franklin C. Moody, }

Preble Street,

Bimi.h,
tl

68 EXCHANGE

FLOUB) COBB AND PBODUCB,

E.

Creel.
sand

Dr. J. H. HEAJ D
disposed of his entire Interest In hit
Offloe to Dr. 8. C. FERNALD, would oheerfnlly
reooommend him to his former patients and the pub**o. Dr. PnnnALD, from long experlenoe, is prepar-

MOODY,

GENERAL

—

Auction Room of C. E.

DR. S. C. FERHALD.

Granite Block.

...

f.1n™Instlsq *7n,wbieh

We,

FRAMES THE
FOB

And will be sold at the

meres,

of

iionmr.1^”’

ihipmasteis'harn’S
Y‘i““‘i
ntVL

in this

A CARD.

Wholesale Grocers, Corn, Flour
mad or

ABIELABB01T,Secretary.
novl7dtd
Boston, Nov 16,1864,

OPENED,

mehistl

feblS

snn,»?‘*0V.wil1*lb8

Under these

N*t. *4 and ..Ml Idle Street.
N oodles and Trimmings alwayi on band,

___Janeldtf
JOHN LYNCH & CO.,

_

iMJST

WOODMAN. THUS * CO.,
AGENTS,

CO.,

adlan Produce,

1ST Commercial Strut,
Charles Blake, )

new

THE

A

Wholesale Dealer in all Unde of

To the Subscribert to the Capital Stock of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company:—
the undersigned, the President and Secretary of the Board of Commissioners of the Northern Pseifio Railroad
Company, in pursuance of the
d notions given in the Aet of Incorporation, hereby
give notice to the subscribers of the Capital Stook of
said Company, that, we appoint Tnesaay the sixth
day of Deoember next, at tan o’eloek in the forenoon, and the Room numbered twenty-two (33) in
toe Merchants’ Exchange Building, on State street,
City of Boston, Mass., as the time and place for the
flret m eting of said subscribers, for the purpose of
electing thirteen Directors for said Corporation .and
transacting any other business that may legally
come before them
J081AH PERHAM. President.

SEWING MACHINES I

-A.Jm.HW WiiT <9

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

NO. 11 CLAPP’S BLOCK

Congress

SIlVfiER'8

FIRE

BLAKE, JONES

Bept 5.—dtf

Piano Forte & Musical Theory,

CO.,

BANKERS.

at 119

Commercial street.

_

THE

place itfer in advanoo ol any other Machine
now Idi use.
While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have
long folt the neces6ity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted

Ohristian_

may3dtl

_

LIVERPOOL, UNO.

best manner.
Also, Repairing and
Ware.

Oommission.

Oot 81

Subscriptions can be

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent
improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
wmcb

U. S.

North.

Nov 11—d6m*

HOUSE,

ATKINBON & INGERBOL’S,
eeptt-dtfSo. 77 Middle Street.

Army

Hrokers,

Jnneltf

There is no bettor looation, or run of custom in this
oity. For one seeking business itwlll be found the
best opportunity^vor offered in this clsss of business
in Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please apply at

to be developed with energy,
erties
After the

SPENCER,

Ship

St.,

ATKINSON & INGERSOL,
Can bo pnrohaaed at

Portland

WI. H. WOOD k SON.

WE

Oet 6—dfw2m

Co.,

Whose Sewing Machines have been so long and favorably; known,have just brought out a Dew and improved Machine, embracing all the advantages of
all others with improvements which render it invaluable for manufacturing purposes, it is simple in
construction, runs with but little noise or friction,

hare a few more beautiful sets of this Fashionable Fur, which we can sell

Less than New York Prices.
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.,

!

following:
No. 1 About fifty aores of land in neb simplb, situated on Cherry Tree Run, a branch of Oil Creek,
opposite to the Dalzell Petroleum Co. (Hayes Farm)
and Story Farms. A fine well is on the corner of

BUSINESS,

All elaims against the Government, such as Pin
bions, Bounties, Back Pay and Pkize Money,

And all other olalms against the Government, h vs
boen duly licensed therefor.
HT" All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
er Agenoy, and no pay required until the olalms are
obtained.
Offloe 88 Exohange street, Jose Blook.

Which drawa orowds of easterners.

consisting

St., Portland, Me.

Exchange Street,

and

09 TH1

oontinue the

No. 88

$400,000

The properties of this Company are most valuable,

its branches, at the old stand in

Joae'Block,

Pay

of

ing

Assessment.

(Successors to Bradford tf Harmon,)

In all

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

Dow'. Celebrated Soda Fountain.,

Manufacturers and Tailors.

HARMON Sc SEAVEY,

PENSION

STILL

Xo. 77 Middle

ing Capital.

Sewing Machine,

(Established in 1851.)
oontinne to derote their spcoisi and exoin*
sire attention to the prosecution of Claims for

One-half of the Establishment

Boston

and

CAPITAL

AN ENTIRE NEW

E.8. WORWELL’S,

Will

Nov 8—dim

Pittsburg

sept22 dtf

Eating House for Sale

sept27—dtf

mens at

No. 90 Middle

Alien, Jr.,

Nos. 13 and 15 Exchange 8t.

Plates of all Sizes Be-Sel.

They have also a large variety of Photograph
Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, fc., $c.
%* Mantlb akd Pikr Glabbbp made to order.
With the facilities afforded them they can get np
any piece of work in their department of business
as

DOWS the

Petroleum Company!

hand.

Children's Pictures.
N. B—All Pictures warranted to give entire satisfaction.
The public are invited to call and examine speci-

Oct 17—lwdeodSm

W m.

Congress St.

BRADFORD & HARM01L
Pension and Claim Agents,

Kiliicknlck.

fresh supply of french

312

Milliners prices In proportion.

May Apple,

Having MARKED

Bleaohery,

prices.

Magnolia,

Frames re-gilt,

old

1864,

On Jooky Crown and English shape, 50 cents.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 50 cents.
For ooloring, 20 cents additional to the above

Shanghla,

and they can assure their customers and the public
generally that all work will be done in the NBA TEST and moit WORKMANLIKE MANNER.

Hats for
AT

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 60

Pocahontas,

DEPARTMENT,

Sweetsir’s

Felt

eenta.

Army and Navy,

The

(Late Rongey, Cooper f <J>.)

No- 1 Tower Buildiixaa

FOB

Blocking

dtf

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & CO.,

Organs

TRANSIENT PRICE LIST

Peter’s Choice Nataral Leaf.

Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds ol

Middle

A.

are
ex-

port as many if not mois snooks Ac., to tha- Island
tnan any other
oily in our country, and in return uas°.ri Ikrge quantities of sugar ana molasses.
b-«u tUe practice heretofore in suuio Oi the
te require our shipmasters to deJter
exocptiou of long Inmiier, on*“ other ports to deliver it dito
01 th# vessel, theie to be reoelved
experience ot our
’’“"vBiced them that the latter
course is the
vdll enable them to ooaocount of the delivery ol

in

88 Commercial street, Thomas
Blook,
bobsbt bbalhy, »
8. K. moolto*,
PORTLAND, MM.

Portland, May

D.,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

Are the best instruments of their olaes in the world.
Nearly all the moat prominent artists in the oountry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
instrument# are in constant use in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as Gottsehalk and
others—as well as in the uperas in the principal cities, whenever inch instruments are required. Price
#86 to 8600 eaoh. These instruments ui,y be found
at the Mnsio Booms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prioes.
H. 8. EDWARDS,
No.84#I Stewart's Blook, Congress St.

Wa*. Belton’s Dew Drop,

M.

Board at United Staten Hotel.

Delivered to order in any part of the oity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer ft Whitney are respectfully invited to give us e call.
HAND ALL, MoALLXSTEB ft CO.
Portland, June 13. lM4.-rdly

Scott’* Celebrated Nary,

HUNKINS,

novl6

aprl8dtf

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

imitation of

SucoessortoH. H. Wilder,

Flour,

OFFICE 10. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE-

Coal !

hand the largest assortment of

They have also receired

S.

PACMUES

John Anderson k Co.’s Bolico ud Amulet.

Cleaned and Tarnished in the best tty It.

E.

W holbsalb Dialhs

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN, WOOD AND

MASON & HAMLIN

Chewing & Smoking Tobacco,

EVAN’S BLOCK,

S. C.

Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.
Also, Hard and Sett Wood,

The Cabinet

Jnneltf

__

Nlercliantiii I

Iheir osdViiS0 {?"

ROGERS

A

HAVING

tW Work executed in every part of the State.

MADS exclusively by

OP

OSGOODy

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.

A

TOBACCO!
MOO

Fresco and Banner Painter,

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorbcrry,
Together with the beef quality of

La Flos.

IMPORTED HATAIA CIGARS!

REBM,

__Juneldtl
OSAS. J. SORUKACSXRi

Loaf Lehigh.
Hazelton Lehigh,

Cumberland

H.

Picture, mads by noother Artist

in Portland.
sept 21

Barley, Rye and Oats.

XAHU9AOTtTRBK 09

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 68 Exohange Street, Portland, Me.

Locust Mountain.

JohVa,

DAVIS,

Premium Paged Account Books.

WELL PICKED AND SCRRKNKD

ARE YOU ALL READY ?

M.

AID

the
taken the stand

ana

Xs.

Bookseller, Stationer,

Old Company Lehigh,

Regalia,
Bo Glovo,
Manilla,

Punch,
Cheroots,
Conchas,

M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

H.

haring purchased

Wood,

PORTLAND, MM.

__Juneldfon
Wholesale and Retail.

Stock of
recontly
ooeupied by Messrs. Sawyer If Whitney, head of
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
former patrons and the publio generally, with a
due assortment of

Tip Top,

Black Sea,

CfoU.B.BogS. }

Coal and Wood!

La Bitica,

American Eagle,

Street,

these War Times.

WE,

THE
Coal and

Superior,

Eminette,

be sold low for Cash, at the old
Smith.

ABIEL

Rboio,

m

NOTICE.
the undenigned, having gold oar Stock of
Coax, and Wood to Means. Randall, MoAlister 11Co., do oheertally recommend them to ear
former customers.
All persons having demands
against ns are requested to present them for settleand
all
ment,
persons indebted to ns are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where
one oi the undersigned may be found for the present.
SAWYEB ft WHITNEY.
Portland, Jane 6,1884.
JunelSdSw

snbeoriber

Ebpaniola,

Bunker Hill,

Famishing Goods,

All of which will
stand of Lewis fe

are

of

Beady-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Tests,
And

reqaeeted to examine
the wall known brands

consumers are

stook, among which

6e Saved

cam

Aag27-dtf___

be found In the State qf Maine, the entire lot

oomprising

So that Manet

1. K. 8T0BY, No. 28 Exchange St.

-FOB—

Nice Custom

H ALLOTYPES,

A most splendid

•

Sliror>m<F

well known that the oitiaena of Portland
IT ialargely
interested in the Luba trade. They

FOB PUBOHA8B AID 8ALBOP

_

assortment of

best

DOMESTIC CIGARS

SMITH’S,

Also a fine stock of Cloths, snnh
American Mos:ow and Castor

and

Flour,

merchant

BRADLEY, MOULTON

Woodbury Dana,!
John A. 8. Dana.)
Maine.
_)nneldtf
JOHN T. ROGERS Sc CO.,

ECONOMY IS WEALTH.

juneUdtf

largest

and

Commission

OX BVKHT

STCALL AND NEE,^
N B Particular attention paid to re-copying. Fho
tographg copied from the smallest Locket, and made
life size. Also, Coloring in Oil and Water Colors,
and India Ink, by the best of artists.

POTtlkUd,

)

and WHOLESALE DBALX&6 IH

sen at

Engravings,

Luther Dana,

ang818m.

enbacribor reepeetfUly inform! hi. friend.
In general that he will

Manufactory.

for alJ kinds of Frames, both If Irror and Futures

made to have all ordere

Ship Owners,

—AMD—

0^Cara loaded with Corn In balk free ot ohnrge.
Warehouse No. 130 Commercial Street,
And City Kills, Deering Bridge.
janeleoddm

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,

A

Having fitted up the largest snd most elegant

in

others to make.
8ept li—d8m

Commission Merchants,
CIGARS and TOBACCO. THE
SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF
Repair Gentlemens’Garments
DBBOBirTIOM,
Flour, Provisions & Groceries,
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
Fall and Winter Clothing I
AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
No. SI Commercial

Ooraer of Contra, opposite Preble House.

Photographic Establishment

good assortment of Cloths and Trimmings
constantly on hand.
Particular
attention given to outtlng for
XT

HATS & BONNETS DTED.

l N G !

T_H

Notice to

Also. Ground Bock Balt.

will be pleased te meet his hriends and customHAS
A

—ALSO-

fc KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.

Portland, June IS, 1864.

BUBGIN,

DBALXm IB

Corn, Meal

ers

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,
Bleached A Pressed at the Shortest Notice

s'lMOHTON

FALL AND WINTER

MISCELLANEOUS.

emo

OAK TREENAILS, fbr

100 1000

Portland, Aug 10,1864.—dtf

NATHAN

MAINE.

...

will be
promptly attended to.

Treenails.
CkBH.”

“NET

WHOLJC8A L*

GOULD,
Merchant
Tailor,
Straw, Lace & Leghorn Bonnets
rod to No. 131 Middle street, where he

PORTLAND

CAKDb.

EDWABD H.

REMOVAL!

Bleacher;,
Oongres Street.

309

BUSINESS

BUSINESS CARDS.

Maine Bonnet

Every exerticn

the Novelties of the season.

C L O

by

DANFORTH fc CLIFFORD,
Ho. 5 Lime St.

ootaitf

No. S7 Middle Street.

TEEMS

a

OAA BBL8. Choice Appples, lost reoeived and

Furnishing Croods,

Onr facilities for supplying

MISCELLANEOUS.

glThanklul

somewhat intoxicat-

*

Press.

j

as

now

CLOTHING.

;

would be thrown open to the world. After
sending Ambassadors to the United Slates

Tuesday Morning, Dec. 6,1864.

to the conduct of England
towards you in this civil war. It is of want
of sympathy, if of anything, on our part, not
of want of interest, that you have a right to
complain. Never, within my memory, have
the hearts of Englishmen been so deeply moved by any foreign struggle as by this civil war
—not even, if 1 recollect aright, by the great
Europeau earthquake of 1848. I doubt whether they were more moved by the Indian mutiny or by our war with Bussia. It seemed
that history had brought round again the
great crisis of the Thirty Years’ War, when all
England throbbed with the mortal struggle
waged between the powers of liberty and slavery on their German battlefield; for expectation can scarcely have been more intense
when Gustavus and Tilly were approaching
each other at Liepsic, than it was when Meade
and Lee were approaching each other at Gettysburg. Severed from us by the Atlantic,
while other nations are at our door, you are
still nearer to us than all the world besides.
“The feeling of our aristocracy, as of all aristocracies, is against you. It does not follow,
nor do I believe, that as a body they would desire or urge their government to do you a
wrong, whatever spirit may be shown by the
few of the less honorable or more violent
members of their order. With all their classsentiments, they are Englishmen, trained to
walk in the paths of English policy and justice. But that their feelings should be against
you is not strange. You are fighting, not for
the testoration of the Union, not for the emancipation of the negro, but lor democracy
against aristocracy, and this fact is thoroughly understood by both parties throughout the
Old World. As the champions of democracy,
you may claim, and you receive, the sympathy
of the democratic party in England and in
Europe; that of the aristocratic party you
cannot claim. You must bear it calmly, if the
aristocracies mourn over your victories and
triumph over your defeats. Do the friends of
democracy conceal their joy when a despotism
or an oligarchy bites the dust?
“The members of our aristocracy bear you
no personal hatred.
An American going
among them even now meets with nothing
but personal courtesy and kindness. Under
ordinary circumstances they are not indifferent to your good will nor unconscious of the
tie of blood. But to ask them entirely to forget their order would be too much. In the
success of a commonwealth founded on social
and political equality all aristocracies must
read their doom. Not by arms, but by example, you are a standing menace to the existence of political privilege. And the thread
of that existence is frail.

I read his “French Revolution.”
But his philosophy, in its essential
principle is false. He teaches that the masses
of mankind are fools—that the hero alone is
wise—that the hero, therefore, is the destined
master of his fe'low men, and that their only
salvation lies in blind submission to his rule
—and this without distinction of time or circumstance, in the most advanced as well as in
the most primitive ages of the world. The
hero despot can do no wrong. He is a king
with scarcely even a God above; and If the
moral law happens to come into collision with
his actions, so much the worse for the moral
law. ‘On this theory a commonwealth such
as yours ought not to exist; and you must
not be surprised, if, in a fit of spleen, the
great cynic grasps his club and knocks your
cause on the head,as he thinks, with a single
blow. Here Is the end of an unsound though
brilliant theory—a theory which has always
latent in it the worship of force and fraud,
and which has now displayed its tendency at
once In the portentous defence of the robberpolicy of Frederic the Great and in the portentous defence of the slave power.”

The Japan Trade Opened.
It might have been foreseen, and was predicted, that from the time the Japanese received the American expedition, in 1853—4, and
made a treaty of commerce and amity with us
only a very short time could elapse before the
trade of that previously shut up
country

with dispatch.

“And

a new
to me when

open

l ax Portland DAilr Fxxssli published at 88.00
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If paid within six months; and 82.60, if payment bu
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ropean nations, and that to those uatious it
has been and still is the light of hope. I see
it treated with contempt here; it is not treated with contempt by Garibaldi; it is not treated with contempt by the exiles from French
despotism, who are proud to learn the English
tongue, and who find in our land, as they
think, the greatest asylum of the free.
Let England and America quarrel.
Let
your weight be cast into the scale against us,
when we struggle with the great conspiracy
of absolutist powers around us, and the hope
of freedom in Europe would be almost quenched. Hampden and VVashintou in arms against
each other!
What could the powers of evil
desire more ? When Americans talk lightly
of a war with England one desires to ask
them what they believe the effects of such a
war would be on their own country. How
many more American wives do they wish to
make widows ? How many more American
children do they wish to make orphans ? Do
they deem it wise to put a still greater strain
on the already groaning timbers of the constitution ? Do they think that the suspension of
trade and emigration, with the price of labor
rising and the harvests of Illinois excluded
from their market would help you cope with
the financial difficulties which fill with anxiety every reflecting mind ? Do they think that
four more years of war-govermnent would
render easy the tremendous work of reconstruction? But the interests of the great
community of nations are above the private
interests of America or England. If war
were to break out between us, what would become of Italy, abandoned without help to her
Austrian enemy and her sinister protector?
What would become of the last hopes of liberty in France ? What would become of the
world ?
THE CONDUCT OF ENGLAND.

As an historical paintCarlyle has scarcely an
intellectual region seemed to

equal;
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A belt wine-glass taken a short time before breaktut will sharpen the appetite, and n la to be relied
wben every other mode oi treatment tails.
Vied for Kerroui Wialmeu, Ueedfor Kidney Cbm-

on

plaints, Ueedfor Indigestion.

It is rapidly growing into publio fkvor, for those
who use It ouoe invariably buy it the second time
It is used as a dinner wine by
la
of all
—

many
plaoe
others.
Good fer the Sedentary, Good for I he Contumplirr
Goedjor the Invalid.
It Is quite refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and oonvalrscent it can be said to
tie truly invaluable.
Every household ahouid have
a supply oonsiantly on band fbr
ftuniiy uae.
Thii Wine fs Unfermented, Thii Wine ii Unlermented, Thii Wine ii Vnfermented.
Prepared and for sale by L. BLACK MKR k CO.
Worciator, Mass. For sals In Portland by W. T.
PHILLIPS, k CO., and by Druggists and dealtrs
oetaiuvdSin
generally.

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans.
or Mends *» this 8tnte,
having des buried in the

RELATIVES

vicinity oi New
ceased 8oldie1
Orloaas, and are deshloae of baring their remains
taken np and sent home this fall, by addreaaing
J.M.

WINSLOW, Undertaker,

No. 178 Masaaiae Street. New Orleans, can havo
that business carefully and properly atteaded to oa
the most reasonable terma. Mr. Winslow was b>rof ‘his S ato, and can give satiafao lory Befsrcan have the bodies
carefully 'at on up
(without removing ram the original
ioffln) lhWood or Metallic Burial Cases, and forwarded to New Tork by gov raiment steamer.
ootfl dim

Tbs friends
tnd unolosed

Instructions

on

the Flute.

JOHNSON, formerly ol this city, proposes
Mb.to8. give
tbe above instrument. Can
lessons
on

saen at present at the store of Messrs. X. 1„
Shaw k Co No. 87 Federal Street, between tba
tours of 11 and I o'eioek. Tanas, 810 tor 94 lessens
Oot. 18-la*
>•
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the Stale, at d
Amble that of any other in Pot ..and.
runs—88,00

per

pear ta advance.

jay Reading Matter

“Are we

all Fear Page*.

an

...

now
agers In Baltimore, with a fail' prospect
that Lincoln will be driven from the canvass.
Grant may be the man-Greenbacks derided.
“Grant may be brought out as the successful nominee over both Chase and Lincoln.
Chase men are hoping to uphold him a» a comthere is B°t *>uoyafc
promise candidate. But
and finance
cy enough left in his greenbacks
blunders to float him.”

Maine Democratic

In 1800 there were twelve Democratic papers
in this State, outside of this city, or papers
the democratic

which supported

“

Nation?"
title, Mr. J.

war, and says:

party and its

candidates, located as follows:
York
County, at Saco and Biddeiord,2

a

T. TrowUDder the above
of the Atlannumber
in
December
the
bridge,
the promtic Monthly, gives some thoughts on
which
ise and the duties of the present time,
Referring to
are of peculiar force and vigor.
of that
the recent election, the writer speaks
forlorn Second Tuesday of Noand
“foggy
vember” as the most memorable day of the

Newspapers.

Franklin,
Androscoggin“

“

Sagadahoc

“

“

Kuox

“

“

Somerset

“

“

Anson,

Penobscot
Aroostook

“

“

Washington

“

Bangor,
Houiton,
Machias,

“
“

Kennebec

“

1
1
1
1

Farmington,

Lewiston,
Augusta,
Bath,
Kockland,

1
1
1
1
1

“
Belfast,
Waldo
Of this number the Bangor and Bath papers
were issued daily and weekly, and the|Augusta
and tri-weekly during the
paper weekly,

uprising of the nation, when its
assailed, was truly a sublime session of the legislature.
spectacle. But the last uprising of the same,
Having looked on that picture, now look on
to confirm with cool deliberation the judgAt the present time, 1864, we find
this.
it
a
ment which
pronounced in its heat, is
eleven counties of the state in which no demospectacle of far higher moral sublimity. That
sudden, wild-fire blaze of patriotism, if it was cratic paper Is published, though their fresh
simply a blaze, had long since had time to ex- graves are found in several. The only counpire. The Red Sea we had passed through
ties now blessed with Buch institutions, are
was surely sufficient to quench any light flame
York, Cumberland, Somerset, Penobscot and
kindled merely in the leaves and brushwood
had
The first

existence

was

national character. The country
soon digested its hot cakes of enthusiasm,
and came to the tougher article, the ostrich
*
We
diet of iron determination.

of

our

have not made war from

a

mere

ebullition of

spite, or as an experiment, or for any base and
is a war for hutemporary purpose; bnt this
manity, and for all time. That we are in
deadly earnest, that the heart of the nation is
in it and that this is no evanescent and fickle
heart, the momentous Tuesday stands before
the world as the final proof.

clear, sharp touches of characteriza-

Some

tion

are

devoted to the various classes

the

com-

Opposition, which, thongh signally

posing
defeated, still retains

bo much of its power
and inflnence as to make it unwise to forget
or neglect it.
The writer then goes on to
speak of certain illusions which have been dis-

pelled

in various quarters

stance, that of
ren

that the

our

by

this war, for in-

arrogant Southern breth-

Yankee,

the

“dollar-worshipper,”

is not as prompt to fight tor a principle as they
for power or property, or that having once reluctantly set his foot In gore it is possible for
him to draw back before his work is done.—
In the world abroad, also, recent events must
clear away some mists of vision.
“The bubble of Republicanism, which was
to display such alacrity iu bursting, is not the
childish thing it was deemed, but granitic,
with a fiery, throbbing core; Its outward form
no mere flashy film, blown out of chimeras
and dreams, bat a creation from the solid
strata of human experience, upheaved here by
the birth-throes of a new era;—

and enduring

as

Monadnock

Outside of this city we find the following
papers of this stripe, still In existence:
York
1
at Saco,
County,
“
“
1
Somerset
Anson,
“
1
Penobscot
Bangor,
“

1
Machias,
These are all weekly papers. The one st
Anson has already proposed to persist in its
struggle for life till the 1st of January, implying that life flickers and may then expire,
while the Saco paper has proposed to curtail

Washington"

its size in order to reduce expenses.

Now why all this change? What, we ask,
there in the atmosphere of Maine that
should prove so prejudicial to the life and prosis

Nothing.—
papers?
thoroughly democratic

of democratic

perity

Maine was never more
than she is to day. She was never more attached to the cause which lies nearest the
hearts of the

She never was more

people.

obedient to the voice of the popular will. She
She never was filled
never had a freer ballot.
with a more Intelligent population. She never
detested tyranny more. She never had less
respect for old moss-grown errors. She never
was truer to Liberty and universal freedom.—
The clank of the slave’s chain never grated
In all that
more offensively upon her ears.
constitutes
made

in all that ever

democracy;
democracy worth cherishing
true

or

entitled

it to human respect, Maine was never sounder, from centre to circumference, than to-day.

Then what, the question returns, has caused
this marked decadence in the so-called demo-

‘With inward fires and pain,
rose a bnbble from the plain,

It
secure

Washington.

or

Mount

Washington.”
We have proved that we are a nation equal
to the task of self-discipline and self-control,
Hitherto on the
—a new thing on this planet.
stage of history, kings and princes have been
the star actors; the people were nothing.—

cratic papers ? It is not because they were
not ably edited, for some of them were con-

signal ability. But the trouble
has been precisely here: They have been afflicted with a disease of the heart. They became taiuted with treason.
They made shipwreck of all genuine democracy. They beBut we have found that ‘'Hamlet” does very came the mere echoes of aristocracy and desIt place of a
well with Hamlet left out.
potism. They lost sight of the down-trodden,
prince we will have a principle. Persons ere and those whose rights a true and manly deof no account. The President is of no ac- mocracy will nqver abandon. .In a word, they
count simply as a man. Here, at last, Hubecame the merest dirt-sweepers of the slave
manity has blossomed in a race of men cape- power, gathering up the rinsings of slavery’s
ble of postponing persons to uses, and private spittoons and slop-pails. They cut loose from
preferences to the public good, of subjecting the popular heart, and espoused a cause which
its wildest sea of passions to the sense of jushas no heart in it, and for this reason they
tice.
languished; for this reason they have died.—
Recapitulating the duties which now de- And such a course, persisted in, will kill the
volve upon us, to defeat treason in the He’d
annihilate its armies and destroy its power forever, he says further:

~

As for American slavery, it perishes from
the face of the earth utterly.
We have had
enough of the serpent which the young Republic warmed in its too kind bosom. Now
it dies; there is no help for it; if you object
to the heel upon its bead, and place your own
head there to shield it, God pity yon, my
friend, for you will have need of more than
human pity ! This war is to be brougntto a
triumphant close, and the cause of the war
extirpated, whether you like it or not. You
can accept destruction and ignominy with it,
or you may live to rejoice over the most glorious victory and reform of the age; take
your choice; but understand, once for all,
that complaint is puerile, and expostulation
but au idle wind in the face of inexorable
Fate. Shall we remember our martyred heroes, our noble, our beloved, who have gone
down in this conflict, and Bit gloomily con
tent wh’le the devouring monBter survives ?
Is it nothing that they should have fallen, and
yet such a wrong that the fetters of the bondman should fall?
Is the claim of property in
man so sacred, and the blood of our brothers
so cheap?
Have done with this hearties*
cant—this prating about the constitutional
*
*
*
The
rights of traitors!
spirit of the Constitution we shall remember
and obey; but the sword of justice, edgfd
with common sense, must cut its way through
everything else, to the very heart of the re-

bellion.”

The entire article which we have attempted
condense, is admirable, and we only regret
that it is too long to be placed entire befoie
our readers.

to

False Prophets.
noticed, Ur. Editor, your piquant article
on the sage predictions of several copperhead
editors, for the last few months, on the prospects of the presidential election. It reminded me of an article I had seen, running in the
same channel, published in the Portland Advertiser about six months ago. This article, I
think, capped the climax of the ridiculous, in
this direction, and I took pains to look it up.
It was considered at that time as a precious
epistle, by the copperhead sheets. Ur. Smith
was a kind of prophet among them, and occupied a high Beat. Whatever F. O. J. prophesied must come true. He had been so long in
politics that his word was as good as evidence
under oath,—and when this political tnmtler
I

said that “Lincoln will be driven from the canvass,” the traitors clapped their hands for joy.
Smith’s political prescience has departed: and
whatever of credit was due him for political
sagacity in years by-gone, has been exploded
again and again. It he had never made a mistake before, this article from his pen, published
in the Advertiser of April last, would stamp
him as a political dotard, who was not entitled
to one word of belief or respect, hereafter forever.

I make

some

extracts from the article allud-

ed to; and one can hardly Imagine how the vivacity of language, if all effort were made to
that

effect, could

be

brought

to express

predic-

tions further from the truth. I copy a few of
these choice excerpts, tor the amusement ol
your readers. Kecollect these prophecies were
put forth iu the Portland Advertiser, by Ur.

Smith, with the air of an oracle, the last of
April,—only about six months prior to the

ducted with

rest of them.

M.

the Prenoh Advocate.
M. Berryer, the most eloquent French lawyer living, has recently visited London where
he has been received by the English bar with

Berryer,

Had this untitled advocate been a sovereign prince he could not have
been received with more distinguished consid
eration. The most illustrious ornaments of
the legal profession united to render homage
to the great French orator and lawyer. A ban
quet was given in the old hall of the Middle
Temple, the very room in which Shakespear’s
Twelfth Night was played for the first time
with probably the immortal bard himself as
great enthusiasm.

one

of the actors.

M. Berryer is seventy-four years of age,
and yet he is as active and brilliant as he was
His presence is
a quarter of a century ago.
noble and

commanding, with large expressive

eyes and a countenance somewhat resembling
the Jew. He and Mr. Gladstone made speech
on the occasion.
Gladstone in the opinion
of many is the coming man as well as the
great orator of the age. No doubt he possesses wonderful versatility ol powers, but the
French orator is probably ipore than a match
for him. M. Berryer spoke the following night

es

at the Mansion

House,

and created a

deep

sensation by his oratorical powers and the opinions he so eloquently expreseed. His pathetic and impassioned allusion to the thraldom which the Imperial yoke has imposed
upon the country he loves so well produced a

thrilling effect upon his
heart is fired with the

Berryer’s
spirit of liberty, and he
auditors. M.

has no very special love for monarchs or aristocrats. The legal profession of London did

well in honoring this great advocate of human
rights. He is one of the most remarkable
men of the age, and would be esteemed great
in any age.

The Duties of Cities and Towns to the Families of Absent Soldiers.
Inhabitantsqf Veazie ve. Inhabitants of China
Daniel Starkie, a resident of Veazie, enlisted as a volunteer in one of the ten regiments
raised under the act of 1861, c. 63, and while
in th« service of the United States, his wife
standing in need of assistance, applied to its
municipal authorities for such assistance,
which they afforded and of which they
gave notice to the defendant town, where said
Starkiehad his settlement. This suit is brought
to recover payment for the supplies thus fur
nished.
The case went before the fall court for a
decision. Chief Justice Appleton in an elaborate and learned decision established the following points, which we copy from the Bangor
The

Whig:—
Cities and towns

required by

the act of
1861 c. 63 to make suitable provision for the
support of the families of soldiers, who having
a residence therein have eulisted in the service of the United States uuder the
provision
°f said act, whenever such families shall
stand
in need ol assistance.
Statutes imposing a duty and giving tho
means of
performing such duty, are to be re-

garded

as

are

mandatory.

The families

He sees God’s hand therein.
“It Is by their own hands—hands belonging
to their own household, that, under God's
mysterious workings, the Lincoln dynasty is doom-

absent soldiers in the service
of the United States, when standing in need
of assistance, do not incur the disabilities cf
pauperism by receiving supplies from the cities or towns, where such soldiers resided at
the time of their enlistment.
Nor do such disabilities attach to the soldier, whose family in his absence may receive
such needed assistance.
No action can be maintained by the city or
town furnishing supplies under this act against
the city or iowd, where the soldier, whose
'amily may have received such supplies, resides.

ny.”

QTThe Argus—a paper which is an offense
in the nostrils of hundreds who subscribe and
pay for it—a paper which is running a scrub-

Presidential election.

2V Oracle Demolishes.
The work of
demolishing the present most
most
costly,
imbecile, and most tyrannical Federal administration that has hitherto
occupied
a page in our political
history, is going on

bravely.”

an overthrow—an overthrow that
wijl
be as signally marked by lack of universal pity
and regret, as it ever has been in its supposed
invincibility, marked by arrogance and tyran-

ed to

How it will be done.
“In a few days, the Cleveland Convention of
the masses will be announced over the signatures of thousands of bold leaders. The Convention will bring
thousand vo-

together fifty

ters.”
What will be done—Fremont to be trotted out
—nails to be used.
“At the Cleveland meeting Gen. Fremont

will be nominated, and his flag will be nailed
to the mast by followers unswerved by corrup-

tion, and unintimidated by threats.”
A sickly season to follow—Lincoln

to be
driven.
“This will be followed by a sickly, scared,
divided June Convention of the Lincoln man-

ol

with the Advertiser for infamy, with a fair
chanoe of winning; the Argus ! takes oocasion
to assail the
Press because it promptly gave
place to a communication intended as a rebuke
of one of its own articles.
We don’t wonder
race

the managers of that sheet should be aroused
by
such an act, for whoever knew them to
publish
a correction of their own
errors, or even to
tread back when they had uttered the most malignant untruths ! Their columns almost daily
teem with the foulest aspersions of private character, and this has become so common that no
one ever looks to it either for retraction or for
truth.

Latter from

Agent of the Koine damp
Hospital Association.
an

My dear Mrs. B.:~I know yon must have
been expecting a letter from me for some
time, as yours bears date of November 6th.—
However, as it was directed to the Agency at
Washington, I did not receive it until last
Sabbath, the 20th. Mr. Hayes came down at
that time with storos, very few, however, in
comparison with what I bad hoped to receive,

I knew there were many more boxes on
the road. There had been a detention on the
road between Portland and Washington. I
inclose the only invoices received.
There
was also a box from Free street
jnd one from
Bath. On counting my treasures as I
put
‘hem away, I found I had in
clothing 31 woolas

sn shirts,48 pairs of
drawers, and 46 pairs oi
stockings. That was what I had last Tuesiay evening. Now, the shirt barrel is nearly
jmpty, and would be quite so if I gave to all
iven that I consider
needy cases. I have betm
tble to send part of them to
regiments at the
front. These demands we always aim to
supply first, although the men in hospitals he re
sre in a bad condition.
They cannot dra w
any clothing at this place, and the hospil al
clothing supplied is cotton.
Earning. I was obliged to lay this aside
during the day on account of the many pressing calls; among others two letters for sol-

diers demanded immediate attention.
You may wonder that I do not write you
more frequently; but in looking over my list,
I find I have despatched over fifty letters since
I came.

•

A young man has just gone out, in whom
I have been much interested. He was wound-

Spottsylvania. taken to Fredericksburg,
where, throngh Mrs. Sampson’s care, his life
was preserved.
The bullet passed through
his finger, which he was holding to his mouth,
in the act of tearing a cartridge with his
teeth, and then entered his mouth, driving out
the teeth on one Bide, and lodged in his tongue,
where it still remains, as I know from actual
observation. He suffers severely with pain
and can eat nothing but the softest food. I
have promised him condensed milk as long as
ed at

have any, and while I think of it let me
say we have but four cans left. When I was

we

unpacking the socks and putting them away,
he very quietly remarked that he almost wished he had a pair, and on inquiry I found that
he had been entirely destitute of the article
for

some weeks.
Where so' many are destitute, and the stock so limited, I have no doubt
I sometimes turn away the really deserving,
but I try to discriminate wisely. A good
looking young man asked for stockings yesterday. He said he belonged to the 32d Me.,
and I was about to hand him a pair, when I
inquired to what town he belonged; he could
not

remember;

x then asked him the name

the officer in command of his

regiment.

of

Thisi

too, had escaped his memory; then his captain, to which he replied, Capt. Vinnescoten.
Had he said Capt. Clark or Capt. Smith I
might have been misled, but with this name
on his lips, I told him to go without his socks.
There fs a frequent call for Indian meal, and

have had none for two or three weeks. It
would be well to have some crackers on the
way, they are in such demand, and it takes so
long to get them here. I told you if I came
out I should not be backward in begging, and
I know if friends at home could know the estimation in which the Agency is held here,
they would keep replenishing the storehouse.
We should like some canned tomatoes, and as
we

for the shirts, drawers, socks and mittens, the
supply cannot meet the demand, but every In-

dividual

case is an actual want.
I must say a word about our winter quarters. We are really going to stockade our

tent.

The Major of the 1st Maine Heavy Ar-

tillery

was

here

yesterday, and said he should
send a detail of thirty men to the woods to
cat the logs to-day, and Capt. Thomas of the
2d Battery and Capt. Mayo of the 3d have also kindly offered their services by giving us
six teams tomorrow to draw the logs. Next
Monday morning another detail from the lBt
Maine are going to work on the stockade.—
They express themselves happy to aid us in
any way by which we may be made most comfortable, and truth to say, a tent without doors,
both ends flying open, to facilitate ingress and
egress, is not a very warm place when the
weather is so cold that water freezes within
every night. But it our Maine men do not

get marching orders, we shall have very
fortable quarters, and what I think of

commore

than

anything else is a reading room, in the
front tent, where we shall have writing materials and the late papers. I have the Portland

Press mailed to me every day, and it is a real
pleasure to see-how much our men enjoy sitting around the the table and reading the latest
Will not some friends in other
parts of the State mail papers regularly, di-

home news.

rected to Maine

Camp Hospital Association,
City Point, Va.? Also we should be glad to
raceive other periodicals, if they contain such
reading matter as would be prized at home.
It would be well to send some more stationery, for we are about out. I must close this
hastiiy written letter without daring to look
over it.
Tours very truly,
H. Eaton.
The Bohemians of London.—By Edw.
M. Whitty. Bohemia, as we suppose every
one is aware, is a cant term for a section of
London, the part inhabited by the classes who
are said to ‘live on their wits’—journalists and
politicians, artists and dancers. The Bohemians of London is a striking and graphic
story of life .in London among the literateura
—such a story, indeed, as we might expect
from the pen of so noted a writer as Edward
1C. Whitty, whose ‘Stranger in Parliament’
was one of the most successful works ever
published in England.
The wo: k—which we have had no time to
read—comes well recommended by Dr. R.
Shelton MacKenzie, who is the literary critic
of

Forney’s Press. It possesses deep interest, and the depth of plot is not decreased by
the knowledge that every word of the production has a foundation in fact. Price $1 50
in paper, or $2 in cloth. Address T. B. Peterson A Bros., Philadelphia.
Hall L. Davis has it for sale in this city.
A Terrible Tbaoedy.—John

Donovan
committed to the Tombs in New York
city for insanity. When imprisoned, he was
suffering from a long course of intoxication.
He was docile, however, and appeared harmless. There were 12 or 14 prisoners in the
room with him.
The next day at 4 o’clock in
the morning, after his occupation of the room,
be seized an iron bar, killed two of his room
mates and beat another until he was insensible. The others huddled into the corner of
the room greatly frightened, while the desperate man flourished his weapon. He was
Ared at by one of the officers three or four
Limes, but was not hit. One of the prisoners
was shot in the shoulder.
Donovan then attempted to escape, but he was clubbed by the
officers, and Anally overcome and secured.
The lunatic is 28 years old, and has been a
soldier in the 09th N. Y. Vols.
was

Hew Books Beceived.
More particular notice hereafter.
The Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson.

Clever Stories of Many Nations, by J. G.
Saxe.
These

gift books, from Tioknor & Fields’
Boston.
For sale by Hall L. Davis.
are

publishing house,
Dedication.

The Freewill
Baptist socie-

ty at Winnegancc—a lumbering village in
Bath, two miles from the post office—have
srected a new meeting house the past season,
which will be dedicated on Thursday, Dec.
i5tb, at half past ten o’clock in the iornoon.
Sermon by Rev. Dr. Graham of this city.—
Geo. Almon Libbey is the pastor of the so-

ciety.

;
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ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

BY TELEGRAEH

t# "Hood called the slamming of a door by a
person in a passion, a wooden oath.
jyThe Argus gives out the ring of the true
metal—genuine copper.
jyA Massachusetts editor heads a leader,
“our intestine enemies." Worms,
probably.
y Water is brought to Paris from the river
Jordan for baptismal purposes.
y The latest reports from the Protestant missions in China are very enoouraging.
jy A hundred thousand people flocked to
Newgate street to see Muller hanged.
I3PThe best “strike” of the season
when
Sherman “strikes” salt water.—[Post.
y The Message will be delivered to-day. We
shall receive it by telegraph, and publish to-

-TO THE-

—

morrow

morning.

y The Augusta (Georgia) Chronicle says
that all the valuable machinery has been removed
from

Augusta to a place of safety.
y Geo. B. McClellan is now a substitute
one of the New Hampshire regiments; not
King of Spades but another George.

in
the

yNo less than twenty-one theatres in Great
Briiain have been oocupied during the last
month by Mr. Bourcicault’s dramas.
yOur Bath friend’s letter came to hand
after the article to which he refers had been
made

of.

use

jyHon. Bion Bradbury and family left here
for Portland, Thursday last.
We have not
learned that Mr. Bradbury has decided where
to locate permanently.—[Eastport Sentinel.
yit is estimated that in one district alone,
not less than five thousand persons were drowned by the land flood of the storm waves, in the
disastrous cyclone in India.
yA deaf mute, named Sylvester Clough, be-

longing to Wentworth, N. H., was run over on
the railroad at that place, a few days since, and
instantly killed.
yThe London papers of Nov. 18th announce
the arrival of Gen. Tom Thumb and family in
that city. They are holding daily levees in a
hotel near St. James palace.
y Peter B. Sweeney, one of the pillars of
Tammany Hall, is about to institute legal proceedings against James Brooks, the Congressman, for libel.

yThe people beth of Salem and New Bedford are being agitated on the water question;
the introduction of pure water into those
cities.

yThe rebels in Savannah are stud to be tremin their shoes. 80 many of them are barefooted that this expression may be considered a
figure of speech.
yThe Boston Saturday Evening Express
announces that it has retired from politics, and
will be henceforward a strictly independent

bling

paper.

HTThe (I. S. Steamer Contooook

was

suc-

cessfully launohed at the Navy Yard on Saturday afternoon, no aooident of any kind occurring to mar the interest of the occasion.—[Portsmouth Chronicle.
ur

ur

acruscne siurenas Dcen

mveniea,

price dozen dollars, whioh will do the oooking
for a family of ten persons, roasting, boiling
a

and

baking all

four

cents

an

at the same
hour.

time,

at a cost of

tyThe New York Post says that “if General
Dir gets hold of the incendiary rascals of that
city they will be strung up at once, commission
or no commission, and ninety-nine out of
a
hundred

people

will

respond,

Amen.”

ty-The Indianapolis Journal says that Hon.
Daniel W. Voorhees contemplates a removal to
New York oity, and an abandonment of bis
Congressional seat to CoL D. H. Washburn, the
contestant.

t# Master Midshipman Thaddeus Lincoln,
son of the President of the United States, arrived in Philabelphia the other day, en route for
the U. S. Naval School at Portland, [Newport,
probably] where he is a student—[Ex.

gyThe telegraph has given a great many
contradictory reports of the condition of Gen.
Canby. It seems now definitely settled that
he is getting along as well as can be.—[Prentioe.
STBoth of the papers at Presque Isle represented the Press as grossly slandering the people of Aroostook, bnt neither of them has seen
fit to notioe its disclaimer of such an offense

against a loyal county. Suoh is the usual
courtesy of our valued country cousins.
Ifcjf Miss Alvina Jones, a popular actress, was
reoently presented by the manager of the Memphis theatre with a Newfoundland dog, as a living token of the esteem of the citizens. Miss
Jones expressed her thanks and the dog wagged
his.

OTMillen, often referred to in the aocounts
Sherman, is a grand railroad junction,
nearly south of Augusta, and on the Savannah
river. It is the point at which the main line
from

from Savannah into the interior is intersected
by the road from Augusta.

jy Speculations are rife in relation to the
Chief J usticeship. One of the latest rumors is
that one of the Justices of the Court will be
promoted, and that Ex-Postmaster Blair will be
appointed to fill the vacanoy created by suoh

promotion.
BTThe rebel papers

belaboring GovernBrown of Georgia, and Vance of North

ors

are

Carolina, for their defense of State rights while
the Confederacy itself is in danger. ,This pet
notion of State sovereignty, upon which the
Confederacy is based, is likely to prove the destruction of the edifio e resting upon it.
|yThe Bangor THmes says E. R. Burbee,
Esq., Civil Engineer, of St. John, arrived at the
Bangor House Friday evening. Mr. Burpee
has been engaged the past season in making
surveys of thg line from St John City to the
uiuutu ui

me

iuiuianauihcag.

uuo iruulDi.

John city is connected with the line already surveyed and looated from Bangor at the mouth ot
the Matts wamkeag.
(y We learn from the Bath Timet that rich
mines of iron have been partially opened in
Arrowsio—near Bath—and that a company has
organized to work them. The ore has been

been

analysed and is found

to be of the usual richThe Timet says from the convenience of
transportation, it is stated that the ore can be
ness.

quarried and carried to the landing on the
Kennebec river, at a cost of one dollar per
ton.

jylt is said the Argut is very much in the
condition of a toad before being swallowed by a
snake.
The Adveriiter is the reptile that is
looking upon it with fascinating eye while secreting the necessary saliva to slobber it over so
that its rough hide may slide easily down the
fatal gullet. When the Advertiter has swallowed, digested and voided all the other copperhead
papers in the state, it is most devoutly to be
hoped that it may end the comedy by devouring
itself.
iy Senator B. Gratz Brown, of Missouri, has
written a letter in which he advocates the extension of suffrage to men of oolor.
The St
Louis Democrat, while doing eminent justice to
the honorable frankness of the Senator in avowing his conviotions, dissents from the proposition on several grounds. It thinks that the attempt to bring about such a change, in a convention not elected with a view to the question,
might endanger the suocess of immediate emancipation.
iy Our esteemed and venerable citizen, Cushing Allen, Esq., attained his 06th year on Friday last. The oocasion which was one of interest to himself and family was rendered more
so by the visit of several of his friends to con-

on the return of another anniversary of his birthday, and the good health
whioh he still enjoyed. Mr. Allen is hale and
hearty, and his cheerful countenance and
sprightly walk are remarked upon with pleasure
by the people generally. His venerable consort
is also living, at the age of 88 years, and should
their lives be continued till next June, they will
then havelived together as husband and wife
seventy years.—[Bath Times.

»»

Ben. Footer’s Expedition
of the Southerners in Row
—Rebel
York-Oecupation of Hillen, Ba., by Ben.
Sherman—Our Army within six miles of
Savannah.
Baltimore, Dec. 5.
Richmond papers of Saturday have the following: “The Yankees who landed at Port
Royal, and marched into the interior, with the
expectation of meeting Sherman’s advance,
encountered a body ol rebels at a place called
Grahamsville. The federais were badly beaten, and driven from the field, leaving their
dead on the ground.”
Later.—The following dispatch has been received from Gen. Hardee, yesterday at Savannah:—“I have just returned from the front.
The enemy was badly whipped, and returned
to Coosawatchie. Another point on the Railroad is threatened, but I do not apprehend any
serious attack.
Braxton Braoo.”
(Signed)
Grahamsville, where we are reported havTiete

repulsed by

rebels, is one of the
the Charleston & Savannah Railstations
miles
It
is
six
northeast
of Savannah.
road.
Our forces are, however, evidently still above
Grahamsville, holding a position on the Coosawatchie. It will oe remembered that the
news published from Hilton Head says Foster
captured Pocatiiaga Bridge, which is further
inland than Grahamsville, being forty-five
miles from Savannah, and fifty-five from
the

on

thus:—
very glad to see thatall our Southern refugees are required to register their
If Gen. Dix will hang them, he will
names.
do service to our cause. A set of cowardly
sneaks who deserted their country, are not
above burning hotels. We hope Gen. Dix
will hang every mother’s son of them.”
The American has the following:—At the
time tbo Gen. Lyon left Savannah last Thursday night the latest news received there,was to
the effect that Gen. Sherman occupied Milieu,
Ga., and that his cavalry was scouting several
miles out from town, meeting with little reare

sistance.

Every effort was being made for the defence
of the city.
Our prisoners report boys of thirteen years,
and even women assisting in the defences of
earthworks.
Sherman was slowly but surely advancing
to the coast, and no doubts of his success need
be entertained
Washington, Dec. 5.
The Republican Extra, publishes the followof
a Government transing:—By the arrival
port at Fortress Monroe last evening, the government received advices from Savannah to
the 2d inst.
When the steamer left, information had
reached Savannah that Sherman’s advance
cavalry was within six miles of the city.
This does not conflict with the news brought
by the steamer Bell, Saturday night, that Savannah papers of the 30th, announces Sherman’s army within forty miles of that city.
These papers do not state what date he was
at that distance from the city. A gentleman
recently from Savannah states that there are no
important defences on the west side of the

city.

_

Louisville, Ky.f Dec. 5.
The Journal of this morning has the follow-

ing:
Nashville, Term., Dec. 5.—Nothing of interest has transpired to-day along the lines. Oar
artillery was used at different times against
the rebels, who are engaged in erecting earthPrisoners
works within half a mile of ours.
brought in to-day say Brig. Qens. Qist, Stahl,
Granby and Brown, of the rebel army were
killed at Franklin, and Cheatham lost every
Brigadier General in his corps.

Gunther.

Mayor Godfrey

hundreds of his countrymen of the
he has had for

same

op-

becoming rich,

and

portunities
treacherous, and mean.
Mayor Gunther likewise refused the city
the privilege of illuminating for Union victories, stedfastly holding to the opinion that
rush.” And
when the rebels, with bottles of phosphorus and boxes of matches, propose to get up an
illumination to which the common council

J3TThe

Maine Farmer ventilates the prevaabout the influence of the moon

nonsense

upon the weather.
Among the prevalent notions are these: that timber cut on the dark ot
the moon will not last as long as if cut on the
light ot the moon; peas planted on the increase
will run to vines; pork killed on a certain phase
will shrink in the pot; bushes cut at a certain
time will never sprout, &c. The Farmer thinks
it high time that such absurdities should pass
from the heads of intelligent people, and asks
how it is that the light of the sun which travels
ninety-five millions of miles and comes In oontaet

with the moon, shining upon it equally at all
times, can influence any of the laws of nature,
»r the sprouting or non-sprouting of alder
bushes, upon this planet, a distance of more
than two hundred thousand ailee away !

Consumption.

candle,”

he proposes that the
city give twenty-five thousand dollars to the
person who catches the miscreants, provided
a

Ar 5th, schs I H Horton, Pierce, Tangier; Venus,
Parker, Pembroke.
Cld 5th. brigs Thistle. Crichton,Cuba via Portland;
Selma, Gibbs, Philadelphia; schs Delia Hinds, Wells
Calais; N C Harris, Leighton, Jonesport; Dacotau,
Partridge, Portland.
S ALEM—Ar 2d, schs North Cape, Waterman, and
Eliza Otis, Ryder. Boston tbr Belfast.
SALEM—Ar 8d, brigs Manzanilla. Norton, Cardenas for Portland; Alamo, 8teele. Macbias for New
York; schs Viola. Sherman, do for do; Gov Cony,
Brown,Angnsta for Providenoe; Friendship. Hawes,
Bangor; Eliza Frances, Bogart, Boston for Fortress

Dowser, General Agent,
44 Cedar st.. New York.

X.

Monroe.

Sid 4th, brigs Mansanilla, and Alamo; schs Viola,

Cony
GLOUCESTER-AraOth, sch Rio, Wallace,
Harpswell.
and Gov

it is a policeman that does it. Not a penny
shall go into the pocket of a soldier even if
the brave fellow catches a rascal with the celebrated black bag stuffed full of phosphorus
and matches, or impales him with his bayonet
as he gives to the dames his Honor’s bed.—
General Dix will carry out his order and

•

ruKKiuA

nambuco.

This is

of
the works thrown off by the prolific pen of
the late George Lippard, complete in one volume. It is written In Lippard’s peculiar style,
has any amount of the “blood and thunder'’
element in it, and will be read with interest

by

one

8ALB AT THU BROKERS' BOARD, DCC. 6.
1.300 AmerlouR Gold.228
860 .do.2271
360 .do.227
1.000 .do.228
700 .do.2281

lPer steamer Chinn—additional.]

Brodie, London.

Ar at Liverpool 19th ult. Universe, Hutton, New
York.
AdvI9th. St David, (8) for Portland 24th; Lizzie
Moses, Delano, for New York with dispatch.
Ar at Falmouth 17tn, Odessa, Nickels, Rangoon.
Ar in Ringroad 14th, Frank Lovett, Horton, from
New York.
Ar at Cardiff 16th, Endymion, Williams, from Liverpool.
Sid 14th. Grace Sargent. Mitohell. Vancouver.
Ar at Shields 12th H B Wright, Park, Antwerp
8’d fm Newport 14th ultr Macaulay, Rogers, for
8t Thomas.
Ar at Queenstown 12th, Electric Spark, Candace,
Callao.

1 500 .do.107

2,U00.do.106j

360 .do (small).107
10,000 United States 6-20’s.107
600 .do.107
7.000 .do.106!
650 .do (small)). 1071
4.000 Massachusetts State Sixes (1894).114}
61 Boston and Maine Railroad.181
80 Eastern Railroad.106)
10 Western Railroad.164)

Ar at Venice 10th
New York.
Ar at Genoa 14th

those who have a

fancy for such writings.
T. B. Peterson it Bros., Philadelphia, publishers.
For sale In this city by Hall L. Davis.
The Cabinet Organ, manufactured by Mason & Hamlin, is an improvement upon instruments of the melodeon and harmonium
kind, and is rapidly winning its way to extensive circulation. To some extent it seems
to combine capabilities of the piano, and of
previous reed instruments; for while it has almost the quickness of action and capaoity for
rapid, lively music of the one, it adds also the
better adapteduess to sacred and home music
of the other. Those who have become accustomed to melodeooa and harmoniums, will
be charmed with the considerable improvements which have been attained in the Cabinet Organ—with Its better quality and volume
of tone, and greatly increased power of expression.—[Hew York Examiner.

CTTh* undersigned gives his exclusive attencollecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prise Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
St., opposite Postoffioe, Portland.
tion to

Ri/trtnctt—How.

W. 8. SAWYER.
Sabuwl Cowt.Gov. of Me.,

How. Ww. Pitt Fksewdbw, Sec’y Treas’y.
oot. 13d 6m.

NOTICES.

SKATES
TO

LET

OR

FOR

SALE,

CHEAP 1

Wholesale
or
Retail.
Alto Children'! SLEDS, made of beet White
Oak fitoot, and painted la Portland; and for aale
wholesale and retail.
AT

™

Nov22—d4w

DANE’S,

No. 4 Free street.

Ar at

Graduate of the

“University

ef

Edinburgh," Scotland,

Late Resident

Surgeon of the “Royal Maternity
Hospital,'' Edinburgh.

Residence—corner of Cumberland and LoouatSta
9 to 11 A. B.and 2 to 4 r. a.

KT"Office hours,

_ootl72m*
WEpileplie Fits

be Cured.—Dr.
Locaaow haying become eminently successful in
this
terrible
curing
malady, invltea ail similarly afflicted, to call or send tor olroulars ol references and
testimonials of numerous onset cured of from one to
twenty-four years standing. He devotee his attention tepeoially to diseases ol the Cerebro-Spinal Axis
or Nervous System, and solicits an investigation of
*
his ol aim to the public confidence.
He may be consulted at his private residesoe No.
141 West 42d street, daily from 10 a. b. to 2 r a
ixoept Saturday and Sunday. Address all letters ta
Da. V. B. LOQKMOW, New York
Care ofP. 0. Box 6119.
ietTOm
can

Hamburg 10th ult, Ellen Dyer, Sheppard,

Antwerp 16th ult, Commodore, Chapman,
Shields.
Cld at Malaga 9th ult, Swallow. Bennett, ior San
Fr&noisoo.
Ar at Brouwershaven 13th ult, Martha Bowker,
;
Good burn B^ssien
Sid fm Bremen 17th ult, Augusta Norwood, HigSid fm

gins, Rangoon.
Ar in the

Bassein.
6, Eddie P, son of Capt Wm E
aged 6 months 6 days.
Wednesday afternoon, at 2 o’clk,

Texel 14th ult, James F Patten, Percy,

Sid fm Mauritius Oot 7, Marcellas, White, Queenstown.
Ar at Batavia Sept 29, Art Union, Thayer, from

Metapbyeical

SPOKEN.

Sept 18, lat 32 S. Ion 31 K, ship Frederick Warn n,
Phinney, from Batavia for Holland.
Oct L, lat 13 N. Ion 29 W, barque Maliua, Dun limn

from Boston lor Buenos Ayres.
Nov 15. lat 49 40. Ion 15 W, was

seen

Quincy, steering W.

months
In Bath, Deo 2, Wm M Bogers, E q, aged 76 years;
also, Mrs Olevia 8, wife of Ben) W Fowle, aged 21
years-7 months
In Freeport, Oet 26, Mr Darld 8 Cashing, aged 48

ship Josiih

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Neuralgia.

Certificate of Mr«. J, P. Litch, of Charlestown
March M. 1864.
This U to oartify that nine bob he age 1 waa attacked with Neuralgia le lb most violent form.
Several physicians were applied to who did all they
coald to relieve me bet to no perpooe.
Every patent medicine and remedv lhalooala be loendevre
applied without eflbct My fee- was poaiiieeo sad
bandaged In order to find lelief. Since the Heart 1giaatraek d eae float t«eilv sev»e pound-of (*>b.
—

years 3 months.

L. A- LECTURES.

PASSENGERS.

The fifth Lecture of the course will te delivered
In steamer Dams sens from Liverpool—Hon Ralph
Ab.reromby, Mr A K Howell, Mr L Mesnrier, Capt
McKenney, Miss McKenney, Mr Roseh, Mrs Roach.
Mr Ritchlt, H Cunningham, Capt A R Smith, and

On

la this state a filead ol mine n a tasaeacted m- o
try Mrs. M. G Browu ’s Mvup v> sic 1
iaoovety. ae
It bed eared a friend ol his ol very hid e ee which
had baffled the skill -I the teos’ tmtneai pfi- sieieee.
Cousmiaeuily I west to Mr-. M. G. Brown s office
led obtained her a etaph-'veai Discovery, ea hatarday the HXh last I app’iad 1 at fear a deck la
the alteration
Tbete-ut ess that Neanlgia s»bHded—a most lav rd-ate'T I Mt reltsf. I-I pt e.il
without eat'pjao tors ts be on aed at the tin
of
firing this oertifleait. he list lest.. 1 consider mi
•elf delivered of my discuss, and teeommead Iba
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are tufferlag.

SE

BISHOP T. 1L CLARK,

IMPORTS.

OF RHODE ISLAND,

LIVERPOOL. Steamship Damascus—2 cases Jewelry, Savage A Lyman; 6 bales car-vast, 8 D Bailey:
1 case books, 7 cases mdse, J E Priudle; 1 cask hardware, S Paddock; 17 bales canvass, J Patten; (carat
mdse. Thoa May; I cases mdse, BAA Express Co;
8bales rags, H A A Allen; tt plates iron, 66 bdls
do, 23 bars do, 121 bdls do, ldl bdls hoop do, to

—AT—

■

New

order.

CARDENAS. Brig Maasanllla-60 hhds aolaase
Robinson.

to H 1

j

IS 1 g&rSr&T:: tg

MARHSTE

MEWS.

Deceaaber 5.
ARRIVED.
Damascus,
Steamship
(Br) Walta. Liverpool 17th
alt via Londonderry.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willett*. New Terk.
Steamer Lady Lang, Roix, Bangor
Steamer New Branswick, Winchester, Boston for
East port and St John NB.
Brig Maneanilla, Norton, Cardenas via Holmes’
Hole.
Brig Hattie, Oiikey, Philadelphia.
Brig Geo Harris, French, Boston.
Brig Olhre He rward, B irbsr, Bangor for Boaton.
Sch T R Hammond. O’Brien, Lubes for Boston.
Sch Freedom, Smith, Machias for Boston.
Bob Ellen. McFarland, Bangor for Boston.
8oh Gen Washington, Sargent, Bangor lor Bos-

8cb Lady ot the Ocean, Chamberlain, Bangor for
Provincetown.
Sch Sea Breeze. Coombs, Bangor for Hyannls.
Sch Nancy R Heagan, Banker, Bangor for New
York.
Seh Mary E Pearson, Veazie, Bangor for Pawtucket.
Sch Clarissa. Turner, Bangor for Cnarleetown.
Sch Harbinger, Ryder, Bangor for Chariest wn
Sch Ada Frances, Perkins, Bangor for
Seh Brilliant, Condon, Bangor
Boston
Sch Mexican, McCarthy, Bath for Boston

for

BostoJ

OPM it • •■•look.

Lecture commences el

SMeoa Tickets*100; KrenlifTtekele Woents
Per order Committee
UfcO. H. EM e BOOH,

—

...

decetd

Ccr.

NEW

CITY

See’y.

HALLI

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

CONCERT!

Son,

0f 00a,t*r* which
put Into this port
eJSj.!UK
have nearly all sailed.
Saturday,fl£et

Fishing soh Gen 8cott, (of Chatham)
Capt James
WJerauldi’ hu landed the present season. 1604 qtls
* ® ^bl* mackerel, the whole
amounting
to817

;63U^

H.

DISASTERS.
Steamer Choeapeake, at New York from Portland,
reports, 2d Inst, when coming down the East River,
lame In collision with the Ferry boat Manbasset and
bad stern badly stove. The M tut alned consideiable damage.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Ooi 27, barque Oak Hill,
Arey, Teekalet; brig Geo Emery, Berry. Humboldt.
Sid Oot 27, ship Alhambra, Lueas. Hong Kong;
jarque Camden, Mitchell, Puget Sound; Nov 1, ship

In all oases of local, sudden,
of disease, a box of the

metaphysical
their houe*.

MRS. HI.

HAVE
Also

a

Steet,

NO

Pcjce

S1BER IAN S<i UIR R EL,

MeCALLAR

\

deo6dlm_85Mid.e
$50.00 Reward.

House and Hew City
eveoing, a backsklo
000'I Tw<> Hundred sad Twenty
^^“iand Fifteen 8ovrrelans.
tk «,Jn ^“erta»n Gold
reoeive the above reward by leaeirg
it at.iv
the ^*1Prable Hesse.
S.KFNFIELD.
Portland, Deo. Mb. lMt.
3td dm#*

^ln*i***0

*•

uw

.u

,<

J

Bottle,
•*

ey*i

dally

■ "d
"locate yea
wlih Poor Bleb-

large.

email.

tl

m

i*

I

Offloe In

there th*
norli

Portland 239 n .agree* etnet. tw* doer,
Otty B.ildleg.

eew

lSMdWgggewly

8.

street, Portland, Me.

treble
L0SMT.nb*iT!“wth#
H-* *: °.r ** *he Halllait

per

.e, .1..
“

*"• 1. C. Brown*, “Noalp Ronarafoc *
Welt known ter renewing the aealp, tecreaeteg tad
strength.n:ng the heir.
Prim per Bottle, SI.
0WTh* above celebrated Kedieiae* ere t* he had
of all Druggist.

Which we shall offer at bargains.
Furs exchanged, altered and repaired at short nodectfdlm
tice.

U11

Waerl

,,fd; ** -*"•

5JJf5g#*yjJjWJoi«eir

JFITCH

COE »

Eye

diphtheria

cW.fcSnTv?.1?

AMERICAN SABLE,
RIVER SABLE,

U

BAOWtVI

VYetV 00,^

lot lknoy Fare for misses.
few tots of nica

t/ays

Discovery

Will mmke the weakest eyes .trnri--r,
inclination and hnmor.
it prores the preyantion of dinette

a

“• W‘"Ur
8,ylM 0f

a.

Bichard’s

Poor

McCALLAR,

Hats &

at-

CELEB BATED

fur goods.
No. 95 Middle

unexpected

Safer than th. Beet Pkyeiciau n
ff^Let the wife always keep u Box la

~

&

or

Is Quicker mi
the Lari.

has been secured for the occasion
Concert to oemmence at 8 o'clock.
Tiok jta to be procured at Crosaman k Co’s, Lowell
k Scoter's, and at the door.
dec6:d

COE

.A. civic a !

tacks

The 17th XJ. S. Band

,T.he f2i1,owin*

sales are reported by the N Y Ship
List: Ship Gen MoLellan, 1466 tons, built at Thomuton In 1862; A1 ship Ne Pine Ultra, 1896 tone, built
it Tnomaston in 1863; a2
barque Harmon, 3 >8 ten*
built st Uarpawell in 1857, and A2 brig B F Nash, 347
Ions, built at Columbia in 18.6, on private terms.

Sound

of the Maini Camp
will bo e’vsd nndar the

Hospital Asbociadirection of Mr. Vr
Dmhnctt, aaeieted by Hisses Bates and Usher:
Messrs. Shaw and Morgan. Mr. Maieton will proside at tue Piano.
a d
tiom.

In

just pnrohased

A

Iran
V men
JLanainf.
1. Vi. William Dmiillt, corr.r of Dexter
And D streets, South Bo-toa. do certify that my
daughter bu been eeffering O'm ( eierrh for the
pail tea yean. She loet the Mae of smell. and bed
no pasture hroigh bar nostril*
during that time
Irery remedy was re orted to. without reeelring
mv rsJlef.
beeiog Mrs. M. G Brown's Mo apk\ •*
«*! Discovery rdvertiscd. I concluded to try it. A ftordoinzso. I must acknowledge my graUtndo to
God for Inching mo tot is a.eat
remedy for that
dreadful disease— afar,h. f believe my
daughter
■tover would have been cured had I not found this
medicine. It mast Mve been sent of God to the
people to rid them of t.ie horrible dire see that take
hold of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is
entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell hss returned, the pissage to her heed it oiear. 1 cheerfully recomim » d
the Meiaphysioal Discovery to all who suffer f om
Catarrh.

Thursday Evening, Dec. 8,1864,

PORT OP PORTLAND.

CLEARED.
8oh Eliza Ellen, Noyes, Boston—B G York

i

City Hail,

A«$,oc/-Bo.t«» r»o llandred Ymtt A|J.
T

NIlTUmi ALMANAC.
Tuesday. DtssaiWr S.

tZ

WednesdAy Evening, Dec. 7,1864,
-»T-

..

Id givlogthe abort extraots from my Phre olorioal Chart, I do so haring a two fold object ,n view.
First, Be suae I do not wl-h to be olaased with
Qunoks or Hnmbuga, who hare exper mented on tfca
suffering mass's till the blood of those slain by
Quaokery, pouring Modi, iue down the th-oat, a-d
Instruments, would float all the nayiea In the wo-hl.
Sec rndlv, I wish tn appear befor the world in my
tru colors. rot If rightly understood, I may be ei ahl»d through m Met physical Discovery to eava
thousands of valuable li. ea from an untimely grave,
aud prevent di ease from being left a a an inheritance
to unborn generations.
There ere many who do no1 believe in Phrenology
because they ar- not abstruse thinkers. Phr no’ogv
is begotten born, and sustained by immutable lave.
READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE I KK.

—

Boston.

at No 29 Atlautio street.
In this city, Dee 6, Sam i L Elder, of Co F. 29th
Me Yet Keg, aged 18 years 6 months—son of the late
Samuel Elder.
my Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 2 o’clk,
at us late residence. No 20 Danforth street.
In Gorham, Dec 6. Emma, daughter of Dauiel and
Mary Ann Douglass, aged 3 years 8 months.
In North Yarmoutli, Nov 29, Clsra Howard, daughter of Edward E and Sylyina Hayes, aged 1 year 7

you are pre-eminent-

I have been entire!-deaf in my It ft ear lor twenty
year*, and for the pant six years my right e-r bat
neon so deaf that I coald not hear conversation or
publie speaking of any kind. I e'-uld not hear tba
church bells ting, while I was alt lug in tbe church.
I hare alto be-n troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that I waa obliged to
give up
sing Dg ta ohureh, for 1 had loaf my voice 1 bed
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My bead felt numb and stupid, and waa
a source ol eonstant trouble to me.
I tried every remedy tbit oould bs thought cl.—
I went to aurists; but as they vga ted to use lust uments, I would have no liing to do with them
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown’i
Darovary, and used it according to
the directions on tbe bottle1 And the r sal it, 'hit
the bearing of both ears ia perfectly restored, e>
that 1 can hear aa well as any man. The great trouble
in my bend I- entirely gone. My heed feels
perfectly easv and at net. Mr throat, wti-'h waa so diseased. ia entirely cured; ani I have recovered my Voice
again. I would not take one thousand doll-re for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mre. M. ii.‘
Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

Cardenas.

In this city, Deo
and Annie F Boyd,

ud

womanly
In yonr intellect and tends- cy to re*,
and plane yon are decidedly ma-cutine— when
among into lec n»i men. y. u wish yoa ware a man :
when ycurlite fells back into the domestic
channel,
yon are contented as a woman; bnt hare ever felt a
desire for more iatelleotnal elbow room.
You ban a good memory of lacte and principles
bnt ’he strength of your int-Ueot lire la the reasoning <Je artment; snd’rur reasoning power comee
from Casualty, Ideality. Coistr-etlven-sr, Metcphysloal power, Imitation and Mirthfulness.

Remarkable Cure of Deafntee of Twenty
Yean Standing.
Jane 12th, 18‘4.
1, John A. Nlwcomb, of Quincy, do eerily that

New York.

DIED.

on

ANDREW DeW. BARBS, M. D.,

ult, Osprey, Norton, from New

Ar at Gibraltar 6th ult. Breeze, Brown, Marseilles
for .New York.
Ar at Havre I8th ult, Wm Frothiugham, Qualey,

-■In this city, Dec 8, by Rev Dr Carruthen, David
Curray aod Mrs Eliza Platt, both of Portland.
In this city, Dec 8, by Rev Dr 8hailer, John U
Adams, of Portland, and Bliss Lucy R Kerins, of
Gloucester.
In Rochester, at Trinity Church, by Rev Dr Keel*
ing, M J Munger, M D, of Rochester, N Y, and Miss
Annie M Wilson, eldest daughter ot Geo U Wilson,
Esq, of this city.

ton.

SPECIAL

nit, Maria Morton, Woodward,

York.

MARRIED.

—-—.....

tv

■on

all my lifu fr m CatanU ami Sorofula of t’ e worst
kind. Attheag of two yesra. the disease began t >
assume a violent form.
All my life it ha- kept ms
In bondage. I bare bad hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have revenln a winter I hrd great
pain and dizziness in my head, with many other mi
ments. Last win > r the Bcroiula broke out under
mz chin and run to-uch an ex’tnt
that 1 thiught
my life wou’d run oat, as no doctor oonld cure me.
One told me It would take three vetrs to ro
the
rauning 1 oann 11 11 tbo suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially I was advi'ed to go,
and see Mre. M G. Brown
I did so. In the beginning of May Isa*, 1 obtained her M'taphyiical Diecovery, and used it fal’b ully. The happy ard glorious ie*ult- are, that lam delivered fr, ma'lmvdie
sues.
My Ca’arrh is gone, my dizzln-as and headache are gone. I feel as free from Scrofula and ita
effects as any being in tbe world. In two weeks fter I began *o use the Medicine the running sore under my chin had oeased; in least an a moo h I found
myself a our d woman It is now nearly six months
•Inoe. and 1 bate had no return ofdi-eas- My throat,
whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, is entire’y cured Every exrorure ured to give me cold;
now I do not take cold at all.
I feel atroi ger and
bet er than at any pari* d nt my >ife. 1 bad wind
on my Btomaoh; that is a!' go e.
I can tec] the Dieovery searobiug th'ough uiy ayaiem Vy circulation was always bad ; now it is good. I am getting
moch heavier and stronger
1 am sixty-five years
old. I want eU the world to know of my great deliverance from Ceterrb and Sorofula, and ulio from
the grave where I exp’c'cd soon to go.
Mra. WILLIAM E
EKY, 76, Central Avetne,
Chelsea, where I can be teen.

Ar at London 19th ult, ship Margaret Evans, TreMontreal
Ar at Sunderland E, 14th nit, ship E Sherman,

.do.228]

a sorrow.

Yen have strong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and If properly
mated, a daily, would feel at borne 1a the uoaestlo
circle.

I, Mrs. William Ellery, «f'6 Ceitral Avenue,
Chelsea, do oertlfy that I have b-on a great sufferer

fy,

1.700 United States Coupons.218
8,200 .do.— 228i
960 United Sta ee Cnrrenov 7 8-10ths. 99]
6000 United 8tates Ten-Forties. 991
1.600 U 8 Coupon Sixes (1881).1181
1.000 .do (Coupons off).107

i

aa

Catarrh—Scrq/ula.

New York.
Cld at St John NB 26th ult, ship Mary Emma,Patten, Liverpool; 28th, sob Esther, Clark, Bangor, t^

Bouton Stock List.

268 In tbe steerage.
.-■?.

..

mind

TIF1 CATES.

Ar at Montevideo Oct 14, ship Spark the Ooean,
Treat, Boston
81d tm Pernambuco Oct 29 barque John Gilpin,
Whiting, (from Boston) for Cape Town CGH
At Surinam 9th ult, brig Hancock, Gibbs, for Boston 10 days.
SM 9th. bkrque E Dwight. Herrick, Boston.
Sli tm B&rbsdoes Oct 31, brig Open Sea, Babbidge
Sombrero.
Ar at St Thomas Oot 30, brig Ida Abbott, Clark,
New York.
At Mansanilla 13th nit, brig A J Ross, Small for

-—

M V8TBBIES of Florence.

rums.

Ar at Fayal 1st nit, brig Shibboleth, Johnson, fm
Portland.
At Kio Janeiro Oct 22, ship Trumbull, McCallom,
from Cardiff; and others.
Ar at do lOih, brigs Richmond, Powers, Bangor
for River la Platte; Hydra, Herriman, do via Per-

females and ohildren afflioted with chronio diseases.
Her remedies are purely vegetable, chemioally prepared, and the certainty with which they oure diseases ol whatever form, causes them to raeeive, as
they merit, the utmost oonfidenoe of tbe siok. Midwifery attended to as usual.
Dr. Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. Wesley'Kelley, of
Boston, (sole surviving founder ot the Analytical system) who is in attendance at her offlee the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of eaoh mouth.
Nov 8—d&w8m

execute every villain he can detect even if he
don’t get a cent out of the $23,000.

from

2d. schs Tennessee, Goldthwaite, fm Calais for
Bridgeport; Dr Kane, Ryder, Bangor for Essex, Ct;
Cheviot, Cole, Charlottetown PEI.
Cld 2d, sch Geo B Loring, Story, New York.
Ar

regular gradual e from tbe Boston Female Med
leal College, with 10 years succoessfnl praotloe en
ables her to offer hope to the sick and espeelally to

on

and

land.

A

Qr'Funerai

You appreciate Philosophy, and inch
persons
a philosophical turn of

have

Bangor.

Potomac River.
Cld 3d, brig J Leighton, Leighton, Philadelphia.
Ar 4th, schs Henry Alfred, Rieh, Millbridge; Bangor, Jordan, Ellsworth; Ned Sumter, Lord, Rock

now

“couldn’t hold

teXti

perron in

■

Price 60 Cents per Botttle.

there has been none “worth a

gratulate him

lent

OF

sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and all drug-

6.000

one

snf&S wwawofi: atE

not’^fol-

TAR!

AND

To the Sick.
ELIZABETH B ADAMS, (formerly Chamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Praotitioner, 214 Congress, corner
Pearl street. Consultation nil to all, from 9 to 12

triotic and loves with such au ardent affection
the land of his adoption. It certainly is a
triumph of free institutions when they can so
melt and assimilate a nature like Gunther’s
into the very essence of our freedom and nationality. After making an ample fortune him-

than

Gloucester.

are

(

ci’o.iiljTiis wea.,neVsbe

ist, who for many year* used it with the most complete 8uocess in his extensive private practice.
lie had long been profundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Horehound,
in union with the Cleansing and Healing propertiee
of tar extracted from the Life Principle of the forest
For years
treo Abies Balsamea or Balm of Gilead
he was baffled in his attempts to blend these great
medicinal foroes into such a uuioa that the original
power of each wonld bo preserved, the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the price of
At last,
the compound be within the means of all.
alter a long course of difficult chemical experiments
he found tfcat by adding to these ftve other ingredients, each one valuable by itself, he not only obtained the desired results, bat greatly increased the
carative power of the oompound. This having been
thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the
general public as a safe, pleasant and infallible rem-

F.

BROWN’S

Cr.

You reUh wit und readily perceive th?
New York.
ridiculous
and it you cannot carry the
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, brig Canima, Marshall, Ronargument bv direct lot’
io jou uee the'Reductio ad
dout for Boston; sch Frances Ellen, Whitmore, ;m
Absurdum.” »ud show
Elizabethport for Boston.
op^>0,lle Proposition by dieAr 4th, sch William Crawford, Portland for New
You are eapable o'maMng great
York.
discoveries-von
have the powrr of invention. You could
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 2d Inst, brig Sea Lion,
ow In the footsteps < other.,
Lowe, Boston for Fortress Monroe; schs Rocking*
slthough
with your
ham, Monroe. Boston for Port Royal bC; General
lurge imi ation yon are oapable o aosptlng yoareelf
Banks, Ryder. Bangor for New York; Bramhall, ! to the foi ms and wages of sco^tr You a-e not In.
ollned to adopt o her people.' thoughts
Ricker, Portland for do.
You have large Ideality and Ccnatructtveresr
Sid, schs Wind, Shooting Star.
Ar 3d, brig Ambrose Light, Stahl, Portland for ! which gtee imagination und originality; yon are'
lever bet'er satisfied t! an when
Fortress Monroe; schsCanova, Fullerton, Elizabethporirg over some
new problem, or fol’onlogout tome faint hint
port for Portland; Ahbie Bursley, Kelley. Bangor
Into
its egi Imate and logical results. Y'on are tond of
for Fortress Monroe; R E Pecker, Marten, Gardiner
the beautiful and tha new, and are inclined to make
fordo; J Whitehouse, Jones. Bath for do: Samuel
combination* of wo da, id. as snd thlnrs. aid not
Fish, Davis, do for do; Harriet Bsker, Webber, fm
Portland for Baltimore; to G Willard. Parsons, do
easily puaxied with complications. You have a fao*
foi Philadelphia; Dreedcu, Davis, bhulee N 8 for
ulty for unravelling carries Yonr Spi-itua ily la
New York; Rosina. Hunt. Lubec for do; Oce-.n
large, which elevates your mind into hours en snd
unknown. You promise yourself
Ranger, Poland, and Union, trom Bangor for do;
only so much bapfrom
Flanders,
and
Getchell,
Ames,
Angnsta,
piuess or succe-s us you reully w.rk out; lor the rest
Lucy
Rockland for do; France* Coflln, Was*. Addison for you trust to Providence
Your love of up. robation isso large that
do; Romp, Kelley,from Cutler for do; Julia Newell,
you wish
Johnson, Portland for Philadelphia: Lady Buif lk, tho good will and fayorable opinion ofeverybodyFrisbee, Bangor for Providence; Neptune, Clark,
yon want all to give you a hear!y and generous rw
Maehi&s for do; Chronometer, Gilchrist, Philadeleovtlon.
You cannot bear a frown; a smile is snntMne to
phia lor Yarmouth. Me
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sch Mountain Avenue, Lewis,
your soal, while a frown is, to yon, a blight, a stoim

sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe of an illustrious Physician and Chem-

Charles

H.

an

Ar 4‘h, barque Adelaide, from Pensacola;
fillingwood, trom Glace Bay CB; brig 8 W Eaton, from
Montego Bay.
PROVIDENCE—Below 2d, sch Governor, Freefrom Bangor.
Ar 4th, sch Governor, Freethy,
81d 3d, sch Red Jaoket, A ver il,

EXTRACTS FROM

l*r*e brain, and
viUhtvla,ln<?nJh,t^0n*.C.OI1,ti,,1‘ion'
sustain lt. You
hno.ri^
organized for
•tantia'l, health?,

GraPollv. Nortou, New Orleans; barques Jasper,
Higgins, Marseilles; 8allie Bonsail,(Br)Matamoras;
Fannie, Carter. Philadelphia; brig Kennebec. Lilly,
do; schs M D Haskell, Haskell, do; Flying Fish,
barn's

thy,

!

By Fowl., fc W«.lu, September
1. 1388.

*

Thompson,

Discovery!!

phrenological chart.

3d, acha Wm L Mitchell, Eaton, E izabethport
L*n*j0,’> Cobb, Rockland,
“, ahlp London, Robin.on,
London; brig

bobur‘.PhU.“ielphrgU‘-Ne,,Vi,“:
Cid 3d, ships Marataban, Hepburn, London;

This

nov4d8m

MRS.

Jacob A Stamler. Sam-

b™

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difficult
Breathing, amd all Affections of the Throat,
Bronchial Tubes and Lungs, leading

extraordinary intelligent, nor wise,
honest, but because he is so glowingly pa-

protection of this government
he writes a tirade, for the benefit of those in
father land who wish to come hither, against
the country and its institutions, warning them
against settlag feet on our soil, until “this
cruel war is over.” This letter is republished
in all the Germau papers and the magnanimous mayor may perhaps enjoy the proud satisfaction of knowing that he has thus deprived

Ar

BROWN’S

Pemberton Square, Bottom.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond tjreet, ATew York:

!18

l

brigOoran TrareUer, Freethy, Manaa

OF

he is so

self under the

Below id, barque Brilliant, trom New Orleana.

Off Ledge Light 2d, brig
Timothy Field, from Hermuda
Cld 2d inat. barques M Williamson,
Thompson,
and Carlton, Trecartiu. K-y West; Scotland, Smalley, 8 W Pasa.

YORK—Ar2d.abip

G.

PRICE »s oo.

Vtoslte- P0rt““d'

NEW

iffecruillyb”

Metaphysical

‘n“’ ,biP

M

Rnlargemf Lt of the tiver,

the human body, eared

Mrs. M.

Bronchial

Dinned E*e«, Low

Hslr.pysp.psh,

Ticker,

E-1N™1o“1A'A'

HALE’S

gists.

Phila-

Cld 8d, sch L W Dyer, Pierce, Boston.

honey

The Hartford Post suggests that the citizens of New York have every reason to be
proud of their chief magistrate. Not becausa
nor

PoflrA.^dm°K^Ar

H.
The real Dry-Up may be had of the Proprietor
H. Bubkihoton, Providence, K. I ; slso o' a. II.
supply thetraue
Hay, Drnggist, Portland, who will
M?18flod»ew3w
oq liberal terms.

For

Ofth,

26th nit, brig Abby Ellen, Gilmore Oaaalaw
*
Oa; 2*Stli. aob Frankliu, Conary Uorrla laland
“• bri*

LtBSTUB XXaywabd.

edy.

Clark/froin

®^rofula, Uunsuoiplion.

t,

DancaaTrler

b,rq“® *“*
de'iphia28^'
Cld

Earlville, M.dison Co ,N. Y.

to

Dircharnt frcm tii« Far, Clterrb,
Neuralgia, Rheum a ism, .Ail bin a.

rtdlSrPhhH;i

are
"We the undersigned, hereby oertify. that wc
the
well acquainted with Mrs. Babcook, publishing
a person
her
to
he
know
and
statement,
foregoing
whose statement is pertectly reliable, and we furin our
ther state that we have used the medicine
in saying that we
families, snd have no he-itatlon
cheerand
ter
Catarrh,
sure
cure
bZlieve it to be a
with 'hat iseese.
fully iccommend it to all afflict'd
B. Voi»*v Chafib,

FOB THB CUBIC

Noises in the Head,

rK,ld

babqoCK.”

HOREHOUND

DEAFNESS,

1

Md ult' brt* AoraU,Clark, for Phil*

Fidelia, Stone, from
r
b“3“e May Htetaon, do.
16tb- brl*8u
Mary Stewart, Gcuuiion, PhiladelPORT ROT AL SC—A r 24th, acb Franklin Conab0’'0,‘; «ih, brig Stephen
New

it to ail
cine; and I would cheerfully recommend
I
those afflicted in like manner, belie ring, as sincerely do, that it will in all oases give immediate relief,
and is a perfectly safe remedy.
Dated
bept 10,

a.x., and 2 to 7

From Tennessee.

dalphla*10

***

JMm>.
brig
P

bottle of the

cluding

S8W ADVERTISE MEETS.

G

CamjonT*0"’B*U*0r’

a
medicine,
many friends, ;I procured
1
from which I found immediate relief. have used in
of it, and am
the la t three months, three bottles
usual work;
now comparatively well and doing my
use of the mediand X ascribe my oure solely to the

Charleston.
The Richmond Enquirer of Saturday has an
editorial on the late fires in New York, con“We

allowed

Jo Ml Whom it May Concern —“Sympathy with
those In affliction makes it not only a duty, but a
that after suffering for thirty
pleasure to me to state
loathsome disease, Catabuh in the
years from that
of the day, I
head, and alter using all the remedies
with the disease that I had
became so prostrated
all hope of a oure,
taken to my bod. and given up
heard of
i
and while in this situa'ion, providentially
Dr. Wandeworth’e "Dry Up," and by the advioo of

Earlvillo,

brifG.0 Emery, Barry,

0r,eJ8. Wood. Hone Kong; Nor
•h‘P k
mniock, Harwood, Cork; td,ka,q„
Delaware, Uffgj,
Port Aosclod
banlw *>ency, Myers,
Ban?or
Nlck<|raou, Bo»too; sob. Emplzn
8oow Squall, Sheppard, trom
J

“Dry Up," lor Catarrh.

Reported Defeat of

ing

net

limbriiL"™"’ **b»*«i

te tell paper t on their routes.

SOUTHERN ITEMS.

been

NOTICE*.

trcarritrtqf the Daily Prenare

EVENING PAPERS*
/
iH «» ♦
■

»P1CUL

Musical

Notice.

k. b Robison, or «m»i *t the urgent
solid tattoos or lb.
pub luted hi many Maude
IB tala city haa retu rued to Pen laud I* rwaai bis
of
tad
Tree
Tuolag tho Pta 0 Port*.
profession
lug
Bering an taperlenee of over twenty e* ... W
Heels eonfdent entire .utl.fuetieu will be'siren to
hvse desirous of his aerr.ees in either dertrlmeet
C7“ Orders from nbro.d or in this city lelt at
Paine's Music Star*, or at hi. rasidaa*. n

Mb.

itreet.

Ppitng

dsctdl*

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Not Dead, sot a Pbwoneb.—Charles D.
Xete Telegraph Office.
Concord, Mass., Dec. 5.
in
the
Kimball, private
13th Mass. Regiment,
JVow Advertisement. To-Day.
A telegraph office connecting with all part*
son of Mr. William E. Kimball of this
Kotioe of Foreclosure.
city,
was
of the country
opened In this town to*• *■ riim. Aiwnonaa. a
Legal Notioo.
was on picket duty June 4th, when a skirmish
day.
Toucort—New City Hall.
TOTH*
ensued in which one or two of our pickets
Musical Notioo.
Hew Sorh market.
Pu s—Coe k MoCallir.
were killed and some eight or ten were missI
M. L. A Lecture.
ARM roir/jv WAKT OF A
*
Hats and Caps—Coe k MoCallar.
Ojtton—dull ;tales 100 bales” Sdfilhfe*'**0
ing, among the latter of whom was Kimball.
bbl»; State and Wwteradull;
At Auction.
All of the missing ones were subsequently
FI“uQr7^®* *6,00
su“
LECTURES,
Round Hoop Ohio 1086*12; Wsst.L4?,®1,?, |Southern
Machine?
heard from except Kimball, and he was given
dull-sates 1*00bbls at 10
ST? ®60®,1
Oity Affairs.
on m
300 bbls at 7 36011 On.
In Board os Mayor and
up, as one dead, by bis parents.
XXXVIII CONOBESB-Second Session. 68®1h6’dull—sales,
Aldermen, 1
C bled go spring
,»-850
CALL AND EXAMINE
December 6, UK*. ’}
his
fiS
Mo
fjr
lS.OQU
father
X;
pric#
SENATE.
Yesterday
received a letter from
Sneh 1?^’1**
Slate of tke
An order passed to pay the Widows’ Wood
Club at
5S“
SB; anT 7600 bash.
Washington, Dec. 6
A. Wallace, who left the rebel
Winter Red Western at 112102
to.
prison
Society $240—the annual interest on the Clapp Edwin
Clark
Mr.
order
The
to
Senate was called
m in oy twm
by
Corn—dull—sell* 2300 bush White South ira 103.
camp at Millen, Georgia, Nov. 20th.
He
legacy, bequeathed for that purpose.
of N. H. Prayer was then offered.
Outs—firmer; Canada 96086.
Tite committee on laying out and
widening writes that he left young Kimball there in good
Beef-steady.
N. A Far well of Maine, waa sworn in as
PortUad Sold'eiY Hose
WUto hu prortd itoelf to b« tb. btot k«IU4 to ail
streets, ou petitiou of Ebenezer True for the health. He had been taken
committee of •»^?25rol“wl heavy; sale* 6100 bble; new mem
<w 26*34 25.
prisoner and successor of Mr. Fessenden. A
continuation of Hanover street to Kennebec
a similar comwss
to
three
kind.of
join
la
work
of
an.
appointed
transferred from one point to auother without
My
Lard—quiet; tales 1100 bbls *t 2* *23j.
street, reported adversely to the same, and that
Buttcr-Ohio at 36048
mittee of the House to wait on the President.
I« Ik prsiraaeod by tto awt profoaaf .apertoto
petititiouers have leave to withdraw. Report an opportunity to advise his parents or friends The hour tor meeting was fixed at 12 o’clock.
Whiskey—firmer; sale# 3300 bbte at 1 8301 97.
Sugar—firmer; salae.Uhltde; Porto Jtieo *4026; ba
of his safety. It is to be hoped that he, with
WK W C ITT
accepted.
Mr. Sherman offered a bill appropriating
BALL,
Muscovado 28.
The committee on Judicial Proceedings, on all the
Naval 6 tores—dull.
has been released by Gen. Sher*1,000,000 for the construction of sixteen revothers,
»T
of
alteration
the
of
S.
B.
for
Lakes.
Beckett
4
Recess of one
Perfection Combined
petition
enue cutters on the
Petrtleum—quiet,
man before this time.
avelghi- to Liverpool—quiet.
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And

magazine

came

up, referred to_a joint select

of MessTs. Phlnney,
Morgan and Burr on the part of the Common
Council. The Aldermen concurred in the
reference, and joined Messrs. Messer and Doncommittee

consisting

nel.
Petition of J. F. Weeks & als., for a sidewalk on Franklin street, between Middle And
Fore streets was referred.
Petition of Norton Chapman & Co., & als.,
that the city cause the Grand Trunk Railway
on Commercial street, to be planked in the
vicinity of Galt’s Block, was referred in con-

currence.
The ordinance in relation to calling meetings of the City Council came from the other
Board, that body insisting and proposing a
Committee of Conference. On motion of
Aldermen Donnell, the ordinance was laid on
the table. Adjourned.
Abduction of a Young

Gibl.—Among
the passengers of the steamship Damascus,
arrived at this port Monday morning from
from Liverpool, was a family bound to
Hamilton, Canada West, named Cooper, one
of whom was a pretty girl about fifteen years
of age. She was left by her father in the
store house of the steamship, while he weDt to
the depot to make arrangements for their passage to Canada. On returning to the store
house the girl was missing. Some conversation had been overheard between the girl and
two young men who had been passengers in
the steamer, in which the latter were trying
to persuade her to go to St. John with them>
and these men were arrested by Deputy Mar-

shal Wentworth on suspicion of being connected in the plot for her abduction, but they
were afterwards discharged.
The mother of the girl suspected an officer
who came over as passenger in the ship, as he
had been very attentive to her daughter during the passage, and she declared to the City
Marshal her belief that be knew all about
where her daughter was, and that he had
taken or caused, her to betaken way. This
man whose name is McDonald, was arrested
by the City Marshal last evening, and those
wbo bad been first arrested and discharged,
re-arrested. On being taken to the lock-

were

up, McDonald said the girl was safe, but refused to give any iutormatlon as to where she

He also said he could produce her in twenty minutes.

might

be found.

Mr. Heald then hunted up a hack driver
who had been Been to carry a man and girl
from the depot. The driver hung back from

giving any correct information until he was
threatened with being taken to the lock-up.—
He then acknowledged that be had taken the
girl and a man to the Portland House on Green
street.

On applying at the Portland House Marshal
Heald found that the girl had been there—her
name being registered with McDonald’s as
Mrs. McDonald. But after the arrest of the
of his associates had removed her
to the Cumberland House, on the same street.

Captain

one

There she was found, her name registered as
Mrs. McDonald, and her expenses for two or
three days paid. She was removed to the
lodging rooms of the Police office late at Dight
and this morning will be restored to her anx-

parents.
The girl stoutly declares that she will yet
have McDonald. He is a regular John Bull
and undertook to set at defiance the City
Marshal, but he found that officer bis match
and was speedily lodged in a cell, where he
had a good opportunity to ruminate during the
night. When he goes back to the old country
he can have the
pleasure ol relating, if he
chooses, one night’s experience in the Portland lock-up.
ious

A Card.
The Association for the Belle!
of Aged Indigent Women,”
gratefully acknowledges a bequest of one hundred dollars
from the late Miss Joanna Poole; also the
very
generous sum of one hundred and seventy
and
dollars
seventy-five cents, ($110.75) from
the collection taken at Mr. Hewes’ lecture in
High Street Church last evening.
E. Mountfobt, Treasurer.

Portland,

Dec.

5,1864.

Thanksgiving Sermon.—The discourse
recently preached by Bev. Mr. Walker in thii
city, and repeated in the New City Hall, wil
be published next week in the Christian
Mirror. It will be an interesting paper for
the soldiers. We wish the Christian Commis
snn would order 10,000 extra copies, and
send broadcast among the brave boys frons
this State who are fighting to uphold the old
flag.
_

S. B. B. C. Assemblies.—Subscribers arc
reminded that the next Assembly occurs on

Wednesday next, Dec.

7th.

Instruction on the Piano.—At the solic*

itation of his numerous friends in this city*
Mr. E. B. Robinson has returned here to resume the practice of his profession as a teacher of music on the piano-forte. Of his thorough
competency as a teacher, large numbers of his
former pupils will avouch. It has been his
special study, and one to which he has devoted
his time for years. He will also attend to the
tuning of instruments. Orders can be left at

residence,

his

No.

76

Spring Street,

or

at

Paine’s Music Store.

is feared

fatally injured, by being jammed between two cars while engag d in shackling
them. He was badly Injured on the breast
and shoulder, and one of his ribs was broken.
He was attended to by Dr. Poster.
P. S. Nelson died last night.
He leaves a
wife and six young children. He has been
the Boston <& Maine road fifteen years.

on

Recruiting.—At the Provost Marshal’s
office yesterday, four recruits were passed—
two for the army and two for the navy. They
were credited as follows: Portland one; Cape
Elizabeth one; Biddeford two.
Six substitutes were also passed—four for
the navy, and two for the army.

They were
credi:ed as follows: Newfleld three, Naples
one, Kenuebunkport one, and Limington one.
Increase of Box Rents at the Post
Office.—Postmaster Dole has received orders from the Post Office Department at Washington to increase the rates of rent for boxes
at the Post Office on and after the 1st of
January next to double the present rates.—
The rents of boxes at present, are three dollars
per year for the lock boxes, and two dollars
per year for the glass boxes.
Fifth Lecture of the M. L. A. Course.
—This lecture will be delivered by the Rt.
Rev. Bishop Clark of Rhode Island to-morrow
evening. Prom the reputation of the Bishop
we expect a lecture of extraordinary interest
and merit. He stands among the foremost of
the lecturers In this country, and the M. L.
Association have done a good thing in securhis services.

Mechanics Lyceum.—The Mechanics’ Association at their last meeting voted to hold a
Lyceum once a week during the winter, on
Thursday evening, in the exercises of which
mechanics in any part of the State are Invited

participate.

Mechanics Assemblies.
The second
Assembly of the course will come off this evening at Mechanics Hall.
—

Burnett’s Preparations go among the
best class of people, and are prouounced In-

comparable.
Amiable in Death.
The swan, it is said, never sings until deathstruck. It passes away in a strain of its own
music—the only music it ever utters. Not
unlike the swan, in this regard, was the Belfast Journal. For years it has been so intensely metallic that all its efforts to pitch a
political tune have invariably ended in a hiss.
We say this not offensively, for we recognize
the wisdom of the proverb, “de mortuit nil
nisi bonum—of the dead say nothing but

good.
The Journal, though politically it out-Heroded Herod himself, was nevertheless an able,
talented, racy sheet, and outside of its legitimate sphere it was genial as it was juicy. In
its death the

ruling passion

hibited, and

it burst forth in

as

strongly exsong and jollity,

was

follows:

“Our brethren of the press will have something to say of our editorial decease, doubtless. While we existed in the ilesh we craved
no indulgence, but were ready to be ‘mild
with the mild—with the froward fierce as
fire.’ But now that we are dead, let them
deal tenderly with our memory. In the language of the mistaken gentleman of the play:
'Speak ofnwultm; nothing extenuate,
Nor aught set down |D males.’

Remember, gentlemen, that the times are
precarious, and it is hard to say for whom
uext the knell may ring. We hope to bear
with us into our other pursuits the kindest
memories of our cotemporaries in this. If we

do so, we shall sit down to our funeral
baked meats with as good a relish as the best
of them. There be those, undoubtedly, who
will exuit in the fact that we are gone,
can

'And o’er opr cold agbe*

upbraid n?.’

But let them beware of too much vaporing,
lest we be like the fine old Irish gentleman,
whom the smell of poteen revived. We may
not be ‘such a d—d fool as to be dead,’ after
all.”

Eabtpobt Sentjnki,.—After a forced suspension of five weeks,—forced by the great
Are of Oct

22d,-—the Eastport Sentinel has
arisen like another phoenix from its
ashes,
dressed in an entire new
suit, with new and
imported lead, and making a very attractive
appearance. N. B. Nutt, Fsq., continues to
hold the helm, He is a genial and
vigorous
writer. Hereafter the Sentinel will be conducted strictly on the casb-in-advauce prin-

ciple.

was

adopted instructing

the com-

Ways and Means in the introduction of any amendment to the revenue bill,
to lay a tax on all stocks of domestic liquors

mittee on

on

hand.

The Speaker then said he understood the
President’s message would not be communicated to-day. The House then adjourned.

FROM TENNESSEE.
Loss

of the Rebels—The Mistake of General
from Paluski—Severity
of the Recent Battle—Destruction of Rebel
Mood—The Retreat

Sad Accident.—Yesterday afternoon Mr.
Charles Nelson, private watchman at the Boston and Portland Depot, was seriously, and it

to

debt.
A resolve

Property.

|

Cincinnati, Dec.

5.
Maj. Gen. Stanley, who was wounded in the
battle of Franklin, arrived here yesterday. He
says the reports ot that battle that have reached the public are not exaggerated. The rebels
met with their heaviest losses in
attacking our
trains, which were of enormous size and value
and filled the roads for twelve miles.
It was not intended that Franklin should be
held longer than it was necessary to get our
property out of the way. The rebels had been
pressing us very hard from Columbia, and at
one time we were in great danger.
Hood lost
his opportunity by not attacking in force at
Hill.
Spring
Schofield’s army consisted of the 4th and
23d corps, together with a few regiments that
had recently entered the service. They lett
Pulaski on the 25th of Nov., and were so closely pressed that at times it was thought the artillery and wagon trains would have to be
abandoned, but by good management they
were all brought through safely.
Gen. Stanley has been in nearly all the batleB in Tennessee and Georgia, but he says the
musketry fire at Franklin was for an hour the
most intense he has ever witnessed. Besides
this we had twenty-eight guns in action with
a full sweep of the rebel forces.
A dispatch to the Commercial, from Nashville, says Murfreesboro, Brigeport and Chattanooga are safe. Nashville and the surrounding country for miles has been converted into
huge forts. The destruction of rebel property to facilitate the defence of the city has been

immense. Almost all the rich proprietors hereabouts are rebel sympathizers, and the advance of the rebel army has necessitated the
destruction of their property. The Federal

position

is

perfectly satisfactory.
From

Washington.

Washington, Dec. 5.
day the hour of meeting for the
Supreme, Court, Associate Justice Wayne,
the senior member of the bench, announced
At noon to

that as no quorum was present, no business
could be transacted, and the court adjourned
until to-morrow. There were present Justice
Wayne of Ga.; Grier of Penn.-; Clifford of
Me.; Swayne of Ohio, and Miller of Iowa.—
The absentees were J ustices Nelson of N. Y.;
Davis of 111,, seriously ill, and Catron of Tenn.
To-morrow there will be a meeting of the
bar to prepare resolutions on the death of
Chief Justice Taney, which will be presented
at the opening of the court. No appointment
of Chief Justice is yet made.
Another draft was made to-day to fill the
quota of troops from this district. Among
the names drawn is that of L. P. Hanscomb,
editor of the National Republican.
The President will send his message to Congress at one o’clock to-morrow.
me report oi tue oecreiary oi me treasury was placed iu the printer’s hands to-day.
Among the notices of bills iu the House today, were the following: By M. Julian, providing for forfeiture of rebel landholders, and
prescribing an oath of loyalty to all persons
practising law in rebel States. By Mr. Stevens, of Penn., to regulate the value of money ; to prohibit the exportation of gold and
silver coin; to prevent gold and silver coin
from being paid or accepted for greater value
than their real current value, and preventing
any bill or note issued by the United States
from being received for a smaller sum than is
therein specified; also a bill supplementary to
the act of June 30th, 1864, ss far as the same
affects tobacco and segars.
By Elijah Wood,
to repeal so much of Sec. 7 of the Internal
revenue act as imposes an additional tax of
forty cents per gallon upon spirits imported
prior to the passage of that law. By Mr.
Spaulding, providing for the establishment of
a navy yard at Cleveland, Ohio, and a bill appropriating shares of public lands for the
benefit of such soldiers and sailors In the
regular and volunteer service of the United
States, as have rallied around the flag of the
Union in the war of the rebellion, whether
natives, naturalized citizens or aliens, and a
bill hi prescribe a more impartial mode of impanelling jurors in the federal courts.
from

pp. 325.

This is another of the beautiful series of devotional collections which the

publishers have given
us. The compilers seem to have dipped from an
exhauBtless fountain of poetry and beauty.
The reader will find here not only some of the
richest gems of our modern poets, Whittier,
Longfellow, Adelaide Proctor, Keble, Bonar,
and others, but also the noble hymns of Luther
and Milton, the sweet strains of Madame Guyon
and Henry Vaughan, with some translations
from the Latin and German, rioh and glowing
like a painted window, with the warm and mystical devotion of the early ages.
The external
appearance of the volume, with its tasteful
binding, soft-tinted paper and beautiful type aocords well with its contents. No more beautiful

gift book
holidays.

licensing the Donna House, and au act establishing a reformatory and industrial school for
orphans and virtuous children.

a Farm and Where to find one :
By the author of “Ten Acres Enough.” 12mo,
pp. 345. New York: James Miller, 1864.
A valuable book, and one which every intelli-

to get

gent immigrant, and every young man seeking
to make for himself a home and a fortune will
do well to consult.
The author has aimed to
make

kind of hand book of the many remark-

a

and other

points which have an important bearing on the eligibility of a region are discussed at
length. The book contains many valuable
statistics and useful suggestions.
Hall. L. Davis has it for sale.
The Blade and the Ear, Thoughts for a Young
Man: By A. B. Muzzey.
16mo, pp. 233.
Boston: Wm. V. Spencer, 1865.
A book on the relations and duties of young
men, which contains many excellent and timely

The chapter entitled “Young
suggestions.
Men, the Hope of the Land,” and that on “The
Basis of Suocess,” are especially valuable.' We
commend them to the thoughtful attention of
the olass to which they are addressed.
For sale in this city by Bailey & Noyes.
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removes

a

Kor sale

by

Dye,

never

stains.

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.f
deo2dlwMorten Block.

In

993

Congress

GET

THE

ENGLISH MOHAIR

RAILWAY

AND

CARRIAGE

have the largest variety rf these goods to be
WEfound
in New England, and at prices LESS
than

they can now be imported.
BYRON GREENOUGH 4c CO.,

octl4TTfcS2m

140

KIDDLE STREET.

COXXOhWBALTH

Jan. 2, 1865.

Tickets for the course.#| 00
Single Tiokets for
Thanksgiving Ball,. 100
••
each Assembly. 76
"
"
Christmas Ball. 100
«
New Year’s Ball,...,. 125
Gallery Tiokets. 25
For sale by the Managers and at the door.
MANAGERS :
Foreman K. Hodgkins, Ase’t 8. 8 Hanhapord,
Sec C. O. Hikdlb,
K. D. Pass,
C. H Phillifs,
B. A. Hall,
W. A. Taylor
HT Dancing to oomiqenoe at 8 o’clock.
novI6eodtd
Clothing cheoked free.

Grand Assembly will beheld at

Hca.ll,

-ON-

WEBSTER’S

UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY!

Chandler’s Quadrille Band.
70 Ceuta.
Tiokets^
Managers.

Commeroial
Central Hall,

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION!
Thoroughly Reviled and

OVER 3000

PINE

much

Enlarged.

ENGRAVINGS.

d MEANINGS not found In other Dictionaries.
Over thirty able American and
scholars
employ ed upon this revision, and thirty yean oi
labor expended upon it.
Among the collaborators are Dr Mahn, of Berlin,

10,000 WORDS

J. G. Antholne,
W. H. Colley.
H. P. Fairfield,
L. P.ay,
E. 8. Wormwell
Danolng to oommenoe at 8 o'clock.
BW~ Clothing oheoked free.
deoldtd

Professors Porter, Dana, Whitney, Hsdlev Ly-

man, Gfman, and Thatcher, Capt. Oraighill, oi
West Point Military Academy, Judge J. C Perkins, Prof. Stiles, A. L Holley, Esq ko ko.
Several tables of great value, ono of them of fifty
quarto pages, Explanatory and Prononneing, oi
names in action of persons and plaa'a, pseudonyms, ko., kc., as Abaddon, Aoadia, Albany
Segenoy, Mother Cary, Mason andDixon’s line,
Mr. Mieewber, ko.
Containing one-llfth or one-fourth more matter than
any former editions.

From new electrotype plates and the Riverside
Preee.
In One Vol. ot 1840 Hoyal Quarto Pages.

novSOdtf

Boxes \

Packing

Cavalry

27 MARKET

WANTED!
will be reoeived at this office for
be purchase of Cavalry and Artillery Horses
for the use of of the U. 8. Government, till further
notloe.
Horses offered for the oavalry service must be
sound in all particulars, well broken, in fhll flesh
and good condition, from 15 to 16 bauds high, from
five to nine years old, and well adapted in
every
way,to cavalrv purposes.
Artillery horsee must be of dark oolor, sound in all
partioulars.quiok and active wellbrcken and square
trotters in barnips, In good flesh and cor ditlon.f'om
six to ten years old, not less than 161 hands high,
and not to weigh lees than ten hundred and fifty

Farmers and Stock ratters particularly

notlce,and

prioes, by

S.

Saco, Me.

Saeo, Deo. 5,1864.-dSw

A

AT

I

WOULD call the attention ol bnyera to my
LARGE STOCK of

KF“All kinds ol Fort exchanged, altered and

paired.

J. H.
Haring

No.

136

Nov !U—4wis

St.

*A

Large

a^1 ^and Cients,
'■nSr

or

wssortment for
lasteued with

Ladies

“Sprague’s Patent Buokle,”

without fa tenings, at very low pi ioes.

Sign

toner

POET LAND,

A

AMD

of

Temple Street,

MAINS.

DHALMRS

CHEESE,

Hams, Beans,
NO.

3

45ft C.

OSGOOD,

H.

DENTIST,
Ho. 8

Clapp’s Block,

Market

Square,

PORTLAND.
XT' Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver, and
bate. All operations warranted to gty*

Vulcanite

satisfaction,

juneSOeodisfcwly’W

WOULD

A CO.

FURNITURE BUSINESS II
-AT-

By Blootrioity

Merchants,

The Old Established

Formerly Occupied by

EGGS,

LARD,

Apples, Ac.
STBEET,

PORTLAND, MX.

dtf

Portland,

....

Maine.

All orders in the oity, or from any part of the
°Br *** ** rMpeot*1' Promptly Oiled.

Tucker’s Patent

Spring-Bed

AND FOLDING

Bottoms 1

OOTS.

Hoop Skirts, Corsets, Fancy Goods,
and Notions,

better In the market. The beet
Oheaper
NONE
materials and the moat skillful workmen charor

acterize

Taoker’s Establishment
A'tdresa Hiram Tucker, 1x7 and 119 Court §t„
Boston.
novl&dtf

The New Gymnastics.
Winter Term at the New Gymnaseum Ij
Free street Block, will commence Wednesday,
D»e. 7th. Children’s Class meet at 8 r. X. Let all
interested be present.
deo6d8t*

THE

Portland, 8aco ft Portsmouth B. R. Co.
No. 42 will be payable December 7tb,
DIVIDEND
to Stockholder of record November 30th. 1864.
Per
deoldtd

Order,

KLIPHALET NOTT,
Treasurer.
/

LADIES
Who have oold hands and tact; weak stomach,
weak basks; nervous and sick headache;
dizziness and swimming In the head, with indigestion and oonstipation of the bowels; pain in the side
and bank; leaoorrhoea, (or whites); falling of ths
womb with internal oanoers, tumors, polypus, snd
all that long train oi diseases will find in Eleotrioity a sure means of core. For painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with yeaag ladles. Eleotrioity Is a aerialu
specific, and win, In a short time, restore the ssfibrer
to the vigor of health.
lame and

tW Highest prices paid !or2nd-hand Furniture.
dec2decdlm

liflte

Carriage Manufactory.

F. XI.

Xlandall,

Wholesale)

Dr. D. still oontinues to Extras* Teeth
by Klectrictty toithout Pain. Persons having decayed teeth
or stamps thoy wish to have teiooted tor
resetting
he would give
levitation -o call.

Manufacturer of

apolite
electro Magnetic Machines
Super.or
use with .thorough instructions.
Dr. D. ran

accommodate a few patients with
board and treatment at his house.
Ofloe hours from t «'»'~-k • w *<- J
; ai
from 1 to 6 v M., and 1 to Sin the EveningUousultatica krse
novltf

SLEIGHS,

PORTLAND

The latest styles of carriage* and sleighs oonstant
on hand, and made to order.
The new and olegant ”M in ter” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those wishing to putohase are invited to call and examine.
done with neatness and

aud

of

Proprietors.

subscribers

new

prepared

to

Exhibit

taken the well knows

Opfioe

BALLOU,

decld2w

»

Kennebec R.

and

Mortgages on

real estate,.*93.186 47
Uniteastatee Securities. 93,130 00
At. * St Law. ft. B. Bonds,.
'i.Oudoo
do.
Mane Oentr 1
7 000 00
Portland Gas Light Co. Btook,
860 00
State of Maine Bonde,. 13,600 00
Loans on Collaterals. 33 488 83
Batik Stocks at par:

1ST otioe I

the Morning and Evening Trains
at 6.80 A. M., and
r. M., will be discontinued on end

OB—BPleavin. AUGUSTA
after

Tuesday, Nov. 1st,

First

Monday Mornings and Saturday Righto,
B. H. CUSHMAN, Sept.
until further Notice.
oot»tf
October 26.1864.

A MORSE

SKATES,

otheroelebrated Makers.

Six. ate

HATCH & FROST.

Cash
BENJ.

h! a!

frost

The bigheat market prices paid for produce ot aU
kinds. Consignments solicited.
Deo. 1—8m d

JUST” RECEIVED!!
DAN FORTH
norSOtf

Please call and examine before porebasln*.
Not. 1—evdtf CRAS. DAY, Jr., 114 Middle St.

Branch Office it at 32 Congrett Street, above
City Buildinq,
Where yon will please send for
tation free.

a

Ciroolar. ConsulnorU4dtf

**8 804 09

deposit,

A

Last Year’s IPrioes.
our
presentstook, which is very small, la sold.
BYRON GREFNOl'«H A CO.,
40 Middle 8t.
Oott—dfwta

Until

..

_

hereby
NOTICE
scribed goods
is

gives that tbe fcUowing do-

were

**Oot”7°

street.

Hudson Bay SableT
SSff&ES* *“ T“°et::

60

sened at thie Port, on tne
for a violation of .tlw

days hereinafter mentioned,

CLIFFORD,
3

*278,498

KINGSBURY, J*., President.
CBABLE8 BAKER, Treasurer.

Seizure ot Good*.

A
Straps. for
sale by

MRS. M. G. BROWN’S

8,076
8,880

trustee* :
Nathaniel F. Doering,
Charles Bolden,
Martin Gore,
Harris C. Barnts,
Nathaniel Ellsworth,
Eben Steele.
Willism Wlills,
Byron (jreenougb,
Oliver P. Tuckerman,
Samuel Bolle,
Chariot Staples,
Joseph Libby.
Nov IS—oodSw

’} PORTLAND, ME.

NICE lot of Nkw Buckwheat, Graham
Flour, Oatmxal, Hof Yhast Cakxb. and

LOW PRICKS, to bo

on

1,200
8,100

—-

THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT
of 8KATK8, and at as
lbnnd In the city.

National.*11,400

Casco.
Manuiact’rs A Traders,
Memhants.
Bank of Cumberland,..

on

_

Pat. Aukle Support Skate*,

*378,49819

INVESTMENTS.

_

No. 16 Lime Street.

Norwioh Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,
LADIES’

was

R.

Retell.

Skatee, Gouts. Skates, Boys’ Skates,

Middle St*.,

BUSINESS HOUR*.

Eleventh Semi-Annual

rual'iiiau 8.16

Except

lien and

per
annum, without deduction of the
Government tax.
The state ot the Bank, October 1,1861. wae a* tillow*
Deposit*
*368,784 05
Balance of proflt.
14,7*4 54

_

Special

or

corner

1864.

Dividend
declared the third Wednesday of October, at the rate
THE
Cent, yer
of six

and fresh goods to the former stock,
oiler inducements to buyers of

the old stand, No. 118 Exchange street.
P. MORKELL fCO.

Port laud

October,

for

OPEN EVERY SAY SORIHO

CLOTHING,
to call at

Bank

Savings’

CHARTERED IN 1859.

Change
and added

Five Cents

diepatob.

Skates I Skates I

And

for sale for

family

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Produce Dealers,

Douglas’*

TEETH! TEETH!

TEETH!

Successor to J.JF. Libby,

Also, Hoop Skirl, and Corsets made to order at
short notice.
FITZGERALD A HODSDON,
Dahlia 8kirt and Fancy Goods Store, 148 fc 160 Middle street.
novSOdlm

WILLIAM’S

-AID

Rewtll Tarbox,

ADAMS & TEMPLE.

Inducements

removed to Nos. 148 *nd 160 Middle et.,
matches HAVE
usual ard offering great inonoements in
and

At

strength; the blind made to see,

where he would be happy to receive the patronage
friends.

^.,,.■■1-^-,

STREET,

bitten limbs restored, the nnoonth deformities removed; fhintnese converted to vigor, weakness to
the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move apright; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the accidents ot mature lift
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active ctrcalation maintained.

Stand,

of former cos'.omen and

are

FITZGERALD & HODSDON

FOBS

lbs Rbeumatio, the goaty, ths lame and the las I
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is oooiod; the front

Exchange St..,

J.

IH

septa#

Holiday

St.,

NEW AND SECOND HAND

having
stand ot the late
THE

Dried

LING

the Diited State* Hotel, When he

rospeotfully annouaoe to the citizens ol
Portland and violnity, that be has permanently located in this oity. During the two years we
have been in this city, we have eared some oi
the worst forms ol disease in persons who hare tried
other forms of treatment In rain, and curing patients in so abort a time that the qaestiou 1s often
asked, do they stay oared f To answer this question
wc will say that all that-do not stay cm d, wo will
doctor the second time lor nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical electrician for twenty,
one years, and is also a regular graduated phyaioiau
Eleotrioity is pertaotly adapted to ohronio diseases
In the form of nervous or sick bead sc he; neural gif.
In the bead, neok.or extremities; consumption,when
la the asnte stages or where the lungs are nqt tally
involved; acuta or ohronio rheumatism, scrotula, hit
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, ourvati a
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deatacas, stampalsy oror
mering
hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, oonstipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every oasc that can be presented: asthma, bronohlHe, striutares of the oheet, and all forms of tawisl.
lOmplftliatB.

IK THE

CLIFFORD,

Commission

BUTTER,

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS.

of the Golden Rifle,
42 Exchange Street.

Neariy Opposite

his place of business

removed

novidtf

BOCCBSBOEB TO

Produce

Electrician,

Has removed his office from Clapp's Block to

would respectfully inform the oitizens of Portland
and vioinity that he has associated himself with

Repairing

Block, Middle St.

HATCH, CLIFFORD

Middle

Coignu Stmt,

Oot 7-dtf

162 Greenoogh
novl4d2m

BERING,

ly

James Bailey & Co.’s,

PANFORTH

*J0SIAH HEALD.
He. 236

CASH,

AT

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

SKATES.

Medical

TEMPLE,

From 43 Union

WHOLESALE AVD RETAIL,

re-

WO,sep*8dtf

nov20 TTS2w

REMOVAL!

1Y4 MIDDLE STREET,

Large Assortment

FURS I I

VOLUNTEERS,

8—dim*

Dtc

SKATES! CARRIAG)ES,
AND

CHEAP FOB

FURS I

invited

honorable and sat-

an

Furnithed for any Town in the State-

REMOVAL!

to offer their horsee in person at this t lliee, and not
to dispose of them to dealers or third parties.
Any number of horses from one upwards, if answering the above deecription and passing a rigid inspection, wi 1 be reoslved and paid for in Government fnnds.
THOS G WHYTAL,
dlmdec3
Capt. and Asst. Quartet master D. 8. A.

the low-

,T. SHANNON,

are

conducted the bnsinesa in

DR. W. IV.

PROPOSALS

ponnds.

concern

SUBSTITUTES AND

Deo. let, 1864.

Artillery Horses

solicited to mannfkoture Seap, Candle,
ORDERS
and other kinds of
Packing Boxes! SKATES,
Orders can be filled at short
at

Portland Match Comp’y,

SQUARE.

has

The Course of Instruction embraces both theory
and praottoe.
Scholarships for full coarse, time unlimited, 985,00
Blanks lor foil oours, (wholesale price)
6,50
For Circular, Samples of Penmanship, ko., address
WOJtTHlNtiTON k WARNER,
Ang 9—dkw6m
Principals.

93

and

may

am

Nkukhiah Bbowh,
isfactory manner.
Major an Asst. Adjt. Gen’l of Massachusetts.

THE

as

PAINTED AT HUDSON’S,

Oollege,

Oonoord, N-H.

complete business education.

Office of Ass’t Quartermaster U. 8. A.,
Augusta, Me

MAaSACHOSKTTS.

personally acquainted with Col. Gao. Cla'k,
of Beton.
He has reeruited a large number ot
men under the authority of this commonwealth.and

IP. BENJAMIN ADAMS,

at

European

Ok

•

Jr

most thorough and extensive Commercla
College in New England, presents unequalled
facilities tor imparting to young men and ladies a

MUSIC BT

Of the beet quality manufactured and for sale
by

Window Shades

To whom it
I

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6,

dentist,

RUGS!

NO- 235 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, ME,

NEW HAWIBUB

Civic

Music for the remainder of the o' uree by Chandler's Q.nadrille Band.—prompting by D. H.
Chahdx.br.

BE8T !

SHAW,

eodlm

SUBSTITUTE AGENTS,

26th,

BALLj

Iiancaster

If CO.,

Street, (Horton Block.)

-AYD-

I
Adjutant Generals Office,
Boston, Oct. 6th, 1864.)

Thanksgiving Night by Poppeukerg's
Prompting by Phot. A. J. Lockr.

A

FURS.

great variety, by

CHARLES CUSTIS

RECRUITING

Young LaMonday,

Ball,

AG
ASSEMBLY.#

MEN’S

Under-Shirts and Drawers,

on

Band.

Col. Geo. Clark, Jr. & Co.,

r a n d

LIFE!

preparation restores Gray Hair ti its original color, and
TBIS
all dandruff from the
It is not
and it

head

Military ud

YEAR'S

Furnisted to Military and Fire Comps-is* at short
notioe.
Wedding parties and families tarnished
with every variety ofCahe, Comectionerv.Ioe Cream,
Meats feo.
ISAAC BARNUM,
decSdlw
Proprietor.

28, and oontinue ten weeks.
There will be a department for Children under the
oharge of Miss Mary E. Hail.
Miss H. HAWKES.
Portland, Not. M, 1864.—noT21d2w

~

est

HAI R

NEW

Dec.

of his brother A. P. and wife, to
this second to no other Eating

services

making

House on any Railroad in the com try.
Heals at all hours as per bills ot fare.

on

Aov

oloee with

To

Monday Night,

Made of the beet materials, and in the moat faithful
A large addition has been made
manner.
to their former stock of

J k B.

Monday Night,
A Grind Firemen’i,

Directly opposite their old Stand, where may be
found a large assortment of

GLOVES,

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO,,
dec2d3t
Morton Block.

On

No. 989 Congress Street,

our

by Four AsThursday Nights.

on

A Grand Christmas

elegant

MORTON BLOCK,

and examine
nov23 dim

{at Xianoester Hall)

semblies,

WHITE,
and COLORED KID
of the best quality, just leeeived by

commence

Depot,

ME.

that ths Dining Hall has been thoroughly repaired and newly furnished. He has sc-

Seminary.

Winter Term of this School for
THE
dies and Misses, will

City Hall,
Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 24.

street.

BLACK,

BALL,

MESSRS. J. & B. JORDAN, J>ew

"GETthe LATEST." "GETUit BEST."
"
“GET WEBSTER."
Published by G. fc C. MERLAM,Springfield,Mass.
For sale In this city by Bailey k Noyes, Exchange
»

Items•

New Tore, Dec. 5.
The Commercial’s special Washington dispatch says there are rumors of a disaster to
the Union forces In Georgia, but they are
unfounded.
Steamer Corsica, which was to sail for Nassau to-day, was detained to search f»r Southerners implicated in the recent incendiarism.One man who had been paroled, attempted to
escape, but was captured. A son of Beauregard’s was on board, and escaped.
*

Glovegi,

large assortment,

Ctwco Street

Temple 8t,

Trunk

sented.
He would say

No. 4,

—AT—

able agricultural openings to be found in this
country, and he has given much useful information concerning the neglected lands of Delaware
the wild lands of New Jersey, the rioh fields of
the West, and the great estates of the South,
which must inevitably change hands to a great
extent with the return of peace.
The subjects
of land and water communication, of coal, iron,

novl2^cdtf
Various

approaohing

For sale by Hall L. Davis.
How

California.

San Francisco, Dec. 1.
Weather settled and pleasant. Honolulu
dates of the 19th ult. have been received.
Five whalers had arrived and ten more are
expected. The general result of the whaling
season is not so favorable as last
year. The
oatch having averaged about 600 barrels per
vessel. Most of the fleet cruised in the Arctic
and report whales scarce and small.
The
Ochtosh whalers made more favorable
reports,
and the expected arrivals from there would
probably bring the general average to about
800 barrels per vessel.
The Sandwich Islands Legislature had been
in session about twenty days, and had passed
an act licensing distilleries, which caused
much excitement among the missionaries and
tetotallers.
The legislature had also established an act

be chosen for the

can

GRAND

Grand

fllUE subscriber, who formerly cocduoted the KatX log House iu the Grand Trunk Depot, lor the
term of seven rears, tskes this opportnuity to Inform his patrons and the publio
generally, that he
has been so io ted by the proprietors of the Grand
Trank Railroad and the traveling community, to reopen the Grand Trunk Dialog liall, (recently vacated by the Tryen Brothers,) to which he has con-

CO.’S,

REMOVAL! REMOVAL!

ages, tmra senes. Bmali quarto,
Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1855.

hymns of the

tn

PORTLAND,

<

then dissolved.
The report of the joint special committee
upon the recommendation of the Overseers of
the Poor,' that a portion of the city farm, embracing about 34,000 square feet should be
sold to Gen. Neal Dow lor the sum of $700,
came up from the other Board accepted. This
Board concurred, and also concurred in the
passage of an order directing the City Treasurer to execute a deed of said laud to Gen.
Dow upon payment by him of $700.
The order establishing salaries of certain
officers was taken from the table, and, as amended, was passed in concurrence.
Petition of J. B. Brown & als., for the removal of the powder magazine, and that measures be adopted tor the removal of the State

,

fimuJk

PARTS,

STOVES!

Engine Co..

S

OVERCOATS,
COATS,

EDUCATIONAL.

Ocean

T H

“ * *“*» 0fc,tte
- “• «««

mf£Vfr>m'

Daily

STUART

O

Qflk» lM >•*<••. U*4,| mad

_

ummnm departmesti

L

I

!

McKen18«4 on board Br. schooner
sio" 161013 dozen pairs Woolen Mittens,3 dozen prs
Woolen Socks —Oct. 34,1864 at store in this oity, 34
Bags Rags, lOSpalrs Wool 8ocks or Hr»e. 1 lot o'd
Oot. 87.1894, at store in
-teas, Braes and
this oity, 463 bbls old Zino. Nov. 4. 1884. on hoard
Wagon in this city, 1 box Sugar, 800 Cigars, be v.
in this city, 3 barrels Mo6,1834, on toard
lasses.
Any A rson or porsens, desiring the same, are requested to appear and make such oIbIri within ninety dtys from the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be discoied of in arc <rdcnce with tbe act
Congreat appprovrd Aorll 8. lk»t

“Mary

Ceppor.

Wagon

....

Israel WASHBURN, Jr,

D006, 1864—Ma8w

Collector,

POETRY.
WYittmJW

STEAMBOATS.

and dreary,
The rain tall* thick and tut,
And o'er hill and valley and housetop
A mantle of gloom Is oast.

passengers booked

here in this chamber pleasant,
All seemeth cheery and bright,
For the merry firelight flashes
Over all Its joyous light.

Payable in Gold or Ita equivalent.
For freight or
passage applvto
HUGH fc ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. K. B Passenger Depot.

and go,

While

on the floor that streak cf
firelght
Seemeth of hope the ray
Whieh turneth that night of shadows
Into endless day.

And

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

^^igEs£|r-wiU
Monday. Deo
Tba Sttamer New

5.
Ekulapd will oontlnne one
trip per week, leaving every Thursday, at 5 o’clock

last faint glimmer

a

in the

I sit and

>iee3 <ltf

“Good night.”

Portland and Penobscot River.

darkened chamber,

muse

C. C. EATON, Agent.

alone,

While adowu the cott’ge chimney.
Comes the wind with a desolate moan.

Fall and Winter Arrangements 1864.
THE NEW, STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS

Clark.

Louis

STEAMER LARI'
Irish Wit.—Two Irishmen riding In the
Roxbury house-cum last week, one of them
says to the other ‘I shall vote for Lincoln for
President. Sure, and hasn’t he made a dollar
in gold worth two dollar* and a half?’ The
other retorted, ‘Well I am for McClellan.
H» waited us well In the army. When we
wint into Virginia If he came to a river, he
was always the man to wait till it dried
up bejore he made us cross it; and when we
got to
the swamps of the Chickahominy, didn’t he
wait there three weeks for them to dry
up,
and when he found they wouldn’t do it, didn’t
he back right out of them ? He’s the man
for me, long life to him.’
“Votfor I Pay ?”—The other day, a Dutchin Cincinnati was severely thrashed
by
his “vrow,” and while smarting under the infliction, he complained to the mayor, and bad
his better half arrested for the outrage, Wheieupon she was lined three dollars and th e costs:
but not having the money, her husband was
called upon to fork over—upon which he opened m, eves in great surprise, exclaiming,—

man

‘•VotforI pay? Shevipme!”
Tue ••aiatuie’' was explained to him, and he
paid, but announced that hereafter his wile
might wollop him ta much as she pleased, but
he would never again take steps to uphold the
“majesty of the law.”

Aa Individual advertised for “a wife” the
other day, and requested each applicant for
the situation to enclose her carte de visile.
One of his correspondents closed her reply in
these terms: “I do not enclose
my carte; for,

though there is some authority for putting a
cart belore a horse, I know of none for
putting one before an ass.”

Will commence harFall and WinArrangement on MONDAY
MORNING, October 17th leaving
Banger every Monday and shsrsnay Morning ate
o’clock.
Returning, will leave Ball read Wharf, foot ol
State .treat, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
at

lOo’clock,

Bangor,

for

or as

CQAS. SPEAR, General Agent.
Ootobor 17.—dtf-

THE 8TBAMER8

Lewiston and Montreal,

City,

Will,

Agjmtnw

until

A^O^^-follow.:
Leave

further notice,

Go.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

Mad* In compllanca with the Laws of Haine.
November 1,1884.

Capital Stock, all paid in, <150,000.00
Surplus Over Capital <96,333,48
Unvested aa follows, via
InC. S. 6-28 Bonda,rained at.$25,876 00
In Massachusetts State Bonda, rained at.. 18,416 71

Total

265 lO
1,676 00
96,815 01
48.618 90
9 007 72
14,268 17
8,210 97

nov

Exchange Street,

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for Maine.

16dtf

Greatest Wonder of the

Age

Gray Hair Restored to its Original Color,

PERUVIAN

HAIR

REGENERATOR!
Will sorely restore gray hair to its original color
where a thorough trial is given it.

run

Will surely

remove

gouny, DasBBuyy,

and

cuit

ail humors of the soalp.

RDM BAIR REGMERAll

dots upon the secretions of the scarf akin of the
•oalp,giving life te the roots ol the hair and pre\ outing it from Ailing off.

PEBUY1AS

BAiIbEGEERATOE

Is the most pei loot Hair

Banewer

in

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.

Fare in Cabin.81.00.
Freight taken as visual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amrunt exceeding 860 m value, and t ,at personal, unless notice 1b given and pa d for at the rate
of one passenger for every *6C0 additional value

Feb. 18,18631

dtf

L. BILLINGS, Agsnt.

New England Screw Steamship Co

until lurther notice,

run as

follows:

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on tbe day that they
leave Portland.
For

freight or pas >age apply to
EMERY 8c FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CRoMWKXa.*. CO., No. 48 West Street,

New York.

Deo. 6, 1862.

dtf

BOSTON

INDORSEMENT

Jaques’ Famous Raven’s-Wing
GENTLEMEN’S

Dress Boot Dlaeking.
Undersigned,

after

Marshal’s

oordiaily

recommend it to the public ub being tlie
best pi oduction ol tbe kind ever sold by ub. and.
in our estimation, ful>y equal to the imported black
ing made by Day & Martin.

the Hon. Ashur
PHSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District tour.
to Monitions from

*lthia

^nd fur the District of MaiDe, I hereby stive
pub.ic notice that the following Libels and Inhrma
lions have been Hied in said Court, viz
A Libel agaiast Two thousand cigars, seized
by the collector if the District of Portland and Falmuth, on the eighth day of October last past at Portland in said District
Au Inform. >tion against ten crests of tea and
twenty-seven half chests of tea, seized b>
the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth. on the seventh day of October last past, at
Portland i said District.
An

Information

aga net one cask of whiskey,

seized bv the Co'lec*or of the District of Portland
and Falmouth, oa the nineteenth day of November
instant, at Portland in said District.
A Libel against twenty-four bags of rags;
ONE

HUNDRifiD AND EIGHT WOOL SOCKS, OR
A LOT OF OLD LEAN, BRASS AND

HOSE;
COPPER, seizeu
Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth, on the twenty-fourth day of October last
past at Portland in said District.
▲ Libel against three thousand cigars, seized
by the Collector oi the District of Portland and Falmouth on th tenth day of November instant, at
Portland in said District.
8eizur®« were for breaches of the laws d
the United States, as is more
particularly set forth
in s Aid Li be s and
Informations; that a h^ariBg ana
trial will bs h\d thereon,at Portland in said
District,
on the Second
Tuesday cf December next, where an>
persons interested therein,
may appear and shov
can k® Bhown, wherefore the sam
^ <*oaree<*
*nd disposed of accord
ing te

by the

4wWTTio.h

■SSI?.* a?y

law*

th“

dl4dnov29

N°‘

‘"“Va^cSey
Maine.

Ueput’' Marshal, Gist,

Steamship
Wrecked

of

Bohemian!
at Portland.

THh£ a&w
10,1866.

arras?

lor the purchase
1st—of the wreck of tbo Hull and EnrinM
th.
Iron Steamship Bohemian, of about
,on.
the / now ire or may then lie, in about Qve fathom,
water, about half a mile from the shore oi Caue E i
zabeth. opposite Broad Core .about eight nles from
the city.
2d—of all the remaining porfon of the cargo that
may be found in or arround the week, oou.i.tin.
of Iron Knees, Bar Iron, Sheet Iron, and other
goods.
Tenders to state the pric in cash, gold raine. that
the parties are
wil.ing to give for each lot, separate
ly. and the par y or parties if any whose tender if
aooepud, mustpay or deposit with the underspend,
not te'er than Jar
nary 20th, of Twenty percent, on
otth' ir bids; a further sum of tweiitT
tBb’v *° “d the balance In
«fir0«n»?h*(f*l>e£re
1W. on or before Maroh 1 1866
JAMES G. FABMEB,
%
M°-10
Portland, Kov 29,1864,

January

SUIu}B£!d

FDK8

Ordw.TT
MoCAXiLAB’S

Kepairad tnd Mad. to

0«t, 27—lmd

COE k

Ho. 96 Kiddle Bt.

TRUNK

WHOLESALE GROCER8,
Pierce A Co.
Emmons, Danforth and
Soudder,
I. W. Munroe A Co.
lot Levi Bartlett A Co.)Conant A Sanborn,
Wm. Stearns A Co.
Carter, Mann a Co,
G. F. A B. Hurd A Jo. G. B, Talbot A Co.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS.
Weeks A Potter,
C. C. Henshavr.
J. A, A W. Biid,
Banker A Carpenter,
John Wilson Jr. A Co.
Geo. 0. Goodwin A Co.
M. 8. Burr A Co.
Carter Rost A Co.
8H0E AND LEATHER DEALERS.
A. W Clapo A Co.
John F. Pray A Son,
Hunt A Kdmands,
J. P.Phinney,
1. M. Rice A Co.
Brooks A Mecuen,
John bchayer,
Foster, Peabody A Co,
Used exclusively by the Tremont House, Reve e
Hou e, Parker liouse, American House and Geo.

Its superior qualities over any other blacking in
the world arc a durable, brilliant polish, unequal*d
splendor ,and produced with great ease, and i.«
guaranteed properties for soltening and preserving
the leather,
Various sizes “Liquid” and ‘‘Parte,” sold by the
dozen, gross, bbl, or hhd, and handsomely put up
for the retail trade.
for

GEORGE JAQUES & CO, Proprietors,
132 and 134 State Street, Boston.
nov23isdlm

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

THE
solved

name and firm of Drase A Davis is this day disby mutual consent. All persons indebted te
said firm are requested to Bettle inn
ediately with
A. Davis at the old stand, who is authorized to adjust all matters of the firm.
nov23dljn
DRAKE A DAVIS.

A Card*
A. Davis A Cloyes Brothers having purchased the
stock and taken the stand

formerly occupied by
Davis, would respectfully solicit the p t-

Drake A

ronige of both firms at the old stand, where we
shall be known by the firm name of Davis f Cloyes

Brothers.

A.

Davis,

F.H.Cloyes,

nov23dlm

H. Cloyes.

G.

Portland, Dec. 2d, 1864
of Representatives of the

To the Senate and House
State of Maine.

uum

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exeeeding *60 in value, and that per-

sonal. unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger tor every *600 additional value.
C. J. BttYDUES, Managing Director.

H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7, 1864.

nov7

Company, and located

at

Yarmouth, in the County

General’s office,
1
Washington, November 2fi, 1864. )
Medical Officers of not less th >n two
years’ service, who have been honorably discharged. and desit e to receive appointments as Mirgtons or Assistant Surgeons m the U. S. Army
Corps now being organic *i at Washington, are invited to forward their
applications, testimonials,
and evidence of service, to the Sbrgeon General,
J. K. BARNES,
without delay.
dtc2cdlwiben2aw3w
Surgeon General.
Subobon

NOTICE.

SKINNER'S PULMONALES
relieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness Losgof voice
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
and every symptom o the first
f*tag s ot Pulmonary CoLsumn't.oa. They are white, in form
of a wafer, and as suitable for
the infant in the cradle as a
patient of three eoore
years *nd
ten. Orator* and all who overthe vocal organs receive
instant relief by tbeir use. Sold by all Druggists
Prepared by E. M. Skinner, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street, roston. H. H HAY, cor Frte and Middle
strew, suppeying agents.
sep27 ecd&eow6m

immediately

_.

iTGr

S

N

S

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS PAINTED

AT
No.

H VDSOI

27 Market

nav22eod2w

Tripe.

T HIS

>S,

Square, Portland.

Tripe, Tripe !

delicious art-e’e of food may be obtained at

hair bbl., quarter bbl or
oV'LSiul by ,be B.bl
tbo ‘oanul'ac* urer, by
mail, or
otberwli.SpllA?i"onit0
or,ler• promptly attendee to
DoviSd6*.4
W
C. W.

kit

BKLKNAF.

Pay

or

Prisoners.

XSas SS

Young lady,

resides with hsr parents, to attend in an office. The situation is
pleasant and
permanent. Apply at the United States Hoteb room
No- *•
uov21 eoalw*

A

who

LOST.
the evening of the 16th between Deering Hall
and Uantortn street, a large Hold Cross c lined.
Tbe Under will meet wiih a liberal reward by leaving it at
LOWELL fc sENTEK'S,
novl7d f
Exobange street.

Wanted

Immediately.

WJ>° w *h *o engage in alegitimate business,
whioh parties have made irom »6to«26a
day by small investment of from eiqO to *.200, are
invited to an examination of some ol the most important new inventions of tile age; live of which
have never before b en intioduo. d in the New England States. A rare
opport.n.ty is here offered for
enterprising men with small or large capital. Circulars sent tree.
e. chapman; jk
novl6d2w
22# Congress st.

\

Lit

in

a

Wanted.
a Gentleman, Wife and
Daughter, 8 years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Booms
furnished or unfurnished, for whioh liberal compen*
sation will be paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
Portland, Oot. 26th.
oct27tf

BY

Wanted.
Salesman by a young man oi
Satisfactory referenees. Apply.

SITUATION

as

A experience.
Box
Post
Delta,

606,

Offioo, Portland.

cember, 1863.
Premiums on Policies not markedoff
1st J anuary, 1663,

Passenger trains leave Depet (Baok
S^^SHBtOove) of the Company in Portland lor
Br.iiswica, Bath, Auguaia.Skonhegan.and allother
stations on the line, i.16 P. M., daily,
(Sundays exoepted,) and on Saturdays only a train tor Bruns-

wiok, Bath and Augusta, leaves at 8.16 P. M.
The 1.10 P. M. train from Portland connects at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad lor
Bangor, fco., arriving tame evening.
trains from Skowhegan, Augusta and Bath are
dne t, Portland daily at 2 P. M, and on Mondays
train from Augusta and Bath is dne at 8.20

Freight trains leave
is dne at 3 P. M.

Portland daily at 7 A. M, and

otaob

Cokubctious.

At Bath Stages for Rockland and Thomaston
nect with trains
At Augusta Stages for Belfast connect with

oon-

each

train.

Skowhegan Stages

for Norridgewock,
and Madison connect with trains.

Solon

April

Anson,

of

F. tillot.

CAPI SIC POND HOUSE
J
THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.
The public are respectfully informed that
it Is the Intention of the Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a first-class road
Bouse.
>icest Sappers served.
Oot. 19—Sm
GEO. W. MUKCH.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

&

Fixtures,

UMMIH Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk

s9B^3d£Station,

HIM

Sjmiiiri'rom

BF“The Cars from Portland every half hour.
WINSLOW & THATEK.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

BRADLEY'S
—

ARRANGEMENTS,

WW^wwvtion. foot of

5

Canal street daily, (Sun-

follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2 JO

u*»»

x copied) as

L»»ve Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.80

({'®f,'r®J£>0,tamouthf°rrorUa,1<i' at 10 00 A-M- “d

These trains will
stations.

take and leave passengers at way

Freight trains leave Portland

OF THB

(,WM*M/-,C<JaBei#^‘l.5ti*h

a

BHABLEY“5r“ “fcCO,, Proprietors.
J. Bradley. Jr.
?*■***■
janeifrjgm
B E

O’P

NEW FUBHITUEE ft FIXTUSEB!

been

DENNIS, Proprietor.

reiurntohed, and to open for the

reoepflon ol

guests.

For Sale.

A

run

sale.

CUFF COTTAGE, containing

over

20

rooms, large stable and sbeda—situated two
.and one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa—iteriug place and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
101 Commercial
ap7 dtf
Portland.

Street,

Apothecary 6hop

for Sale.
unders gned wishing to chinge his plaoe
8811 *“*
Fnmiiu-e,
.st er. ao
The took u new ana
complete in all its
department. The stand is rne ol the best in Portland, being suited to Family and Country Trade.—
Apply at 146 C'ongresa street.
eot34

f|lHE

Ai>v°^aYiU

For Sale.
TWO story House and Lot, situated on Po tland street, with Stable and otber outbnildings.
Also two adjoining lots containing abent eight
thousand square feet. Enquire of N. STEVENS,
No. 47 Portland street.
june9 dtf

A

To Let.

ft'OlIR Offices, single or
A 162 and 164

in

snitee, ever Stores Nos.
Exchange Street, opposite the International House. Apply on tho premises to
Jy*
L. BEOWN.

do__A.
now

To Let.
by ns. Possession given

occupied
STOEE
immediately.

Also, a Front Office in Hanson Block.
J»»* dtf
H. J. LIBBEY A CO.

Wood for Sale.
acres

bargain.

Enquire

on

a

FEANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Strtet, or of ASA HANSON

head of

of

Borlin Wharf.

oote

dtf

STABLING,
and all the usual

conveniences sf a popular hotel
amply provided.
HaUoweli, Feb. 1 1864.
mohSo eodtf

are

U. 8. Marshal’s Notice.
United States or America, !
Disteiot or Maine, bs.
J
ts Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court,
within and lor the District of Maine, I hereby give
public n< tice that the following Libels and Informations have been Hied in said Court, viz
A Libel against One Case or Palm Oil and
On* Barrel or Suo.r; seised by the Collector
of the District of Portland and Fa.mouth, on the
twenty-) inth day of July last past, at Portland in

PURSUANT

said Distriot.
A Libel against Three ullage Barbels or Sugar; One Barrel or Molassb ; and One Keg
orMoL.eees; se.zed by the Collector of tbe Di
trici of Portland and Falmouth on the thirtieth da/
of July last past, at Portland in said District
A Libel against One Tieboe or Molasses; One
B- reel or Sugar; one Barrel Molasls and
Two Bags or Sugab; seized by the Collector of
the District of Portland and Falmouth, on the eleventh day of August .ast past, at Portland in said DisA Libel against Three Barbbis or Molassrsu
One uaruel or Sugar; one Boat, Oars, Ac ;
seized by the Collector of the District of rortland
snd Faln.uth on the filth day of August
last p“8
oast
*
in Portland in said Distriot.
An Information against one Chest or Tea One
Barbel or Sugab; one Barrel or MolacbesFoub Barbels or Floub; One sag orComsI wo Sacks or Salt; seized by the Collector 01 the
District ot ras'amaquoddy, at Houiton in sa d Distriot, on the fifth day of August last paat
An Information
against Two Horse*. Two
Wagons, Two Sa sor Harnesses; Nine Chests
or Tea-, seized by the Collector of the Distrio ot
Machias, on the twenty-filth day of September last
past, at Gouldsboro in said District.
A Libel against Ihirthsn hundred CigarsOne Boat; One Basket; One Blanket; >eized
by the Collector of the Distriot of Portland and Falmou' b, 03 the siEteenth day of October last oast at
v
Portland in said District.
An Information against
One Jib;One
Fore-topmast Staysail; rnc Upper and One Lower Fore Topsail; One Upper and One Lower Main
One Upper ana One Lower Mizzen -Japtail; and One Spanker; seized by the Collector ol
the Distriot of Portland and
on the twenty-flith day of Ootober laetpast, at Portland in said

OneForc-Sail;

Topsail;

A

District
An Information against One Piece of Cassimere
and MghteenHundred Cigart; seized
lector of tho District of Portland and Faimou h on
the lourteenth day ot Ootober last pari, at Portland
in said District.
A Zibet agaiast Thirteen thousand
four hundred
Cigars; One hundred and twenty-five pounds of
JSutmegs ; Three hundred pounds of Cloves Five
lt*m: 8??ea b? th» Collector
of the °L°**-[a,Ti.ca
Distriot of Passamaquoddy,
on the twentvin 8ai<1

fcVtbeCol!

■

SPECIAL NOTICE.

may obtain information in regard to
D8trldty0f8ePtemb*rl**tP**l,atiaa8tport
friends supposed to be in Hospitals at or near
ANY
An Information against
one

Washington, by addressing

Agent Ind. Eelixe Dbpt.,
V. 8. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.

Any inquiries regarding friends

at

or

near

City

Point, Va.. may be addressed
H C. Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
U. 8. Christian ( om., City Point, Va.
Prompt answers will be siven to all inquiries directed as above.
TH08. X. HA Y 88,
Chairman Army Com., P. P. hi. C, A.
novSdtm

OR. ORLAND’S LIVER

PILLS,

The Great Remedy for the Piles!
eradicate all humors from the blood, and
are a good family purgative.
Directions.—Doer, 3 to 6. For tho Piles Orland's

THEY

Pile Ointment should be used
Prepared by C. O. CHAMBERLIN, Portland.
Pnion 25 Cbntw.
For sale by Druggists generulYnovlbeodlm

Thirty-Two Boxes rf
Friction or Lucifer Matches, trizeu by the ( ollen.
tor of Internal Reyenne for the Firet Collection
District of Ma-ne, on the eighteenth day OfNovem
her Instant, at Portland In said Distriot.
Which seizures were forbrsaohrs ofthe laws
ofthe
United States, as is more particularlv set forth in
said Libels and Informations; that a VearinV»nd
trial will be had thereon at Portland, in said Din.
trlot, on the First Tuesday of December next where
any persona interested may appear and show cause,
lfany can be shown, wherelbre the same should not
bo deemed forfeit and dispoeed of aocording to law
Dated at Portland this twenty-second dav of No!
* A.
vember, A. D. 18«4.
U. 8. Deputy
Marshal,
nov22d!4d
Diet, of Mainq,

QUINB^

Maine
rol

THEand

101 Middle at.,
PORTLAND.

nevSdtf

friends;
Col. Beqlamiii H.

FtKDEBICK

Hinds,

Street,.Washington,
Col. Robert K.

D. O.

Corson,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Col. Frank E. Howe,
Broadway,.New York City,

194
Oot. 24—d/w.

Insurance

Fox

Jons B. Brown ft
H. J. Libby ft Co.

Company

Block,

821-2

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, <2

Son,

JOHN W.
June 3,18M.—dtf.

Attention U respectfully invited to
facilities for exeoatlnc in

oar

unrivalled

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ABT,

Our Establishment is tarnished with all the ap

Sent by Express to any address

And
ft Co.

receipt

of the

our

HUNGER,Agent.

SOLU

collection of

Fancy Types

Business and Professional Cards,

INDIAN
PKOM

unfailing

BOOTS,
lor

caused

BABB

AND LNAVNS.

Bliermitorrhes, Semina,

by self-potation;

done

Straw, Reperti, ui til kiidi of Fnpkleti,
Put up In superior style.

are

22—dtf

near

Wilmot.

Bronzed

and

Colored

Labels.

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealers
get up in the best style of the art.

Notice.
To the Bondholder* under the third Mortgage oj
the Androscoggin Railroad Company, dated December 11, 1866.
Bondholders are hereby reminded that by
the provisions of the Revised Statutes, Chap. 61,
Sec. 60, it is made their duty to present all their dishonored bonds or coupons under said
mortgage to

SAID

the subscribers who
same, at least

t*«e

trustees

holding
thirty d«ys before the right of iedemption will expire; and that said mortgage, notwithstanding the entry which has been made, will
not be foreclosed by reason or the
non-paymest oi
any bonds or coupons not so presented. If they are
filed with
either

one

*»re

ol us, before the 14th of Janu-

Skth May.
Trustees of
)
Allbn Hainkb,
} Third Mortgage
Philip M. Stubbs, ) oiA. K B.Co.

IBeodtd

Hall’s

SICILIAN

Vegetable

HAIR

IT restore the hair to its natural oolor, and produce

new growth where it has falleo off. It will stop
the tailing out 01 the hair, in a few days, if faithfully
applied, and it will turn Ghat Hair to its original
color.
It is not like other preparations, making the hair
dry and brasby, but will make it moist, soft, and
glossy. Sold by all the Apothecaries and Medicine
Dealers in this city and State
W. F. PHILI.IPS, 1*9 Middle Street, Wholesale
oct81 evdSm
Agent tor the State.

bale of Forfeited Goods
Falmouth,

Portland Nov. 1, 1864,
following described merchandise having
been forfeited for violation of the Revenue
Lswb of tbs United States, public notice of saidBeizures ha ing been given and no claim to said
goods
having been made, they will be sold at publio auction at the Old Custom House, at this port on Wednesday, Dee- 7, If64, at 11 o’olook, A. M to wit
8 Bris Sugar—1 Bbl. Molasses—1780 Cigars—1
Trunk, containing 7 Bottles Brandy, 1 Bottle Wine,
1 package thimbles, 1 piece of Cotton, 2 paokages
containing silk and liunigs.
I. WASHBURN, Jr, Collector

THE

■

novldlawt sale

Sale ol Land* and Timber lor the Benefit
ol Normal Schools.
Lvhd Office,

Bangor September 18,1864.

the Aot

I

entitled "An Aot, for the
pursuance
of Normal Schools,”
IN establishment
approved
and the

March 2», 1848,
farther report ol Council
made August 15th, 1864: the Land Agent will oiler
tor eale at publio auetion, at the Land Office in Ban14,18«6, at 12 o’cloek noon,
gor, on Tuesday, Miroh
all the right, title and interest which th9 State has,
being one undivided half, owned lu c mmon with
proprietors of township* numbered Sixtee R .nge
FI cron, (16 R11) and sixteen. Range Twelve, (If R
12) West irom the East line of the S ate in th
C unty of Aroostook, at a minimum prloe cf thirty
rants per acre for either or both traets. Terms Cash.

ISAAC R. CLaRK,

SeptlO— lawtd

Land

Agent.

Copartnership Notice.
nnderf

hare this day formed a copartname and style of FLING A

igned
the
THEnership under

TTEMORE, and have taken the store formerly
occupied by Hen y Fling, Ns. 91 Commercial street,
where they intend doinga Commission and Wholelale business in Teas, Tobacoo, W. I. Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING,
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE
Portland, July 8,1884.
dtf

The Cheapest

Agency

oolleoting all olasses of oialms arising
rom
g from
the war is that of the

r)B

ASSOCIATION,1

unfur.
Chlrge*

dawly

5

Temple

LARGE
Hand-bills,

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

pVUela or nourishment Of
h!2£in£iS“bJ?C,*.a
lood without paying the penalty in the most
hearty
»*oniiing dlltr»». “d oftentimes complete prostra-

Uon. To meet the terrible rarages of this worst
of
ail diseases, wo hast prepared

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"
and

we

when

mes,

Circulars,

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing

Office

has

one

of Boper1

Improved

Calorie

8treet.

daily, and from 8 a m. to 9 p. m
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether Arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoring his entire time to that pa-ticular branch of
the n edioal profession, he feels warranted in GuabANTEK1MO A CURB IN ALL Ca 8B8, Whether Ot long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs ol disease from the system, and making a
periectand PaRMANhHT CURE.
He would oall the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing aod well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aLd sucCAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies banded out lor general use should
have their efficacy establidbed by well tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physician, who.-e preparatory stuaies fits him lor all the
duties he mustfiultiil; ye tbecouuiry is flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purpor ing to be the
best in the world, which are not only useles-*, but al-

ways injurious. The unfortunate should be fartio
ular in selecting his physician, ai it is a lamentable
yet inoontrovertable faot, that many syphilitic
s are made miserable with ruined constitutions
maltreatment irom inexperienced pbyscianait
general practice; for it is a Deint generally conceded
that the study and manby the best
agement of these complaints should engross tbe
whole time of those who would bj competent and
successful in their treatment and oure. The inexperienced general pi actitioner, having neither opnor time to make himseli acquainted with
their 'pathology, commonly pursues one system ol
treatment, in rn^gt cases making an indiscriminate
use of that
aattqaated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

syphilographers".

UA V £

Poiitively

and

costly Presses—Cylinder andPlaten—

ffom the most celebrated makers.
stant

nse

one

We have In

con-

of HOE'S LARGE CYLINDER

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not waitror the consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for aosb of beauty
and Complexion.

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPP Y EXPERIENCE.

HOW

PRESSES, capable of throwing ofT 8500 Sheets
an

hour;

one

of

Adam’s Power Presses—the best

Machine Job Presses; Buggies’superior Cased Pres;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, StancAng
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well

appointed office.
The Dally Press Job
furnished

as

Office

Is believed to be

as

well

any similar establishment in the State.

Those sending order from the country may
rely
receiving prompt attention.

on

We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
best manner.

and in the neatest and

We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any othor establishment
the City, County of State.
All orders for Job Printing mast be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, Bo. S2J Exchange street,
in

Portland, He.
The Job Office Is under the personal
supervision
proprietor, who Is the CITY PBINTand
is
himself
an
EB,
experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanic
In
this department of his work.

troubled with emissions in sleep, a
You^g
complaint generally the retult of a bad habit in
tnated
youth,
scientifically, and a perfect cure warmen

ranted

charge
day

or no
made.
a
one
pastes but we are consulted
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they

Hardly

by

had the consumption, aud by their friends suppos d
to have it. All such ca-es yield to the proper aud
only correct oc urse of treatment and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There

many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
often
bladder,
sccompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often De
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or tbe color will be of a thin
mi kiah hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
There are many men Who die of this
appearance
difficulty, ignorant Of the cause, which is the
are

81CQND 8TAGE OF 8EMINAL WEAKNESS.
* perfect cure in rucb
cases, and a
luH ar d healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr
can do so by
writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All
correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 8. Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
Send
XT*
Stamp lor circular,

of the senior

The
The largest

Portland Daily Press,

dally paper east of Boston, and having
larger circulation than all the other dailies in the
iity combined, Is published at the Offioe in Fox
Block, 891-9 Exchange Street,
every morning—
Sunday excepted, at *8,00 per annum.

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

TO THE

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DB HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. ft
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
need

their espeoisd accommodation.
Dr. H's Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ail
Female irregularities. Their action is speoific and
oertain ot producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after aJi other remedies have teen tried in

vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfeat safety at all times.
Sent to auv part of the oouutry with full directions

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

DR. HUGHES.
ef Middle, Portland.

corner

rhe largest paper in New England, eight
pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
sews by mall and telegraph,
important reading
natter. Marine List, Market Bepouts,
Ac., of the
Dally Press, at the following prices, viz :—

own sex.
»Poe-

Haglsospy.sae year, Invariably
In advance.„.58.00

have associated themselves for
THE undersigned
P^Hotof Dentistry, and will continue the

If. A. FOSTER & Co., Pxofxiitom.
Portland June 1, 18M.
dtf

W

ooiwult
of their
J;m*T
A lady of experience
in constant attendone

janl dftw.y

Dentistry*
lately occupied by Drs Bacon k Breslin, No.
17 Free street.
Elbbidou Bacoh,
Hubby Kimball.
ootateodftr
Pertlud, Oct U, 1«M.
umoe

statement,

our

not in a year—not In a month—nor In a
week—but
you shall see Its benefloial influence at once imme>
diately, and tbe day you take it. To you who bar*
lived lor years upon tirabam
Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the
least-wise hearty—
flrst, because tbe Dootor has ordered the olainest
food, aud secondly for fear the diatreaa it causes_
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal aa
you wish.
<Urtr“* ’OB-

®

COE’S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
Believe You

IT

WILL

Instantaneously.

enabling yon, by hearty eating,

and the ue of
the cure alter each meal, (aa often a* the food distresses you, or sours on your stomach,) yon will
get
in u very few days so that you oan do without thu
medioine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle Is nted np, we will guarantee you lreu
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat,
digeet and enjoy
as hearty a break last aa you ever ait down to in
you
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to
you the pries
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statemcat
Is not correot.
The medicine is powerfril but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonfui wiil at once relieve the
dy.Lectio sufferer, the whole bottle would not
materially
injure him, as it is entirety vegetable and contains
■o
All classes ot disease that have their origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled ia the same instantaneous way, by the use ot

opiates

OOE’S DYSPEPSIA OTJRE!
Fever and Ague, Sick-Hcadache, Sickneee at tkt
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn,Colic Paint
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and eannot exist where the cure is used
It removes the disease by removing the eauee n.e
like Alcoholic Bitters which cover np your bad teut
logs for a few moments by their exhilarating eObota
Beware ofaacb remedies or beverages, but in lh.it
plaee nse a remedy that will restore the diseased
funotioDB to their normal condition, and aet in
motion the entire hnman mechanism in
perfect har•monjr. and upon principles synonymous with well
ctellned phyaelogioal laws. iWsuoh will he the ef—

COE'S DYSPEPSIA
Immediately

CURE,

and instantaneously, we pledge ou
ofhonor—our reputation as Fharmaceutiata—our favorable aoquaintanoe witiffthe people aa
proprietors of the World-renowned "toe** Cough
Bottom," If it ia used according to ou direction.,
whioh may be found with each bottle.
We add below toms testimonials from our
neighhora and townsmen, to whiou we ask you oareful
attention.
word

us men

TESTIMONIALS,
From the Pastor of the Methodist M. Church, Madison, Conn.
I have meed Coe’s Dyspepsia Cue In my fkmily.
and oan willingly testify to its value as a medicine.
Ussav Giouio, Faster Iff. K. ebuoh.
Madison, Conn., June SOtli, 1864.
A Voice from home through our
City Papers.
New Haven, Conn., June 18,1864.
Messrs. Editors:—Allow me, thiough your ool*
smns, to acknowledge my gratitude 16r the benefit 1
have reoeived from the use of Coe’s
Dyspepsia Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to eat anything I please, without
pain.
I have now stopped OBing the medioine, as 1 ne
longer need it.
Falmiba Lymak.

Madison, Conn., June 30,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dysmy family, 1 am prepared to say that
I never intend to be without it and advise all whe
ue afflicted with Dyspepsia to
try it.
Fxuaxou Lewis.
pepsia Cue in

Mr. Coe '—The
me has

bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure OU

backed up you statement
RaveI have only
used half bottle, and
a

apple shortoake
It acta like

a

or

chum.

taneous.

concerning

oan eat pise
without trouble.
The relief it affords is instanJakb A. Lowaxy

anything else,

New Huvea, June 18,1864.

Those who know my constitution, what my ecndltion has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that wilT reach
my case will
teach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cue has
enabled me to eat
I please, and it ia very
Wldom I now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in an instant when I was in
graat pain
My
whole system ia being strengthened by Its use.
Abb k. Bauuott.

anything

New Haven, JunafS, 1864.
_

I«a ortant to

Journeying on the
badly deranged,

Travelers.
oars,

my stomaoh bo.

causing severe pain in my
bead. Had It been on the water it would
have
been called sea-sickness. A lady sitting bv me
knowing my conoition, reached out a bott.e
“take a swoliow." X did so. and in less than
minHtee my trouble v as ended. The medicine was
‘■Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the efieot It had
upon the Stomaoh, and what 1 have learned ol It
•luce. X think it must be an excellent remedy to*
Sea sickness and Dyspepsia.
MRS. 8AMUKL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1864.
oame

saying’

u/e

_

New Haven, June 28th. 1864
Messrs. C. G. Clark ft
to make known the almost instantaneous edket- of
‘•Coe's Dyspepsia Cure," in cases of cholera morbus.
I had been for twenty feur honrs purging at tbe
Stomach and bowels, every fifteen
1 went
into yourdrug store to procure some brandv as I
had always been told that it was a good reinadv lor
Dysentery. My pallid fooo and my
once attracted tne attention ol the clerk
in char.*,
onoe
‘what Is the matter V
replied. I have been fbrtwentry-tonr hours vomit,
ug and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk,
fkom weakness and this
deadly sickness at my stem.
Mb completely prostrates me." He
produoed a hottie of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, ‘‘take a large
swallow of that; it is now 11 o'clock; taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of the
medioine my sickness at stomsch was gone- its efieot
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
my dinner »i,h
as good a relish as ever
hungry man partook, (ar I
was well cleared ont of food.) and followed
by a
teaspoonful of cure. 1 have not suffered a partk-'e
of inoonveuienoe since 1 took the remedy.
Its action was so wondertul and so immediate,
that I oould hardly believe the evidences oi my own
senses, and I desire to pui.lioly make knowa thi »*
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves f
Its use. Like bread, it thouid find a plaoe In every
one’s house, and I believe that no one should go
away (ton home without a bottle of it in his pocket,
or where It oould be qulokiy made available.

Co.—Gentlemeni desire
minutes.

w|SV«,aI

“**.,*? “J**1

7

GEO. L. DRAKE.

Truly yours,
One

qf

III*

Twenty-five.
New Haven, July 11th mu
Mb. Cob—Jfr.—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve month, ih.v*
taken fhe nsoal kindsof medicines, which have d”e

*?* *2*21 J“w
«h

Electic Medical

upon

Core the Wont of You,

While

tun IT1UKN L £.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN 8BASON.

Engines for motive power, and is furnished with

improved

say it will

~

All who have committed an •» cess of any kind,
whether it he the solitary vioe of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years.

And plain printing of every description. Also,
Buie and Figure work, executed neatly, and on

pledge oir reputation

we

ROOMS,

he
be consulted privately, and with
WHERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at &)!
hours

Program-

to

HIS

portunity

book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past

Collectors Onici, District or Portland

of

Notes qf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Danoes, etc., etc., of every variety and eost,
tarnished at short notioe.

RENEWER.

a

AT

patien
by

O ards,

terms that cannot ihil to satisfy.

The best Preparation for the Hair.
will immediately free the head from dandruff,

and

Weddincr

the

ary n# xt, it will be in season.
Lewiston, November 14,1864.

69 Liberty 8t., New York.

cess.

good.

Office 123 Cumberland Street,

PBOPBIBTOBB,

No.

oan

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts ol LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short notits.

in the first stages of Consumption
should give the Dr. a call, who no doubt will be of
special good to them.
Office Hours—9 to 12; 2 to 6, 7 to 10.

Memory,

Bold by all respectable druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN & CO

No.
BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,'
Of every description executed in the best style

»nders the stomach

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General
Debility
of the whole System,

Price, 82 per bottle, or threo bottles for SS, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Those laboring under
any disease will do well to
G,as his practical experience and long
Curriculum in College, make him fully competent
to give a correct decision, and prescribe suitably.
Consultation Fee #2 00.
i-Inveterate and other cases whioh the Dr. cannot
cure, he will act strictly honest, informing the patient that he can do nothing to restore health—he
will not take money when he cannot do the siok
oonsult Dr.

Loss of

For fhll particulars get a circular from any Drug
store in theoonntry, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one desiring the same a fnll
treatise in pamphlet form.

CAM BM FOUND

est Manner.

indisnofiUon

dlsMtSuftJSs”'

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut in the Neat-

From

he can be consulted daily, from 9 to 12 noon, and
from 2 to 6 p. m, and 7 to 10 o'olock,
upon all diseases of the human system.

ss

DU. J. B. HUGHE

Railroad, and other Corporation Work,
with promptness and fidelity.

London, has opened an Office at No. 128
Cumberland Street, near Wilmot street, where

such

Universal Lassitude, Pains in tbe Bsok, Dimhess of
Vision. Premature old Age. Weak Nervee, Difflen ty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all tbe direibl complaints caused by departing from tbe path ot nature.
This medicine is a simple vegetable eztraot, anc
one on which we can rely, as it bas been usei ia our
practice for many yea's, and, with thousands treated,
it has not fhlled in a si gle ins’ante. Its eurative
powers havt bean sufficient to gain vlsto y ever tbe
most stnbbon case.

BOLB

Office No. 103 Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Secy.
Feb. 16—dfcwtf

GOLDI3STG,
Physician and Surgeon,

bSth£h^!;ib*Natio,,'•

Curel

MEDICINE.

cure

feb8 eodfcwly

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Uto. U bu
etlTS?R,“t5>n..0f »BU*«'»4'le
scourge; for more

PBOPUIXTOBI.

constitution
they think themselves beyond the reaeh of
we
would
medioal aid,
say. Despair not! tue CHEEOK HE CUBE will restore you to health and vigor,
a id after all quack dootors have failed.

Will bear favorable comparison with any establish
ment in the city.

es.

DU.

*be*nr» forerunner of death
well
persons,
and fouug, mule and
female, suffer lrom 1U
other ailments combined. II
rnhaftoe
hi' whole
Li 44,0,11144
roM
system of its rigor and energy given
“d total
to th«e o“«
b«n

AXX

or

the insured, and at rates as low as any
option
other Company
The issue of Free Policies renders
it at leas equal if not superior to the participation

bn^tSS^i? U “ot

DR. W. R. MERWIN fc Cw„

|Of every variety, style and cost,

Company.
Company will issue Polieie* to be free after
the payment of six, eight
THIS
ten Premiums at
the
of

Balsam

K“#;»£»o?

until

MACHINERY,

Book and

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

WHI

on

To those who have tridtd with their

MODERN

PARTICIPATION.

nov

botUo.or

prico.

An

Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.

Oct

per

three bottles for SS.

COMPOUND

! BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

The undersigned having been appointed Aornt
and Atiobn&y lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insuiable Property at current
rates.

Those who

or

three bottles for *1.

Exchange St.,

or

aseSdlw*

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, «2 per bottle,

Til «SUI

proved

Hrbbbt, Flktohbb
Jobn Lynch ft Co.

‘MAINE WAR CLAIM

Front Booms, furnished
PLEASANT
nished, with Board, to let, at 77 Free it.

For lull particulars get a pamphlet from
any dru,
store in the country, or write us and we will mail
free to any addreas, a lull treatise.

Prepared by the Proprietors Qf“Coe?s Cough

thus

PORTLAND, ME.

GEORGE W. SAVAGE, SeoreUry.

Compan

of

Cherokee

Every description of

Boarding.
moderate.

the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the twp medicines at
the same time—all
improper discharger are removed
and the weakened organs are
speedily restored to
full vigor and strength.
nse

Proprietors,

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.

183 Walnut Street,

Notice.
N. DOW has been admitted as a
partner to tbe firm #f J. DOW A SON.
WHIT 2aw8w
Nor it, 18M.

wing State Agents for the relief ol Biok
onnoed Soldiers, will promptly and

obeertuh, famish any information, eithor personally
or by letter, and assistance to soldiers
and their
278 F

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMSj

Military State Agencies.

By the

No. 68 Liberty St., New York.

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

Howland,

I. WARREN, President.

jm.

trict.

Falmouth,

Billiard Table for Sale.
FIRST rate Billiard Table, with marble bod;
alBO two sets ivory balls and a set of
points, and
everything pertaining to a well furnished table.
Will be sold on liberal terms. Apply to
WM. J. MCDONALD.
No. 125 Federal Street, under U. S. Hotel.
sept21 dtf

June 3-dly

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended at an ally
or aui■ ant to the CHkROKKE
REMEDY, ard
shonld be used in e njuuctiou with that medicine In
all eases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Alius or Whites,
ItsefTco s are healing, soothing and dsmulceut; lemovlng all scalding, het t, chordae and pain, instead
ofthe burning and almost unenduiatle pain that It
exptrieneed with marly all the cheap quack injection t.

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

E N E D !

oompany.and permanentiboarders.
Every atteniion will be given to the comfort of

Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interceeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beeoh, tamarao and bass wood to any amount.
H. T. MACHIN. Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb26 eodtf

Price *1. Send a stamp for Dr. R. Goodale’s New
Pamphleton Catarrh—ite perfect mode of treatment
and rapid core.
Dr. R, GOODALE’S Office and Depot, 76 Bleeker
street, one door west ot Broadway. New York.
NORTON A Co., Sole Agents. H. H. HAY, Agent

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

HALLOWELL HOUSE

BF*The public are specially informed that the
epacious, convenient and well-known Hallowrll
House, in the centre of Hsllowell.two miles from
Augusts, and f„ur miles from Togas Spring, has

SQUARE block of land, of about 78,000 aores
ot wood land, on the south side of the river St

they

and

ami cla,using toe blood,
oaosing it to flow In ailita
original pnrity and v.gor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious eaust s ahich haveinduoeddls-

CALORIC POWER

Of New York, Office 118 Broadway.

HOTEL,

Cor. of Commercial & India Sts.
to situated direotly apposite
A
..This House
Trunk

and

_

neighbors,

1
eay it has oured them
have now half a bottle left and wonld not take a
thousand dollars for it if I oould not procure more.
Dr Goodale has surely discovered the true cause o
Catarrh, and an unfailing remedy to cure it.
Yours truly,
Johh L. lirni.
New London, Conn., Juno 9,1863.
my

1HTISK11 ATKK\ AL

American and European
Plans-,

S. G.

Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.
oc81 edtf

rad'

—

Railroad Depot, and bead
l/.^.lHthe..(-rai‘<i
Wharf.
JjjsEWof Boston and PorHandStsamers’
tl118 Uoa*® iB ar8t class

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
rsasgUgq Passenger trains will leave the Sta-

the Head!

b^ak

Portland Board of Reference»:

MORRILL’S CORNER,

Portland, has been re-furnished and Is
ope* for the reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the oomfort of guests.

PORTLAND, SACO St PORTSMOUTH
WINTER

powerless
digest the food, and has tor its
attendants,

Syringing of

XIOR centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of phy
X Bicians and surgeons. No medical work contains a prescription that will eradicate it
Nothing
save Dr. Goodale’s Remedy wm
it no
oally destroying the principle of the disease, ud
precluding the possibility of relapse.
No form of Catarrh can withstand its searching
power and no mode of treatment ever afforded such
immed.ate relief, or gave each universal satisfaction
It penetrates 10 the very seat of this terrible diN
ease and exterminates it, root and branch, forever.
[From the Commercial Advertiser, New York.l
Hay, Rote, and Periodic Catarrh.—Dr. R. Goodale’s Catarrh Remedy, and mode of treatment, not
only affords the greatest relief in every variety of
Catarrh, bnt it extinguishes the disease forever, in
all ite types and stage*. Every one speaks well of it.
[From John L. Bee boo. New London, Ct.]
Jfsssr*. !> orton f Co,
Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale's Catarrh Remedy yon cent me hae enrol me of the Catarrh of tea
years standing. I gave a few doses of It to three of

June3—w2w&eodtojan29

s

Thei public are respectfully informed
OCBathat this spacious, convenient and well
RJALH known House, situated at

RAILROAD.

ease,

Ho Violent

THE DAILY PRESS,

No. 166 Fore street, bead of Long Wharf,
PORTLAND, MR,

A

for Lewiston and Auburn, at

STOMACH AND BOWELS.

Sold by druggists everywhere.

HUNGER, Agent,

leases

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greet Indian Dluetie
all diseases of the Urinary Organs, such a* Inoontinenoe oi the Urine, Inflasaition ofthe
Kidneys
Stone in the Bladder, 8trioture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in these
cases of Fluor Atbus, (or Whit.s in Females.
It is prepared In a highly oonoentraled form, the
doae only beiagfrem one to two taaspoonlnla three
times per day.
It is dinretio and alterative in its action; parleying
cure,

Weakness, NooSurnal Emissions, and all disease,

JOHN W.

Fire

®

INJECTION.

COMPOUND PNOM BOOTS, BASKS AND
LNAVNS.

for Portland.
June 3.1863

Beoj Babcoek,
Fletcher Westray,
R. B Minturn, Jr.,
G. W. Burnham,
Fred. Chauncey.

!

It Cures Catarrh and averts consumption.

•procured by

J

WINSLOW & THAYER, Pro prleloif.

intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Bangor
Rbtobmino—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A.M., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M.
Both these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is dHe in Portland at 1 P M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lbr most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville, November, 1863.
decl4

11,690,210

Indigestion

It Cures Catarrh in all its types and stages

^^Applications lorwarded and Ofb> Policies

McClellan house,

and

>16,958,880

B. T. Nicoli,
Joshua J Henry,
Beo. G. Hobson,
James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W. H. H. MOORE,2d Vioe President.

HOTELS.

He-opened with Hew Furniture

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

B. J.

Leroy M. Willey,
Daniel 8. Miller,

TO

FORMERLY XHOWS AS THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

2,630,0

trustees:
John D. Jones,
Dav'd Lane,
Charles Dennis,
James Bryee,
W. H. H. Moore,
Wm Sturgis, Jr.,
Thos. Tiles ton,
H. K. Bogert,
A. A. Low,
Henry Colt,
W. C. Pickersglll,
Wm. E Dodge,
L-wis Curtis,
Dennis Perkins,
Chas. H Russell,
Jos. Uaidard Jr.,
Lowell Holbrook,
J. Henry Burgy,
P. A. Hargetts.
Cornelius Grinneli,
R. W. Weston,
C A. Hand,
Watts Sherman,
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Baratow,
E. E. Morgan,

Rare Clmnce.
purchase a stock of Millinery, -Kh rent of one
of the beet stands in the oity. Address through
O..
Jv2fl tf
MILLINER. Portland?

F.

63
88

and

rim ALL

RESTORED.

earnings remaining with the
Company on 1st Jan., 1864,
>6,263,670
By order of the Board,
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.

Board.

-VOX-

Dyspepsia

-AN

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

Net

ONDepot

Tt« World'* Great Bemedy

Remedy,

i>

Tne Acme of Perfection!

00
00

>14 323 830

Total profits for 21} years,
The Certificates previous to 1862 have
been redeemed by oash,

ing
money,
papers
value to any one but the looeer. The finder will be
rewarded as above on returning the same to No. 8
Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street
Portland, Aug. 81,1864.
aog8Idtf

Jlwo modi or tbbatkuht

SO

61

NATION!

ton DYSPEPSIA turn

at last.

CATARRH REMEDY,
Cherokee

CHEROKEE

next.

The protits of the Company, ascertained irom the 1st of Ju y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1863, ferwh'cb Certificates were issued, amount to
Adui tonal from 1st Jan., 1863, to 1st
January, 1864,

ootlSdtf

DiacorsitxD

It Cures Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh
56
04
48

THE

FOR

17

Total amouut of Assets)
>9 265,456 32
Six per oeut. interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal representatives, on and after Tuesday,
the 2d of February next.
After rete'ving Three and One half Million Dollara
of profits, the outstanding certificates of the issue of
1862 will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their legal representatives, on and after Tuesday, the Second of February text, from which date
all interes* thereon will cease. The certificates to be
produced at the time of payment, and car coped.
A Dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of the Con pany, for the year
endi"g 81st December, 1st8, for which oerificates
will he issued, «n and after Tueeday, the Fifth of

or around the Grand Trunk
and yarc; a Calfskin Wallet containa considerable sum of
and
of no

EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
Nov 24.1824.
nov/-8-tf

For

Uafortuan*.

m lm« souunt won

DR. R. GOODM.E S

1,706,602 24

The Company has tha following assets, viz:
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
>3,492,631
Loans seoured by Stocks and otherwise,
1,460,700
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages
198,760
Dividends on Stooks. Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans, sundry Notes, re-insurance
and other claims due the Company,
estimated at
104,964
Premium Notee and Bills, Reeeivabla
8.278,676
Ca.h in Bank,
744,818

A

At

Good Hew* for the

~

medical]

>8.214,398 98

Total amount of Marine Premiums,
>10,006.0ol
No po.ioiee have bee" issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with Marino RiskB,
Premiums marked off from 1st Jan.,
>7,597,666
1863, to 81st December, 1868,
Lowes paid during the same period,
8,105,651
Returns of Premiums a„d Expenses,
1,082,967

Central wharf,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1864.

oonformlty

THE

$300 KAIWAVIH.

SUITS

PORTLAND &. KENNEBEC R. R.

re-

Cumberland, lor the purpoB'' of manufacturing
paper, and doing all things pertaining to such manufacturing business. And as in duty bound will
everprav.
CHARLES D. BKOWN.
dec3eod3w
and others.
of

Wanted.

to the Charter of the
Trustees, in
Company, submit the following statement of
its affairs 'on the 81st December, 1668;
Premiums received on Marine Risks,
f. on 1st January, 18»8, to 81st De-

Booms, with board, aan be obtained by
applying immediately at 30 Danfortb street.
May 11th.
mayl2dtf

undersigned,
petitionsrs, humbly
of Pine Wood
eight
the stump
Tilly
quest that thev may be incorporated and made
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at
ABOUT
b dy politic, to be oalled the Yarmouth
haptr

a

a

The Under will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DC W k SON, oorner of Exohange and Milk Sts.
oot29tf

.uniter

g

vour

A8\TCA1I0N

in

ON

notice, as follows:
DP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for Soutn Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond

p

have made use of Mr. Geo. Jaqne's Ravens'
Wing Blacking, and find it to be of exoeJlent quality,
and remarkably free from crooking,and very ermanent. I consider it to be au improvement on the
oelebraled Day A Martin's Blacking
chas. t. Jackson, m. d
State Assayer to Massachusetts,
Geologiet and Consenting Cnemist.

Book-keepor

as

wholesale
establishment, or as a Copyist. Best of reference given.
Address "H. F. D.," Press Offlee. tf

agsaseggn On and after Monday, Nor. 7,1864,
•hHeSSBh*trains will run daily, (Sundays except-

euj

p

Hotel.-

Wanted.

Lost.
Wodneaday afternoon, out of a oarriage. between Exohange St. and Emery St., a pair ot
Gent's

RAILWAY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Wa*on, Pierce A Co.
E. T. Farrirgton,

Young's

For

novttatz

Boots.

Silas

Notice.

United States of America, i
District of Maine, bs.
f

dtf

Of Canada.

lair tjial of “Jaquca’

THEJFamous Haven’s-Wing Blacking,” most
a

_

U. S.

GRAND

8t. Joan.

Bkoeh
Peruvi-

Jones k Bat wholesale agents, 170 Washington st
Boston; Also Weeks k Potter, Carter, Bu-t a Co
and oth -r». At wholesale by Sheppard k Co. Port
land. Atre'allL. C. Gilson 14 Market Square.
Short k Waterkoubk, oor Congress f Middle st.,
and dealers generally.
nor 24—d3m*

DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.

Portland, Oct 81,1864.

onlj^a

LINE.

Koeve8town’s Wharf, Port.and,uvery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
» North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P. if.
These vessels are fitted up w th flue accommodations tor passengers, makKgthis the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Parage *8.00, includinv
Fare and State Booms.
tipods lor wa ded by th-sline to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and

nse.

should use Peruvian Hair
Everybody
Beware qf Imitatimt ■' Call lor
an tta r KegeaeraL.r and receive no other.
RBator.

Thursday aud Saturdays.

as

I

PERCTIAN HA1RREGEWERAT0R

51e,
eld, Parsousfield, and Ossipee

every

Abbetb..$246,232 48

Portland Office 31

Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, tor West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth L m.ngton, Limington, Limetlek, New-

every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’cloek P. M and India Wharf, Boston,

$8

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due.
none.
claimed and unpaid.
$7.0 00
',
reported and unadjusted,. 6,980 00
K. H. Kellogg, President.
J.N. Ddmsi, Sec'y.
Sworn to Not. 1st, 1864, before me,
Henry Chickering, justice of the Peace.

attached.
Stages oounect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
ears

Atlantia Wharf, Portland,

The splendid and fast Steamships
CHE8A.PEAKE,Capt WlL1.A&D,and
POTOMA V, capt. Sherwood, will,

Western Massachusetts Ins.

ther notice:
Leave oaoo River for Portland, as 6.80 aud 9.40
*
A. M., and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
3.00 and 6.80 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

at 6.60 A.M.

Portland and Boston Line.
Forest

m^^^Htrains

November 1st, 1861,
will leave aa follows, until furafter

the

Lowell,

OF THE

..

as

ioe will permit, connecting wlta ihs Eastern, Boston a Maine and Portland, Saco If Furtemout Railroads. from Boston and Way Stations, leaving Beaton ar 3 o’clock P. M.
The Boat will touch at Rockland, Camden, Bel&st, Burksport, W lerpon and Hampden, both
ways. Passengers ticketed through to and from
Boston,
Lawrence, Salem and Lynn.
For more extended information, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; toe local agents at the various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. A P
Eastern and B. k M. Railroads; Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang k Delano, Boston, or

Annual Statement

In Hank Stocks, rained at.
In Railroad and Gee Co Stocks, valued at.
Loans on Mortgages of real estate
Loans on collateral securit ee,
“.
Cash on band and in Banks,.
Cash in bands of agents and in fraudtu,
Personal property and other inveetments,

far

On and

—

asma

Evening,

IttMfiMian

At Saccarappa, tor doutn Windham, East Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,

CAPT. WILLIAM R. ROIX,

SEMI-WEEKLY

OF

LANG,

Built expressly for this rents,

Plumb street, three Gold Watches
NEAB
further information inquire at this office‘

ON

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
make her last trip lor the season,

firelight
light,

me a warm

now

STEAMBOAT

NOTICE.

MEDICAL,

._

NEW YORK, Jahbabt 26, 1864.

Found,

(CP BTA1B8.)

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

now on the wall tho
Glows with a fading

Bids

from Portland to ail the principal citieB and towns m
the loyal States and Canadas, at the lowest rates of
fare, and all neediul information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the

International Steamship Company.
SPECIAL

OATARBH!

all the

W. D. Lri'TLiJj, Agent.
Passages tor California, by the Old Line Mail
Steamers and Panama Kailruad, may be secured by
early application at this office.
may2ed& wtf

infinite brave unrest.

OFFICE OF THE

o'clock,

great leading routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oskosn, fit Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
etc., etc., and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket»

IS

Found.

Congress st, on Thursday evening, Fur Cape
ONJJ“
ATLANTIC
*“T0 th‘
*>y oalling at No.,
°,WDer ?F
««3$ pr”rin*property “iffiiaaa*: Mutual Insurance
Company,
T A8T evening, about <
a small Leather
JJ Wallet, containing a considerable amount of
money. The Under will be liberaUy
* rewwdsd by
leaving It at the office of the Preaj.
noviiSdlw

Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St.,

be succeeded by the Steamship Daxabcos
on the 17th December.
dtl
Portland, Nov. 2i, 1864.

Haunting my yearning spirit

But

Agent for

MEDICAL.

LOST.

LITTLE

W E>

To

Those shadows seem like the longings
That come and go in my breast,

And with

83ll>

DtGOfdM,

While a streak of shimmering firelight
Lies on the floor below.

an

steamship Mokavia* Capt.

from this port tor
SATURDAY, the 10
December, immediately after the arnval of the ualn of the previous «ay from Montreal
l assage to
Londonderry and Liverpool
Cabin (according to
accommodations) 866 to 880.

wall fantastic shadows

With

travelers

Wert, Forth Weft and South Weft.

will sail
<gSi-yOTR.fiton.
Liverpool on

Flickering quivering, flashing,
Darting to and fro,
O’er wall and floor and ceiling
Casting a crimson glow.

come

to

Return Ticket* granted at Beduoed Kates.

P-tiTa. Th«

INSURANCE.

a

TO TBM

Londonderry and Liverpool.

WANTS,LOSTgFOUND
‘a“e

IMPORTANT

—TO—

But

Ceaselessly

United States Hails.

Carrying the Canadian

night li dark

On the

REDUCEOATES 1

Montreal Ooean Steamship Oo, —
and

the Prat.

Firelight.
The

RAILROADS.

of

/oar

advertisement of

a

modi-

Tbe ar,t 16 dr°l» (‘he
Ju^e’Tth^f 1 t00k’
i°ln®
relievtd
rainutt.
I

m«

on#

times, but hare had
11«fei1],*br^e “yfo“r
*t0,n*eh *ince taking the
or

5,«il .^°f'i!.1fbon*b
*®*‘etimee

no

belore'1 e°uld “0‘

SoithJl? without
nouthfulis
distressing

bo more than
me.

Respectfully,_J.

three

eat

or

a

tour

V. WOODRUFF.

Now Haven, June Uth, 1864.
Mr. Cob—Dear dtr.-The bottle of
Dy.pcj .fo
Medioine I received from you, gave instantaneous
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me.
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one >o>
morrow, then every other day, increasing the quantity nl food and decreasing the medioine.until ! wae
enabled to eat without taking anything at all.
My
oase was an extreme one, having suffered for seven
years. I now consider myself cured, and by using
only on© bottl© of m©dioin© in th© spaeo of two
months. The dose was a teaspoonful.
Ellbb 8. Aitm.
Bold by Druggists in oity and eountry, every,

where.

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers er eonnunert,*
promptly attended to.
C. G. CLARK & CO.
WhoUtmU Druggiett, Hew Haven, Come.,
Bold in Portland by W. V.
other dealer*.

I »d all

Proprietor*.
Phillip*, g. a. Her,
T
mar*h»*odlyfo

